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An Apple microcomputer and a three axis milling machine 
are the basis for a CAD/CAM system with the capability 
of drilling and contour milling operations. The milling 
machine axes are driven by three stepper motors under the 
control of the Apple microcomputer and the ISAAC data 
acquisition module. 
An interactive part design program using high reso-
lution color graphics has been developed. It employs lines, 
circles and points to define the geometry for the part. The 
design is entered at the CRT and stored as a CAN database on 
the user disc. Once the design is complete it is postpro-
cessed and the milling machine and the Apple are connected 
through the ISAAC module. The raw part is set up on the 
mill and control of contouring is by the Apple microcomputer 
The software has been designed to operate very similar 
to the EZCAM interactive part design software available on 
the Bridgeport CNC Mark II Series milling machine. It has 
been developed using Applesoft BASIC language and the 6502 
Assembly language. 
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The milling machine is a very versatile machine tool 
with several applications like contouring, surface milling 
and drilling operations. Almost every machine shop has a 
milling machine of one type or another. Over the years, the 
milling machine as other machine tools has undergone a 
series of improvements with growing technology. Advances in 
mechanical engineering technology made possible the copy 
milling machine of the forties. Now advances in computer 
technology has made possible the numerically controlled 
milling machine adding to the precision, flexibility and 
cost effectiveness of these machine tools. 
Although N.C. machines have been around for some time; 
until very recently they were affordable by only the 
relatively well off manufacturer and programmable by the 
well trained operator by means of 8 track paper tapes. This 
situation prevailed for over twenty years since the first 
N.C. machine was built at M.I.T. in 1952 on request from the 
U.S. Air Force. Now things are changing thanks to 
microcomputers and powerful microprocessors. Microcomputers 
of today are powerful machines with high resolution color 
graphics capabilities. They are as powerful, if not more so 
1 
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than the big computers of yesteryears which controlled the 
N.C. machines and only a little slower and cost only a 
fraction of thier price. All this has made numerically 
controlled machines affordable by even the small 
manufacturer and very easy to work with. 
The Project 
This project involves conversion of a manually operated 
milling machine (Sherline 3" Milling Machine) to a 
numerically controlled machine by interfacing with the Apple 
II microcomputer using the ISAAC data acquisition module 
coupled to the Apple. Stepper motors have been employed as 
drive systems for the 3 axes. While projects of this nature 
have been undertaken elsewhere before, what makes this one 
different is the software that controls the machine. The 
software has been developed using the Applesof t BASIC 
language and the 6502 assembly language. It is essentially 
interactive in nature and makes no demand on the part of the 
user for knowledge of a part programming language. The tool 
path for a machining operation is defined using a graphic 
display depicting a geometry in the form of points, lines 
and circles. Once the path has been defined, it is post 
processed wherein the path design is converted to a database 
which can be utilised later for machining. The Apple screen 
supports a high resolution screen with 280 pixels along the 
X axis and 180 along the Y axis. The high resolution 
3 
graphics mode also offers eight colors for picture display. 
For reasons of simplicity and due to memory limitations, the 
software has been developed in modules to be run seperately, 
all under the control of a master control program. Hith this 
introduction as to what the project is all about, we can 
proceed to the details of its specific areas. 
The Problem 
To design, build and test a microcomputer based CNC, 
three axis machine with 2 axis contouring and drilling 
capability and programmable using user friendly, interactive 
graphics based software capable of converting tool path 
design to a CAV database. 
Method 
The process of converting a milling machine to a comp-
uter controlled two axis milling machine involves 3 major 
phases: 
1. Design and construction - the mechanical setup. 
2. Software development. 
3. The hardware involving the logic circuitry to interface 
with the computer and to drive the stepper motors. 
Equipment 
The list of equipment used is as follows: 
1. 3-axis table top milling Qachine (made by Serline). 
2. Apple II plus microcomputer with 65k memory and 2 
disc 
drives and color monitor. 
3. IC components for the motor drive circuit. 
4. SVDC and 12 VDC power supplies. 
5. ISAAC data acquisition module by Cyborg. 
6. Two SVDC stepper motors and one 12VDC stepper motor 
(North American Phillips). 
4 
The milling machine is a sherline vertical mill. The 
spindle is powered by a one fifth horsepower A.C motor with 
variable speed control. The spindle speed can be varied from 
200 to 2000 rpm. The work surface measures 12 X 12 ems. with 
10 CQS. of movenent on the X aAis and 6cms. on the Y 
axis. From its uppermost position on the z axis, the spindle 
can move 12cm. The movements on all the axes are controllea 
by hanc1wheels to leadscrews. The leadscrews advance the 
machine beds 1 mn1 for every revolution of the hanawheel. 
Appendix A shows the details of modifications carried out 
on the milling machine. 
The microcomputer used is the Apple II plus. It features 
a MC6805 central processor. The random access memory has a 
capacity of 65K bytes. While the Apple supports 8 I 0 ports, 
the ISAAC data acquisition module was used because it was 
available and it is easy to use. All programs are in BASIC 
language and the 6502 assembly language. 
The ISAAC ( Integrated System Automated Acquisition 
5 
System) is a modular data acquisition system which accepts a 
wide variety of signal types, including analog inputs fro 
sensors or instruments as well as binary inputs. The sane 
type of signals can be output fron the ISAAC to ot er 
systems. The ISAAC hardware acts both as a real ti e signal 
conditioner and interface and as an e:»tender of the CO!llpUtQr 
data handling capabilities. The key to the ISA~C syster.1 is 
the Cyborg's labsoft progra!llming language. Labsoft is an 
extension of Applesoft BASIC and adds over 60 additional 
BASIC like control commands. These comnands can be inserted 
anywhere within the program written in Applesof t BASIC an6 
allow the user to easily read the values of signals wired 
into the ISAAC and change the values of signals bein 
output, all using decimal notations. 
The driving motors on the X and Y axis were chosen to be 
SVDC stepper motors with a holding torque of 10 oz-in. For 
the z-axis, 2 12VDC stepper motor with a holding torc_:ue o"" 
80 oz-in was chosen. The motors specifications were arrived 
upon after doing a load analysis on the different axes; the 
load on each axis being determined as inerti~l and 
frictional. The SVDC stepper motors have a step angle of 7.5 
degrees. Considering that one revolution of the leadscrew on 
each axis advances the bed tool by lmm the best accuracy 
that can be achieved by the system is 7 360 or approxinately 
O.OSmrn C0.002 in.). 
6 
With this introduction we shall proceed for a detailed 
analysis of different areas of the project. 
CHAPTER 2 
OPERATION 
General Concept of Operation 
To convert a milling machine to a 2 axis contouring 
machine, the manual control system for the X and Y axis must 
be replaced with a system controlled by electric motors. 
Circuits to control the drive system must be designed to 
interface the milling machine with the microcomputer. Figure 
1 shows the general concept of operation. The interactive 
graphics presents the menu in the form of lines, points and 
circles to the user who manipulates it to define the cutter 
path. This upon conversion to a data base outputs tn2 
1·ecessary data to the circuits to control the motors; which 
in turn drive the X and Y axis leadscrews to position the 
workpiece relative to the cutter. 
Machinability Data 
Any machine tool has to be defined keeping in mind the 
range of materials that can be chosen to be used. We chose 
to design the machine for machining acrylic plastic 
workpieces since this is an experimental setup. Table 1 
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MACHINABILITY DATA FOR ACRYLIC PLASTICS 
Surface speed 1.5 to 3.0 meters per second 
Tool material high speed steel CHSS) or carbide. 
Feed 0.015 to 0.250 mm per tooth 
Source: CADCO Engineers [11 
Based on this data we shall proceed to determine the 
power requirements on the X, Y and Z axes motor drives. 
Using a cutting speed of S mps, and a cutter of D mm 
diameter, the required spindle speed N in rps is: 
N = S x 1000 C 3.1459 x D >/1000 
For a 2.4 mm diameter milling cutter with two flutes and 
a surface speed of 1.5 mps, the calculated spindle speed is 
N = 1500 C3.1459)x(2.4) = 199 rps 
The feed is given by the following expression £21 . . 
F = F nN 
t 
where F = feed per tooth 
t 
n = number of teeth 
N = spindle speed in rps 
For a two fluted cutter and a 0.075 mm tooth feed, the 
10 
desired feed is: 
F = 0.075 x 2 x 199 = 29.85 mm/sec 
Based upon the recommended machinability data a spindle 
speed of 199 rps and a feed of 29.8 mm second should be used 
when machining acrylic. However, the limitations imposed by 
the Sherline milling machine dictate a maximum spindle speed 
of 33.33 rps. The corresponding feed is 5mm/second. The mill 
is unable to operate at the recommended feed and speed and 
thus a less than optimum cut may result. Since a high 
quality cut is not of outstanding importance for the 
project, speeds within the operating range of the Sherline 
will be used. It should be noted that in applications where 
strict adherence to recommended speed and feeds is 
important, it may be necessary to redesign the spindle drive 
system so that recommended speeds and feeds are attainable. 
Motor Characteristics 
Before discussing the leadscrew power requirements, it 
is necessary to examine the characteristics of the electric 
motors used in positioning the part. First under 
corisideration for drive sources in this project was the DC 
reversible inductance motor. This motor provides relatively 
high constant torque. On the other hand it is not directly 
compatible with the microcomputer. In addition, acceleration 
circuits, deceleration circuits and position sensing 
circuits must be used with it. This considerably increases 
11 
the cost and demand on the computer capability. The other 
alternative is to use a stepper motor. It is a DC permanent 
magnet motor whose rotor rotates a specific amount each time 
a winding is energized. In addition the stepper motor has a 
holding torque which acts as a brake and serves to hold the 
load in the desired position. The stepper motor, operating 
on SVDC and 12 VDC is compatible with the microcomputer. 
Based upon these characteristics, the stepper motor is 
ideally suited for a project of this sort. No feedback is 
essential, though if a feedback system is used it 
considerably enhances system reliability; more so becuase 
the stepper motors are not entirely reliable when loaded 
excessively. They tend to miss steps. Now that stepper 
motors are chosen the specific motor selection can be made 
after a detailed look at the power requirements for each of 
the axes. 
Lead Screw Power Requirements 
In order to estimate the torque that each stepper motor 
must provide . to move a workpiece on the X- and Y- axes, the 
following relationships were used [3] . . 
where 
T = T + T 
f 1 
T = total torque load (Mn.m) 
(1) 
T = torque required to accelerate an inertial load 
1 (mN.m) 




T = J a 
1 t 
2 
J = total moment of inertial load Ckg.m 
t 
2 
a = accelation (radians sec 
J = J + J + J 




J = moment of inertia of the rotor of the motor 2 
r Ckg.m ) 
J = moment of inertia of the steel leadscrew 2 
s C kg. m ) 
J = reflected moment of inertia of the load 2 
rl {kg.rn ) 
4 
J = D L d 3 .1459/3 2 (4) 
s s 
D = diameter Of the leadscrew in meters 
L = lead of the screw in meters 
3 3 
d = density Of steel in kg/m = 7870 kg/m 
s 
Simplifying equation 4 yields the following result 
4 2 
J = D L x 7.7 x 10 
s 
The expression for the reflected inertia of a load when 
connected to a linear screw thread is: 
where: 
2 
J = M(L 2 x 3.1459) 
rl 
M = mass of load in kg. 
L = lead of screw in m. 
{ 5) 
13 
Using the above relationship to calculate the torque 
required to drive the X- and Y- leadscrews gives the results 
in the sections that follow. 
X- Axis Calculations 
To calculate the mass of the aluminium work table and X-axis 
leadscrew, the following expression was evaluated. 
M = M + CV • d ) 
x w al 
where: 
M = mass of X axis load 
x 
M = mass of workpiece and fixtures 
w 
v = estimated volume of the table 
x 
3 







Assuming an M = 0.5 kg and estimating the volume of the 
w 
3 
table to be 498cm • 
-6 
M = 0.5 + (498 x 10 x 2700) 
x 
M = 1.84 kg. 
x 
Using equation 5 with a O.OOlm lead, the moment of inertia 
of the reflected load is: 
J = 1.84(0.001 2 x 3.1459) 
rl 
-6 2 
J = 0.046 x 10 kg.m . 
rl 
The rotor moment of inertia listed in the engineering 
specifications for the motor under consideration was 
-6 2 
9.3 x 10 kg.m • 
Using equation 4 for a leadscrew diameter of 0.007 m and a 
lead of 0.001 m, the moment of inertia of the steel 
leadscrew is 
4 
J = {0.007) (0.001) (770) 
s 
-9 2 
J = 1.8 x 10 kg.m 
s 
14 
Using equation 3 the total moment of inertia is expressed as 
J -6 
t = (9.30 + 0.46 + 0.00185) x 10 
-6 




In order to calculate the torque required by the x-axis 
stepper motor, it is necessary to assume a stepping rate 
compatible with the spindle speed of the mill and 
machinability data for the acrylic plastic. Earlier in this 
chapter it was shown that the mill was not capable of 
de.veloping the recommended feed and speed for milling 
acrylic plastic. The maximum speed that the mill can develop 
is 33.33 rps. The corresponding feed for this speed is 
5mrn sec. If the stepper motor makes 96 steps/revolution and 
the lead of the screw is lrnm, then the maximum stepping rate 
is 480 steps/sec. Thus the stepping rates that are 
15 
compatible with this mill range from a minimum of 
O steps/sec to 480 steps/sec. Selecting the midpoint 240 
steps/sec and calculating the acceleration yields the 
following (31: 
2 
a= ((240) /2 x 3.1459) x C2x3.1459,96) 
2 
a= 1884 rad/sec 
Multiplying the acceleration by the total moment of inertia 
gives the torque required to accelerate the load from 0 
rad sec to 240 rad sec with a maximum lag of 2 steps. 
-6 
T = (8.35 x 10 ) x (1884) 
1 
T = 17.6 mN.m 
1 
The calculation above does not consider friction. The 
frictional torque however, cannot be overlooked. 
In order to estimate the frictional torque a straightforward 
method is to attach weights to a string which in turn is 
attached to the handwheel fixed to the leadscrew. The amount 
of weight required to cause the handwheel to move under 
noload condition is to be noted. This value multiplied by 
the distance from the string to the centerline of the • 
leadscrew gives the required torq~e value.In our case this 
amounts to 42 mN.m. 
Using equation 1 the torque required to accelerate a 0.5 kg 
load on the x-axis is 
16 
T = 17.46 + 42, or 
T = 59.6 mN.m 
Y-Axis Calculations 
The calculations for the required torque to drive a Y 
axis load is very similar to the X-axis calculation; 
however, the mass of the load is different because the 
Y-axis load includes the X - axis load plus the saddle. 
M = 2.17 kg 
y 
-6 2 
J = 0.055 x 10 kg. m 
rl 
-9 2 
J = 1.8 x 10 kg. m 
s 
-9 2 
J = 9.300 x 10 kg. m 
r 
-6 2 
J = 9.36 x 10 kg. m 
t 
Using a stepping rate of 240 steps/sec. 
T = J = 17.6 mN.m 
1 t 
The torque due to the friction on the Y-axis was measured in 
the same manner as the X-axis. There was no measurable 
difference and T = 42 mN.m. Thus total torque required to 
accelerate a 0.500 kg workpiece on the Y -axis is. 
T - 1/.46 +42, or 
T = 59.6 mN.m 
z-axis calculations 
The procedure for calculating the torque required from 
17 
the motor driving the z-axis leadscrew is developed below. 
Figure 2 is a simplified force diagram that depicts the 
relationship between the forces acting along the z-axis. 
Referring to figure 2, 
F = force exerted due to the weight of the load CmN) 
p = force required to push the load up the incline plane 
( rnN} 
N = normal force CrnN) 
F = force of friction caused by the steel lead screw turning 
1 
through a brass nut CrnN) 
F = force of friction caused by the aluminium slide moving 
2 
against brass ways (mN} • 
TAN (6) = L 2 R 
L = lead of screw,m 
R = radius of leadscrew,rn 
F = N m 
1 1 
F = N m 
2 2 
m = coeffecient of friction between steel and brass. 
1 
Assume rn = 0.5 
1 
m = coeffecient of friction between aluminium and brass. 
2 






:;< F . Fl ~e 
Figure 2. Force diagram for Z axis leadscrew 
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The load on the Z axis consists of the slide, the spindle 
drive motor and assorted mounts. This load was measured as 
2951 g. To find F the following relationship was used 
F = MA 
F = (2951) x 9.8 
F = 28920 mN. 
Summing the forces in the Y direction gives the following 
F = N Cos(8) - F - 0.5 N Sin(Q) - 0.6 N Sin(~) = 0 
0.9654 N = 28920 
N = 29984 nM. 
Summing the forces in the X direction gives the following 
F = P - NCSin{9) + 0.5 Cos{0) + 0.6 Cos{8)) = O 
x 
Substituting N = 29984 mN gives the following result 
P = 33912 mN .. 
Since P acts at a distance R from the centerline of the 
leadscrew the following relationship was used to give an 
estimate of the required torque to raise the load. 
T = PR 
T = torque, mN.m 
R = radius of the lead screw, m 
T = 33917 x 0.005 
T = 16 9 • 5 rnNm. 
Table 2 gives the characteristics of the motors chosen to 
drive the three axes. 
It should be pointed out that the foregoing calculations 
provide an estimate of the required torque and provide a 
reasonable basis for preliminary motor selection. 
TABLE 2 
MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE MAKE STEP STEPS/REV HOLDING 
SIZE TORQUE 
x axis 5 VDC North 7.5 48 10 oz in· 
American 
Phillips 
y axis n " .. n 10 oz in. 
z axis 12 VDC " 1.8 200 80 oz in. 
Motor Drive Circuit 
The motor drive circuit is simplified due to using 
20 
stepper motors on all its axes. Five Volt stepper motors are 
used on the X and Y axis and a 12 V motor on the Z axis. 
Stepper motor operation is based on logic levels in its 
windings and it is this inherent digital nature of the motor 
. that makes it easy to interface with a digital control 
system. 
The control circuit is shown in figure 4. In order to 
examine the operation of this circuit, it is necessary to 
begin with stepping motors and see just what makes them 
function. The operation of these D.C. motors is depicted in 
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attached to a rotor is centered among four windings. As 
current flows through the windings, the permanent magnet is 
attracted or repelled depending upon its polarity. This 
action produces torque at the rotor. If a logic 1 or ON 
condition produces an attractive force at the north pole of 
the permanent magnet and a logic 0 or OFF produces no 
current flow in the windings then a series of ls and Os in 
the proper sequence will cause the rotor to rotate. For 
instance in figure 3.a, when a logic 1 is input to the 
winding A and the remaining windings are at logic O, the 
north pole of the magnet will be attracted to the winding A. 
In the figure 3.b, when a logic 1 is maintained at the 
winding at the winding A and a logic 1 is input to winding D 
with windings B and C at logic O, then the magnet will 
rotate in a clockwise direction to a position halfway 
between windings A and D. Based on this principle of 
operation, the clockwise and counter clockwise rotational 
sequences for the X,Y and Z axis motors are given below. 
Note that Ql,Q2,Q3 and Q4 stand for the four motor windings. 
TABLE 3 
CLOCKWISE AND COUNTER CLOCKWISE ROTATIONAL SEQUENCES FOR THE 
x AXIS MOTORS (STEP ANGLE 7.5 DEGREES). 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
cw 
! 
ON OFF ON OFF i ON OFF OFF ON 
OFF ON OFF ON ccw 
OFF ON ON OFF 
23 
TABLE 4 
CLOCKHISE AND COUNTER CLOCi·JISE ROTATIONAL SEQUENCES FOR THE 
Z AXIS HOTOR IN FULL STEP MODE (STEP ANGLE 3.5 DEGREES} 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
o:·J on on OFF OFF 
t ~ OFF on OtJ OFF ON OFF OFF 0!1 0!1 OFF OFF 01 CCU 
TABLE 5 
CLOCK\"!ISE AND COUN'rER CLOCI"WISE ROTATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR TIIE 
Z AXIS MOTOR HJ HALF STEP ~iODE. (STEP AIJGLE 1. 8 DEGREES) 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
on OtI OFF OFF 
C\'J OFF ON OFF OFF 
I 
OFF ON O:tl OFF 
t OFF OFF on OFF OFF OFF OU ON OFF OFF OFF OH 
OH OFF OFF on CC\7 
ON OFF OFF OFF 
on ON OFF OFF 
Tables 3,4, and 5 taken from Stepper ~otor Handbook [3]. 
Applying these ~otation codes to the Phillips D.C. 
stepper motor on the Y or X axis will result in the motor 
taking steps of 7.5 degrees and the z axis in steps of 1.8 
degrees. The rotational code sequence can be output through 















Figure 4. Motor drive circuit 
the need for latching the drive circuit external to the 
computer is eliminated. 
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Coming back to the drive circuitry for driving the 
stepper motors, figure 4 shows the details. The signals 
needed from the computer for driving the motors are the 
stepping signals and the motor select signals. For ease of 
software control, the signals from the computer are routed 
through the ISAAC module as explained earlier. However, the 
signals from the ISAAC module cannot be directly fed to the 
motors; they have to be amplified to ensure that the signals 
are strong enough for the motor to sink enough current 
through its windings. For this purpose, the signals from the 
computer are fed to TIP 120s which are Darlington Pair 
Transistors. Starting from the source, only 7 output ports 
are utilized on the ISAAC to drive the three motors. This is 
possible because at any given time, only one motor will be 
on and thus only four dedicated lines can be used to send 
the stepping pulses to the different motors. Three output 
lines are assigned for enabling the X, Y and Z motors; one 
for each. The stepping signals are fed through three dual 
input open circuit AND gates CIC 7409). The other signal 
going into the gate is the enable signal. Thus, even though 
stepping signals are being fed to all three AND gates, only 
one will send out pulses depending on which one is turned 
on. The output from the AND gates are pulled up using a 470 
ohms resistor and a SV power source. 
CHAPTER 3 
SOFTWARE 
This project has involved an integration of mechanical 
design, digital control hardware and software design, user 
interface, a machining database and motor control circuitry. 
A major portion of the work in this project has been devoted 
to software development. This is particularly so because the 
software was required to be user friendly employing 
interactive color graphics for an easy user interface. The 
overall structure of the software resembles the EZCAM 
software available on the Bridgeport CNC Model II machine. 
The software has developed to be modular in structure. 
Software Reguirements 
The following requirements were deemed as being 
necessary to be complied with when the question of softwar e 
structure came up: 
1. Modularity for easy access, rnaintainence, easy 
modifications and additions. 
2. Menu driven using interactive computer graphics for 
easy programming. 
3. A person with ordinary NC programming knowledge 
should be able to work with the system. 
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4. Should support a data base identifiable by part name 
on a user disc for convenience • This means maintaining a 
data base of the geometry, tool path and post processed 
program for each part. 
5. Easy interface with the NC machine for effecient I/O 
operations. 
Software Structure 
Considering the memory limitation of the microcomputer, 
considerable thought had to be given to the overall design. 
The software has been developed using Applesof t BASIC 
language and the 6502 assembly. Cyborg's Labsoft 
instructions have been used to control the ISAAC module. It 
is necessary to initialize the Apple for labsoft by using 
the Labsoft system disc, prior to downloading the program. 
The overall software structure is shown in figure 5. It is 
in the form of a series of programs chained to execute in 
the preferred order via the menu program. A brief 
explanation of each of the program modules is in the offing. 
l)The Master Control Program : This offers the user the main 
menu thus: 
1) DEFINE 2) POSTPROCESS 3) CNC-RUN 4) DOWNLOAD [6] 
DEFINE Allows the user to define the geometry and the path 
for the part to be made. It presents the following menu: 
1) GEOMETRY 2) TOOL 3) PATH 4) DISC 
ESC TO EXIT 
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GEOMETRY allows the user to define the geometry which forms 
the backdrop for the path definition. It offers a menu for 
defining points, lines and circles by different ways. Once 
the appropriate geometry has been defined it allows the user 
to save the data in a geometry text file under user defined 
part name. 
TOOL allows the user to define such parameters as tool 
diameter, offset value and machining cycle. it also allows 
the definition of a segment for a part of the entire 
machining cycle. 
PATH allows the user to define the path for the tool to 
follow for machining the part provided the machining segment 
and geometry have already been defined. It allows the path 
to be programmed in terms of linear, rapid and clockwise or 
ariticlockwise arc movements. It provides for programmed 
pauses for tool change or work piece relocation. It also 
allows for storing the path in a text file under a specified 
part name. 
POSTPROCESS allows the user to post process or to convert 
the programmed path to a data base which could be used to 
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Figure 5. Overall software structure 
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drive the axis drive motors to generate the contour. It has 
to be remembered that the user programmed path does not take 
into account the tool diameter and the off set required to 
generate the path. 
The POSTPROCESS program takes all of these into account. It 
also stores the post processed parameters in a text file 
ready to be used by the CNC-RUN and DOWNLOAD programs. 
It is developed in two parts. Part 1 named the POSTPROCESSl 
computes the actual tool center path and displays it for 
user approval. POSTPROCESS2 then breaks this path into a 
machine understandable form. 
CNC-RUN allows the user to check the post processed program 
for correctness. It is a simulation of the actual machining 
path that would take place when the DOWNLOAD program is 
executed. It shows on the screen what would occur when the 
actual machining is to be done. It shows the instructions 
that would appear on the screen and also a graphic plot on 
the screen of the proposed tool path. 
~OWNLOAD allows the post processed program to be down loaded 
to the NC machine so that the part can be machined. It also 
simultaneously plots the tool path on the screen, so that 
the user is aware exactly which section is being machined. 
It also displays step by step instructions for setting up 
the machining. It displays messages during machining, for 
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tool changes, programmed pauses, limit reached errors etc. 
A detailed discussion of each of the software modules 
follows. 
CHAPTER 4 
DEFINING THE PART 
The part can be defined using the DEFINE module in the 
software. It allows one to define the machining cycle, 
cutting tool, geometry and the path that goes into making 
the part. Upon being selected in the MASTER CONTROL program, 
this module presents the following menu [6]: 
I.GEOMETRY 2. TOOL 3. PATH 4. DISC 5. EXIT 
ESC TO EXIT 
Any of these sub modules can be chosen by its number .Again 
it is to be noted that the order in which they are chosen is 
important too. For instance choosing PATH before the 
geometry has been defined under GEOMETRY will generate a 
flashing message saying GEOMETRY UNDEFINED • The structure 
of the DEFINE module is shown in figure 6. The listings of 
the DEFINE submodules are presented in Appendix b. Now let 
-US examine what each of the submodules has to offer. 
1. GEOMETRY 
This allows the geometry that defines the part to be 
defined. The geometry can be developed using points, lines, 
and circles. Upon selecting GEOMETRY, the program reads a 
scratch pad file on the system disc to see if any part 
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geometry has already been defined. It could be that a part 
geometry is loaded using another module - DISC before 
GEOMETRY is selected. If part geometry has not already been 
defined, the program asks the user set up the window 
co.ordinate system for defining the new geometry by 
displaying: 
SET WINDOW 
followed by the message : 
"MAX WINDOW DIMENSION ALLOWED IS lOcm x Scro." It should be 
noted that the bed movements allowed on the milling machine 
is lOcrn x 5 cm. along the X and Y axes respectively. 
Following this the program asks the user to specify the X 
and Y coordinates of the window center. 
Once the window has been set the following menu is 
displayed: 
1) DEFINE POINT 
2) DEFINE CIRCLE 
3) DEFINE LINE 
4) DRAW GEOMETRY 
5) DELETE LINE POINT CIRCLE 
ESC TO EXIT 
It is very important to remember before doing the 
geometry, that the path program depends entirely on points 
DEF I NL 
/ 
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Fiaure 6. Structure of 'DEFI NE' module 
~ 
for defining the starting and ending locations of every 
machining element in the path. 
DEFINE POINT 
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A point in geometry can be defined in this program by 3 
Hays. The following menu is displayed for defining a point: 
1) X, Y COORD. 
2) INTERSECTION OF LINE-LINE 
3) INTERSECTION OF CIRCLE-CIRCLE 
ESC TO EXIT 
Now for an explanation for each of these. 
X,Y COORD. 
The screen will request values for the X and Y coord-
inates of the point and then plot it. Given the X and Y 
values, the system will plot the point and ask the user to 
press the space bar to save it. The system will next return 
to the menu awaiting the next choice. 
INTERSECTION OF LINE-LINE 
This will place a point where 2 selected lines cross. 
Lines are chosen by their identifiying labels. The point can 
be saved in the same manner as explained above. The 
mathematics behind the algorithm is as follows: 
Let Al,Bl and A2,B2 be the X and Y coordinates of the 
beginning and ending points respectively of the first line 
chosen. On the same lines let Xl,Yl and X2,Y2 those for the 
second line. Let ml and rn2 be the slopes of the first and 
second line respectively. 
Then ml = (Y2-Yl) (X2-Xl) and m2 = CB2-Bl) CA2-Al) 
Using the general equation for a line : Y = rnX + c 
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where m is the slope, c the Y-intercept. Now let cl and c2 
be the intercepts of the two lines in question. 
Cl = Yl - ml * Xl 
C2 = Bl - rn2 * Al 
The co-ordinates of the intersection of the 2 lines are: 
Y = ((Yl-ml*Xl)-A2 Al(Bl-(B2-Bl) CA2-Al)*Al)) (l-A2 Al) 
and X = CY-Cl) ml 
The flow chart is shown in figure 8. 
POINT ON LINE TANGENT TO CIRCLE 
This puts a point at the intersection of a circle with 
a line. Only one solution is possible and the procedure is 
straightforward. Figure 9.a shows the circle with the 
tangent. It is required to find the point P CX,Y). The 
circle is given with radius rand the center at Ch,k). The 
line is given with starting and ending point coordinates as 
Xl,Yl and X2,Y2 respectively. First do a translation so that 
the center of the circle is at the origin. Thus from the 
figure 9.a, 
x• = x - h 
Y' = Y - k 
From the line equation, Y = mX + C, the slope of the line 
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Figure 7. Point at intersection of two lines 
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is found as 
m = (Y2-Yl) (X2-Xl) 
The Y intercept of the line is [7], 
b = Yl - m*Xl 
Since x•, Y' lies on this line, 
b - Y' - m*X' (6) 
Also, from the equation for a circle with center at the 
origin, 
2 2 2 
x' + y' = R (7) 
Solving simultaneously for equations 6 and 7, we get the 
values of X' and Y'. Retranslating, 
X = X' + h 
Y = Y' + k 
The computer flow chart for this is shown in figure 10. 
DEFINE CIRCLE 
Just as points, circles can be defined in several ways. 
Selecting CIRCLE in the me1u results in the following menu 
display: 
CIRCLE 
1) CENTER, RADIUS 
2) CIRCLE, RADIUS, TNGNT. TO 2 LINES 
ESC TO EXIT 
Now for an explanation of each of the above choices: 
CIRCLE, GIVEN CENTER, RADIUS: 
Choosing this will result in a circle being drawn with 
INPUT 
Xl,Yl , X2,Y2 , 









Figure 8. Flow chart for point at inters~ction 





Figure 9. Point on circle, line tangent to circl e . 
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specified radius and center at specified coordinates. The 
computer flow chart for the procedure is shown in figure 11. 
The mathematical procedure is as follows: 
Any point on the circle can be defined in terms of its 
polar co-ordinates as X = R cos(8) and Y = R Sin{6), where R 
is the radius of the specified circle. Increasing O from O 
to 360 degrees gives all the points on the circle. 
CIRCLE, RADIUS, TANGENT TO 2 LINES WITH GIVEN RADIUS 
This draws a circle of specified radius which will be 
tangent to 2 existing lines. There are 4 circles which will 
be tangent to 2 non-parallel lines. The center of the circle 
needs to be located to specify the circle. One case is shown 
in figure 12. For all circular arcs, we must have certain 
established conventions because there are often several 
possible solutions [7]. Thus we use a clockwise convention 
and the position of a graphic tracking symbol "+". Suppose 
the two lines are given by: 
AlX + BlY + Cl = 0 
and 
A2X + B2Y + C2 = 0 
·From analytic geometry and the given radius, r, we can 
derive the equations of parallel lines r units from both 
original lines and therefore their intersection is the 
center of the circle. The two equations (parallel to the 
given lines) become 
2 2 
AlX + BlY + Cl + r SQRT(Al + Bl ) = 0 
H~PUT 
h,k, R ,Xl,Yl, X2,Y2 
X' =-X-h 
Y' = Y- k 
Yl' = Yl-k 
Xl' .:: Xl-h 
X2' = X2-h 
Y2' = Y2-k 
m:: (Y2-Yl)/(X2-Xl 
b -::. Y 1 ' -r~ * Xl ' 
.---------------:--------- --- -----------. 
x• = (2*b*m\[4*b2 *m2 - 4*(m+l)*(b2 -i:i ) ) ) 
2*(m+l) 
Y' ::: b+m*Xl 1 
X:X'+h 
y = y '+ k 
RETU RN 
Figure 10. Flow chart for point on circle, line 
tangent to circle 
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and 2 2 
A2X + B2Y + C2 + r SQRTCA2 + B2 ) = 0 
where SQRT means square root. 
The above equations apply to a line with positive lines 
with slope and a tracking symbol above the original line. It 
also applies to an original line with a negative slope when 
the tracking symbol is below the line. The above Equations 
are the same with -r instead of +r for the opposite 
conditions- slope positive, symbol below line or slope 
negative, symbol above line. These are results of principles 
of analytic geometry and may be used as indicated. The two 
equations above can be solved simultaneously to derive the 
coordinates of the circle center, (Xe, Ye). The resulting 
circular equation is, 
2 2 2 
(X-Xc) + CY-Ye) = R 
DEFINE LINES 
This module allows the lines to be defined by different 
ways. Whatever way it is defined, it is stored in the 
program as two points on the line. Selecting LINE from the 
menu produces the following display: 
DEFINE LINE 
1) BETWEEN 2 POINTS 
2) PARALLEL TO X-AXIS 
3) PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS 
4) POINT, TANGENT TO CIRCLE 
ESC TO EXIT 
Il!PUT CIRCLE 
C£:;1JTEf hr k 
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Figure 12. Circle with a given radius, 




LINE BETWEEN 2 POINTS: 
This will draw a line between 2 points specified by its 
coordinates. As with the previous cases the line is saved 
by pressing space bar. The algorithm for drawing the line is 
straight forward using the HPLOT command in APPLESOFT. 
LINE PARALLEL TO X-AXIS: 
This draws a line parallel to X-axis at the specified 
offset distance from it. Once chosen, it comes up with the 
prompt: 
ENTER OFFSET DISTANCE 
On specifying the offset it draws a line parallel to X-axis 
from the negative X limit on the screen to the positive X 
limit at the specified offset from the X-axis. The negative 
X-limit on the screen and the specified offset are stored as 
the X and Y coordinates of one point on the line and the 
positive X limit and the offset as the coordinates of a 
second point on the line. 
LINE PARALLEL TO THE Y-AXIS 
·This draws a line parallel to Y-axis at a specified 
offset. This is done similar to the X-axis case. 
LINE TANGENT TO 2 CIRCLES 
This case is not quite as simple as the previous ones 
for drawing lines. It allows a line to be drawn as a tangent 
to 2 specified circles. There are in general, 4 lines 
tangent to 2 given circles. To get the required line, the 
program has to be given the approximate points of tangency 
by means of a blinking cursor which appears on the 
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screen. Figure 12 shows the four possible lines that can be 
drawn parallel to 2 circles. The mathematical basis for 
drawing the line is explained below: 
~ n order to simplify the formulas a translation and 
rotation are employed, as shown in figure 13. The derivation 
of formulas to determine the lines is accomplished in the 
x'y' system and then the transformations are applied to 
convert the lines to equations in the basic XY system f 71. 
In the X'Y' system, one circle has coordinates CO,O> and the 
other has coordinates CH,0) where 
2 
H = C ( h2-hl) 
2 1/2 
+ Ck2-kl) > 
We use the normal form of a line to get the distance from 
( 8) 
each line, rl and r2, to the two centers. In ge tting these 
distances it is convenient to use the general line in the 
form, 
X + BY + C = 0 
(9) 
instead of the form, 
Y=mX+C 
Either form requires the derivation of two parameters to 
find the equation. Using equation 9, the two equations for 
distances from the line to the point are: 
2 1/2 2 1/2 
C Cl+B > = + rl and CH+C) (l+B ) = + r2 
H is known from application of equation 8 and C must be 
derived. We use the two equations of equation 10 to get 
CC + H) C = + r2/rl 
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(10) 
(the + is necessary to cover all cases.) The two solutions 
for C are 
C = rl H Cr2-rl) and C = -rl H Cr2+rl) (11) 
For each C, and using the forst of the two equations in 10 
we solve for B: 
2 2 2 1/2 
B = + CC - rl )/rl ) 
(12) 
Equations 11 and 12 give the four possible solutions in the 
X'Y' system. At the graphics terminal, the operator has 
placed the tracking symbol "near" the two points of tangency 
of the preferred line. That line is selected automatically 
by the process of determining the sum of the absolute values 
of the two distances from each line to the tracking symbol 
locations. The smallest sum represents the preferred line. 
The symbol locations are converted to the X'Y' system prior 
to the distance test. The formulae of transformation for 
this, and also for converting the preferred line back to the 




Figure 13. Line tangent to two circles 
-1 
8 = tan ((k2-kl)/(h2-hl)) 
* * * * 
X' = x cos Ce> + y sin(6) Y' = -x sin Ce> + y cos Ce> 
and 
* * x = x - hl y = y - kl 
Algebraic simplification gives the desired equation. 





This draws a line through a specified point and tangent 
to a given circle. Two tangents are possible to a given 
circle from a given point. The approximate point of tangency 
has to be selected using a blinking cursor which appears on 
the screen. Figure 14 shows the two possible cases. The 
mathematical basis for this case is explained below [71. As 
shown in figure 14, the point is given as Xl,Yl and the 
circle is given with radius,r, and center at Ch,k). We first 
simplify the equations by making a translation such that the 
center is at the origin. Thus, 
X' = X -h and Y' = Y - k (16) 
Then 
Xl = Xl - h and Yl' = Yl-k 
After deriving the appropriate equation in X'Y', we 
retranslate to put the equation in the original coordinate 
system. We wish to find rn and b in order to use the formula 
for the line equation: 
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mX-Y+b=O 
where m is the slope of the line and b is the intercept. 
Therefore, 
-m Xl' + Yl'- b = 0 
solving simultaneously, we derive 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
( x' - r )b + 2Yl'r b - (Xl' + yl I ) r = 0 
and 
(17) 
rn = (Yl' - b) /Xl' 
Formulae 17 apply only when the circle's center is at the 
origin. The first of the two equations is quadratic in terms 
of b and hence has two mathematical solutions, which are 
derived by the general quadratic formula given below: For a 
quadratic of the form, 
2 
NX + MX + C =O 
the quadratic solutions are: 
2 
X = (-M + SQRTCM - 4 NC))/ 2N 
For each b thus found there is a different rn. However the 
desired b CY-intercept) will be determined by the proximity 
to the Y intercept of the line joining (Xl,Yl) to the 
tracking symbol, the + of figure 14. This covers all the 




Figure 14. Line from a given point, tangent 
to a given circle 
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1) GEOMETRY 2) TOOL 3) PATH 4) DISC 5) QUIT 
ESC TO EXIT 
2. TOOL 
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The TOOL module allows the machining cycle, segment name 
and various roaching parameters to be defined. Fig.15 shows 
the structure of the tool program. Choosing TOOL results in 
the tool parameters text file called TDATA being read from 
the system disc and the number of segments already defined 
under the current part name being displayed. Following this 
it comes up with the menu: 
ESC TO EXIT 
SEGMENT ID 
TOOL 
1. SEGMENT ID 
2. MACHINING CYCLE 
3. TOOL DATA 
4. SEGMENT INFO. 
7. QUIT 
SEGMENT ID stands for segment identity and allows the 
segment to be named. The starting symbol must be an 
alphabetic character. It is by this name that the segment is 
identified when defining the path under PATH. It is to be 
noted that a single part program can have several segments, 
a typical example being one for a milling cycle followed by 
one for a drilling cycle. 
MACHINING CYCLE 
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This allows the type of machining operation to be 
specified. In this research the possible types of operations 
have been limited to 1) contour milling and 2) drilling. 
Contour milling allows a part with a defined contour to 
be milled. It is an end milling operation. Drilling 
operation can be performed on the part by defining center 
points and depths of holes. Hole center positions can be 
maintained to a closeness of + 0.04 mm. 
TOOL DATA 
This allows the machining parameters to be defined. It 
comes up with the following menu: 
1. TOOL DIA. 
2. Z-SURFACE 
3. OFFSET DISTANCE 
4. OFFSET DIRECTION 
ESC TO EXIT 
1) TOOL DIA.: This allows cutting tool diameter to be 
specified. This is important for calculating actual tool 
path by compensating for radius of tool. If not specified, a 
default diameter of lcm. is assumed. 
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Figure 15. General structure of the TOOL module 
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move down on the z-axis before starting machining. It is 
important to be accurate in specifying this distance. A low 
value will result in the tool not touching the workpiece and 
a high value will end in the tool hitting the work surface. 
A default of lrnm is assumed. 
3) OFFSET DISTANCE: This specifies the offset distance of 
the actual tool path from the programned path. This value is 
important for the post processor to calculate the tool 
center path. This value allows for compensation due to tool 
diameter and also for rough and finish cuts. A default of 
0.5 cm is assumed. 
4) OFFSET Direction: This specifies the direction of offset 
of the tool from the programmed path. This information is 
used by the post processor to determine the side of the 
programmed path, on which the tool will travel. By default, 
direction right is assumed. 
On exiting from this menu, a message prompts the user to 
save tool parameters. On affirmation, the parameters will be 
saved under a text file in the system disc called TDATA. 
SEGMENT INFO. 
This gives information about the segments in memory in 
the order in which they have been defined. It also tells 
what machining cycle has been defined for each segment. • It 
allows the order to be changed if needed. 
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QUIT 
This will erase any stored tool data in memory. It also 
erases the text file called TDATA on the system disc which 
contains tool data for the part under design. Tool data has 
to be defined from the begining once this is done. This 
allows tool data to be erased without erasing path and 
geometry data from computer memory. 
3. PATH 
PATH is used to generate the actual tool motions for a 
segment. In a multiple segment program, PATH operates on the 
specified segment. When the PATH module is accessed, program 
TDATA and GEOMETRY files created by the TOOL and GEOMETRY 
programs respectively for storing tool and geometry 
parameters. The system then asks for the segment name. If 
the defined segment is for a milling cycle it presents a 
different menu than if it is a drilling cycle. For a milling 







6. DISPLAY GEOMETRY 
ESC TO EXIT 
The flow chart for the path program is shown in 
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figure 16. The program listing for the PATH module is 
presented in appendix B. PATH assumes the initial tool 
position on start-up to coincide with 0,0 position defined 
in the SETUP mode in GEOMETRY. 
Before you choose any item from the menu, the program 
prompts the user to specify the point at which machining 
starts. The program then . draws a line from 0,0 on the 
geometry to this point. Now the user is ready to specify 
the path elements. Fig. 17 shows a typical graphic display 
for a path program. 
1. LINEAR 
This allows a linear tool path to be defined from the 
current point to next chosen point. The program replaces the 
full line already in geometry currently by a dotted line 
and asks the user to press space bar to save the current 
element of the path. If any other key is pressed it draws a 
full . line again and deletes the current element from memory. 
2. ARC-CW 
This produces clockwise arcs which the machine tool will 
follow. The end point and the circle along which the arc is 
to be cut are specified. If a complete circle is needed, the 
user has to have an intermediate point partway around. 
The rnathemtics involved for drawing an arc follows. 
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As shown in figure 18.a, let CXb,Yb),(Xe,Ye) and CXo,Yo) 
be the coordinates of the begining, endpoint and the center 
of the arc. It is required to draw an arc from the begining 
to the endpoint of the curve in the specified direction -
either clockwise or counterclockwise. Let DP be the minimum 
angle increment for plotting along the curve and R be the 
radius which is given by, 
2 2 1/2 
R = ((Xb-Xo) + (Yb-Yo) ) 
For counterclockwise movement, DP becomes negative. The 
angle of the starting point with respect to the center is 
calculated from 
TAN(8) = (Yb-Yo)/(Xb-Xo) 
Once this is found, the arc is incremented along the desired 
direction by an angle increment of DP. Each new point is 
found by using 
P = R cosce+DP> 
x 
P = R SIN(8+DP) 
y 
Each point that is plotted is tested for its proximity to 
the endpoint of the arc. To do this it is required to find 
the minimum incremental distance moved. Referring to 
figure 18.b, the starting coordinates are given by: 
( Xl, Y 1) = ( R COS ( 0) , R SIN ( 0) ) 
One increment of movement takes the point 
to the coordinates CX2,Y2) = (R SIN(DP),R COS(DP)). 
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Figure · .16. Structure of the PATH moaule 
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The chordal distance moved is given by, 
2 2 
DT = SQRT((X2-Xl) + (Y2-Yl) 
2 2 
= SQRT((R SIN(DP)-R SIN(0)) + (R COS(dp)-R COS(9)) 
which on simplification becomes, 
2 2 
DT = R SQRT(SIN(DP) + (COS(DP)-1) ) 
Using this as the least increment move, every point plotted 
is compared to the end point for its dista1ce from it. The 
plotting is terminated when this distance becomes less than 
DT. It should be noted that the rather laborius way of 
plotting arcs is necessary due to the nature in which arcs 
are plotted using polar coordinates; specially when the arc 
subtends an angle more than 90 degrees at the center. The 
computer flow chart for plotting arcs is given in figure 19. 
ARC-CCW 
This produces a counterclockwise arc from the current point 
to the specified point on the specified circle. The process 
of drawing the arc and recording it is the same as in the 
previous case. 
PAUSE 
This option is necessary because, during operation, a 
programmed pause may be essential for 2 reasons. The first 
is for a tool change. The second reason is for changing the 
tooling for the part. For instance a clamp holding the part 
f 
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Figure 17. Typical graphic display for part 
programming 
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may need to be relocated. PAUSE displays the following 
message: 
1. PAUSE FOR TOOL CHANGE. 
2. OTHER REASON 
ESC TO EXIT 
On choosing the appropriate number the program stores it 
to generate a programmed pause during machining. 
DELETE 
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This allows the current path in memory to be cleared and to 
start programming the path afresh. The obvious reason for 
doing this would be the user being dissatisfied with the 
path and wanting to make changes. On exiting from the PATH 
module, all the parameters are stored in a text file called 
PDATA on the system disc. 
DRILLING CYCLE 
If the segment currently being designed is a drilling cycle, 
the program presents the following menu: 
1. HOLE LOCATION 
2. PAUSE 
3. DISPLAY GEOMETRY 
ESC TO EXIT 
This module works the same way as the previous one except 
that the data that is gathered is for the drilling cycle. 
DISC 









( a ) 
( b ) 
Figure 18. Arc clockwise and counterclockwise 
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to be stored, loaded or deleted from the user disc. This 
feature makes it possible to do a portion of the part 
definition in one sitting and to return later and load the 
partly defined part data and finish it. The flow chart for 
the DISC module is presented in figure 20 Selecting PART 




3. PART NAME 
4. SAVE 
5. LOAD 
1. DATE allows the current date to be recorded as 
programmed data for future reference. 
2. DIRECTORY presents a text file directory of the text 
file in the user disc for the user's reference. 
3. PART NAME allows the part name to be defined. This 
part name could be used later for loading, saving or 
deleting a file. The begining character has to be 
alphabetic, else a diagnostic message will flash across 
the screen. 
4. SAVE allows geometry, tool and path parameters to 
be saved in memory prior to post processing. 
IllPUT ARC 
DIRECTION 
Ii1PUT F IN. 
IUCREilElTT, 
DT 
DT = -DT 
DP = 0 
uo 
DP = 0 
P=SORT((Yb-Yo) + ,_ C?. 
Xl =R*COS(DP) 
Yl =R*Sin(DP) 
DP = DP + Dt 
Figure 19. Flow chart for clockwise 
and counterclockwise arcs 
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IO 
SAVE comes up with the following message: 
SAVE UNDER PART NAME •..... ? 
The blank above stands for the part name. It allows the 
user to be sure of his choice for saving the program. If 
the answer is affirmative, it displays the following 
message: 
1. SAVE PART GEOMETRY 
2. SAVE PART PROGRAM 
ESC TO EXIT 
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If the choice is to save the part geometry, the program 
opens the geometry file inthe system disc and transfers 
its contents to the user disc under the defined file name. 
A similar a action is performed if the part program is to 
be saved. Only the contents of TDATA and PDATA files 
explained earlier will be transfered to the user defined 
file name. 
5. LOAD : a similar action as above takes place upon 
choosing this. The only difference being that part 
geometry and programs are loaded instead of being saved by 
using this option. 
QUIT 
This permits the user to clear the current data in memory so 
that he can start all over again. Upon being selected the 
QUIT mode comes up with the message: 
68 
WILL ERASE DATA CURRENTLY IN MEMORY. GO AHEAD? CY/ N) 
If the answer is Y for yes, the program will erase all the 
data by deleting text files TDATA, PDATA and GEOMETRY 
containing data about tool, path and geometry parameters 
respectively, currently in memory and in temporary storage 




o PEN 1 G :sor-::::;TRY' 
TEXT FILE, TRAHSFER 
TO USER FILE 
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LOAD 
PRT• PRGM. GEOi:ET?.Y PRT. PRGM. 
OP~ ' PD). TA' 
A:~D 1 TDATA' O:H 
SYST~M DISC, 
TRA!T SFE7-( TO 
USER FILE. 
T 
RETURN TO r·~AIN 
MENU 
Oi'EN USER 
FIL~, TRU..I; SFErt 
TO SYSTEH 'GEO:· ~ET::<Y 
FILE. 
0 PEN U ·'.::>ER F<:1T . 
FRGI-! . FILE , TP.A 
NSFE? TO ' DATA ' 
& 1 TDATA' 
SYSTEl~ DISC . 
Figure 20. Program structure of the 'DISC' module 
CHAPTER 5 
POSTPROCESSING 
Once the part design is complete and stored on the user 
disc as part geometry and part program, it is ready to be 
converted to a postprocessed progr2rn. The postprocess prog-
grarn converts the part program to a postprocessed text f il c 
which can easily be accessed for creating a part and used by 
CNCRUN and DOW!,LOAD modules explained in chapter 2, to 
machine a part. Essentially, a part on the 3-axis N.C. mach-
ine is Qade by a combination of X, Y axis bed movements and 
the z-axis tool head movement. Very simply stated, the post-
process program breaks the part design into a combination X, Y 
and z tool movements for part manufacture. Before doing this, 
however, we nust calculate the exact path the tool center 
must take in order to create the desired part. This will 
generally mean calculating a new path with an offset from the 
specified path in the PATH program; this offset being equal 
to the offset specified in the TOOL program and in the direc-
tion specified. It will also mean computing the path ~he tool 
must take from the end point of each machining element in the 
part to the begining of the next element. This is shown as an 
example in figure 21. It can be seen that after machining 
element 3 which is a linear element, the tool must follow 
a circular path to reach the begining point of the next 
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element, element 4 which is also linear. Also to be taken 
care of is the direction of the offset - it can be either to 
the left or to the right. There is a large combination of 
possibilities the program must consider while computing the 
tool path. For instance, when proceeding from right to left 
or in the negative X direction in "linear" mode and the 
offset direction is left; on reaching the end of the 
ele~ent, the path along which to travel in order to reach 
the begining of the next machining element will depend on 
whether the turn is to the left or the right. This decision 
is made by a "end of the line" subroutine. 
The postprocess program has been developed as two 
modules. The first part computes the tool center path as 
explained above and displays it graphically to the user 
for his approval. If he is satisfied with the computed 
path, the second part of the program starts executing. 
This part breaks the program into a combination of X, Y 
and z motions in 3-D space. For our convenience of 
discussion let us call the two programs POSTPROCESSl and 
POSTPROCESS2 respectively. 
POSTPROCESSl 
The purpose of this module is to compute the actual tool 
path needed to create the desired part and present it on 
the graphics screen for user approval. If approved, the 
second program takes over. The computer flow 
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chart for this module is shown in figure 22. As can be seen, 
the program asks for the part name, loads the data about the 
part from the user disc, and does the required calculations 
to compute the tool center path. It goes to the first 
defined point in the path and calculates a new point offset 
from it by an amount equal to the specified offset and in 
the specified direction. In order to do this, the program 
has to look ahead and see which direction the path is going 
to move in. Figure 23 illustrates this point. 
Once the new point is calculated, it sees what machining 
element as described in the path program has to be 
performed: linear, arc clockwise, arc counter clockwise, 
drill or programmed pause in machining. It then jumps to 
the required subroutine for plotting lines or arcs to show 
tool center path. This process is continued until all the 
points have been processed. Upon completion, the program 
switches to the high resolution graphics mode and displays 
the part design and the newly computed tool center path. 
It then displays the following message: 
YOU HAVE TWO CHOICES: 
1. CONTINUE WITH POST PROCESSING 
2. ABANDON FOR EDITING. 
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This program continues where the POSTPROCESSl module 
left off. It takes the tool center path and determines the 
nature of each element: linear, arc clockwise, arc 
counter- clockwise drill or programmed pause. Depending upon 
the the element, it jumps to subroutines for processing the 
elements. Essentially, this module breaks the tool center 
path into positive and negative X, Y and Z axis movements 
necessary by the machine. These motions or programmed pauses 
are stored as character strings in a text file called XXXXX 
POSTPROCESSED on the user disc where XXXXX stands for the 
part name. The character string allocation is made as 
follows: 
CHARACTER STANDS FOR 
R x + 
v x -
p y + 
T y -
Q z + 
s z -
u TOOL CHANGE 
w PAUSE 
x END OF SEGME~T 
The generalized flow chart for the POSTPROCESS2 program 
is shown in figure 24. The program listing is presented in 
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Appendix B. Since all part designs in this system are a 
combination of circles and lines, let us examine how each of 
these elements are generated by the software. 
Lines in a Plane 
The procedure adopted for generation of motion along a 
line segment in a plane involves generating a suitable 
number of incremental steps parallel to the two axes 
(forming the plane), starting from one end of the line 
segment and proceeding to the other end of the line segment. 
Before doing this, the least increment of the machine a is 
should be calculated. each electrical revolution for the 
stepper motor (consisting of four pulses) turns the 
leadscrew by one twelfth of a revolution and each revolution 
of the leadscrew advances the axis by 1 mm. Therefore the 
least command increment of the drive system is one twelfth 
or roughly 0.008 cm. Consider a line to be drawn from the 
origin (0,0) to a point (5,3) in the X-Y plane. Assume that 
the incremental step along both X and Y axes is one unit. If 
starting from the origin, the terminating point of the line 
segment is to be reached then there are many ways in which 
this can be achieved by giving the incremental steps along 
the X and Y axes. Some of these possibilities are shown in 
figure 25. Among these several paths denoted by Ll, we want 
to select that path which is closest to the actual line,L. 
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ELEEE~· T ~ 1 
PROGRAI'·1~rnD PAUSE 
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COI< PUTE OF?SET 
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TO POST}ROCE3 2~ 
Figure 22. Program structure of POSTPROCESSl module 
(0 , 0) ( 0 f 0) 
( 0 '0 ) 
.. 
TOOL DIRE CT IO!! 
- - - -- - TOOL CI!UTI::P. PATH 
------DEFilJED PPSH 
Figure 23. (a) Tool path- offset direction, left 
Cb) Tool path- offset direction, right 
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maximum absolute deviation of points on both sides of a 
line segment . Consider the line OF in figure 25. Let the 
coordinates of the point F be CX,Y) and the slope of the 
line be C = CY/X) • If the motion to machine along this is to 
be generated, then incremental steps will be taken in the x 
and Y directions starting from the point O until the end 
point of this line segment is reached. The following steps 
explain the procedure for generating the motion along OF so 
as to minimize the maximum absolute deviation of the 
generated points from the line segment [81. 
STEP 1: Input coordinates <x,y) of the end point of the 
line, segment and the incremental step size DT. 
STEP 2: Make X and Y the nearest integer multiples of the 
step size DT. This is given by 
X = (INT ( CXN)/M)) M/N 
Y = (INT((YN)/M))M/N 
where N = 1000 and M = 1000/DT 
and 
STEP 3: Find the number of steps required to reach the end 
point of the line. This is given by 
F = (ABS(X)+ABS(Y))/DT 
STEP 4: Set A= ABS(X), B = ABS(Y) 
STEP 5: If A= O then goto step 10; otherwise go to s t ep 
6. 
STEP 6: Calculate the slope of the line, C = BA 
Set X = O and Y = O. 
STEP 7: Set X = X + DT (see point Pl in fig.25) 
Calculate the absolute value of the deviation of the point 
P from the line OF. This is given by. 
Dl = 
Set X = X - DT 
2 
(ex - y) / SQRT ( 1 + c ) 
STEP 8: Set Y = Y + DT (See point Q in figure 25) 
Calculate the absolute deviation of the point Q from the 
line OF. This is given by 
2 
D2 = CCX - Y) SQRT(l + C ) 
Set Y = Y + DT 
STEP 9: If Dl < D2 then goto step 11; otherwise goto step 
10. 
STEP 10: Go one step in the Y-direction. 
Let y = Y+DT 
Let F = F-1 
If F = 0 then goto step 12; otherwise go step s. 
STEP 11: Go one step in the X-direction. 
Let x = x + DT 
Let F = F - 1 
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Figure 24. Program structure for POSTPROCESS2 module 
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Figure 25. lines in a plane 
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If F = 0 then go to step 12; otherwise go to step 5. 
STEP 12: Stop. 
The computer flow diagram for the above algorithm is shown 
in figure 26. The computer program is listed in Appendix B. 
Circular Arcs 
Consider a circular arc of length re illustrated in 
figure 27(a). If straight line approximations are to be 
made for the generation of motion along this arc, there are 
three possible ways in which this could be done : 
1. The linear segments are chordal to the arc C chordal 
method). Refer to figure 27(b). 
2. The linear segments are tangent to the arc 
(tangential method). refer figure 27(c). 
3. The linear segments are secantial the arc 
Csecantial method). Refer to figure 27(d). 
Now, if the tolerance value t is to be maintained on the 
. arc, the intermediate points on this arc could be defined 
as a function of angle 9, where 8 is the incremental 
angle as shown in figure 28. For the fixed tolerance "t", 
the value of the angle 0 varies depending upon whether the 
linear approximation made is chordal, tangential or 
secantial. The expressions for the angle 0 in terms of the 




i) O (chordal) = 2COS Cl-t r> 
-1 
ii) 0 (tangential) = 2COS Cr (t+r)) 
-1 
iii) 0 (secantial ) = 2COS ( (l+t r) Cl-t r)) 
For the representation of the circle, polar coordinates 
are used which are given by 
X = rCOSb 
Y = rSINb 
If the arc is to be generated in the counter clockwise 
direction, then the first point in the curve will be Pl 
The point Pl is represented by its coordinates Xl and Yl 
which are given by 
Xl = rCOSb 
Yl = rSINb 
The next point on the curve is p2 which is represented by 
its coordinates X2,Y2 which are given by 
X2 = rCOS(b+0) 
Y2 = rSIN(b+0) 
Since the coordinates of Pl and P2 are known, a line can be 
drawn joining those two points. The coordinates of P2 with 
respect to Pl as origin are given by: 
X2 = X2 - (X-XI) 
Y2 = Y2 - (Y-YI) 
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This is represented by point P2 in figure 28. 
If the coordinates of the third point P3 are (X3,Y3) then 
the values of input variables X and Y that will be fed into 
the line subroutine for the generation of the second line 
segment are given by 
X = X3-X2 
Y = Y3-Y2 
The process is continued until the arc of length r9 is 
obtained. 
The computer flow diagram for the generation of a 
circular arc is shown in figure 29. The computer program in 
BASIC language is listed in Appendix B. The input variables 
are given below: P = Angle in radians made by the position 
vector passing through the origin and starting point of the 
arc and the +X axis. R = radius of the circle. EPS = 
Incremental angle in radians. LMT = Angle in radians made by 
the position vector passing through the origin and the 
terminating point of the arc and the +X axis. 
DT = Step size (0.008crn) of the machine. 
N = 1000 this value is used in the line 
subroutine. 
M = 5 ••.• This value is used in the line 
subroutine. 
Hitherto, in this chapter the line and arc generating 
INPUT X, 
Y,N,M,DT 
MAKE X AND 
Y THE INT-
GER MULTI-
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Figure 27 (a). Circular arc of length r9 
Cb) • Chordal method 
(c). Tangential method 





Figure 28. Motion along a circular arc 
subroutines have been discussed. The end result as 
mentioned earlier is that this module uses these routines 
to create a text file containing string characters, each 
character representing a movement of the axis equal to the 















YN -== y 
CALL LIUE 








Figure 29. P~stprocessing for an arc of a circle 
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CHAPTER 6 
CNC RUN AND DOWNLOAD 
The CNC RUN and the DOWNLOAD modules are responsible for 
taking the postprocessed data and doing the actual 
machining. CNC RUN basically, provides a simulation of the 
actual machining run so that the user can see exactly how 
the machine tool path is going to be and also it prepares 
him for the setting up of the machine before the actual 
machining run. Both modules are identical except that the 
DOWNLOAD module contains the software to actually drive the 
machine. This chapter will be limited to explaining the 
DOWNLOAD module 
DOWNLOAD 
This module is responsible for reading part data and sending 
signals down the line to the stepper motors controlling the 
X- AND Y- axes bed movements and the z- axis tool head 
movement. It does this by using the ISAAC data acquisition 
box as described earlier in Chapter 2. It utilizes the user 
friendly software called Labsoft that comes with the ISAAC. 
Only a few of the 60 Labsoft commands are utilized in this 
module. Upon being selected, the DOWNLOAD program first 
loads the Labsoft language to the computer memory and then 
proceeds with the program. It then comes up with the 
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following menu: 
1. PART NAME 




On defining the part name using option 1, the program 
checks to see if the part data actually exists. If it does 
not exist, it displays the following message: 
PART PROGRAM XXXXXXXX DOES NOT EXIST IN POSTPROCESSED FILE 
(The XXXXXX stands for the part name>. Once the right part 
name is specified, the program reads the data contained in 
the postprocessed file on the user disc. It then allows the 
the user to load the part on the machine bed and also to 
turn on the power supply by prompting: 
PLEASE DO THE FOLLOWING: 
1. LOAD PART ON MACHINE 
2. TURN ON POWER SUPPLY TO THE MACHINE 
3. TURN ON ISAAC MODULE 
HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE 
It next initializes the the machine axes by searching for 
limit switch inputs through the ISAAC. Limit switches are 
placed on the extreme negative ends of all three machine 
axes and the program reads the status of these switches 
starting from the X-axis. When the three axes have been 
initialized, the program allows the user to position the 
tool by displaying : 
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POSITION TOOL USING THE FOLLOWING KEYS: 
1 2 3 
Q w E 
HIT 0 AFTER POSITIONING. 




FOR X+ Y+ Z+ 
FOR X- Y- Z-
Z-MAX. 1200MM 
Z-NOW •••... 
While the different axes are being positioned to coincide 
with the 0,0 point in the initial geometry set up, the 
counter sets up and displays the current bed positions for 
the user's reference. At any given point, the computer 
knows the bed positions. The limit switches limit the 
movement of the bed only at the negative extremes. The 
positive extreme positions have "software limits" by mean s 
of counters which count the number of pulses being fed to 
the stepper motors. Once the bed and tool have been 
·positioned, the program starts the machining cycle. It moves 
to the first machining point and then brings the tool down 
for both the drilling and the milling operations. The flow 
chart for the DOWNLOAD program is shown in the fig.30 and 
the program listing in Appendix B. The Labsoft software i n 
memory allows the ports to be turned on using BASIC 
LOAD LABSOFT 
CO riPILER FOR 
ISAAC 
READ POSTPR-
OCES SED FILE 
























YE~1 _ PAUSE 
YES 







Figure 30. Structure of DON!ffiOAD progr am 
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language like commands using decimal numbers for the 
purpose. Appendix C gives a listing of the Labsoft commands 
used in this project and their interpretations. While the 
machining is being done, the computer switches to the high 
resolution graphics mode and displays the tool motion so 
that the user can know the of the exact tool position with 
respect to the part being machined. 
CHAPTER 7 
RESULTS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
A vertical milling machine with manual control has been 
successfully converted to a two axis contouring and drilling 
machine with controls on three axis by a progranrable 
microcomputer. The machine can be programmed to machine 
(drill and mill) parts by using a user friendly software 
package employing interactive, high-resolution {280Xl50 
pixels) colour graphics. It is significant to note that the 
techniques applied here on the Sherline mill can also be 
applied to standard tools. Another significant thing to note 
about the way the programs have been developed is thier 
modularity. If the same program were to be used for another 
machine, only that part of the program responsible for driving 
the machine needs to be changed. A change in the machine-
computer interface, the drive motor or the machine itself 
could all be accomodated with fairly minor restructuring of 
the software. 
In reviewing this effort to determine new directions for 
further research, several areas emerge immediately. First, 
the software vs. the hardware tradeoff needs to be 
examined. Another obvious area 
extending the machine capability 
of improvement would be in 
for 3-dimensional 
contouring. The present set up can only handle line and 
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circles. Extending these capabilities to other standard 
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5 DIM A$ (5) 
10 T $ = ''WELCOME 'ID" 
11 SPEED= 170: FOR L = 1 'ID 10: GOID 25 
12 vrAB (15): HTAB (10): PRINT LEFr$ CT$,L): NEXT L 
13 HOME : SPEED= 255: FOR I = 1 'ID 500 : NEXT I: GOID 100 
22 OR I = 1 'ID 50 :X = RND (10) * 20 :Y = RND (10) * 20: VTAB (X) : HTAB 
(Y) : PRINT "Y": VTAB {X) : HTAB (Y) : PRINT " ": NEXT I 
25 REl"'l 
26 FOR I= 1 'ID lO:X = RND (10) * 20:Y = RND (20) * 20: IF X > 39 ORY 
> 23 OR X < 1 OR Y < 1 OR Y = 15 THEN 28 
27 VI'AB (Y): HTAB (X): PRINT MID$ (T$,L,l);: VTAB (Y): HTAB (X): PRINT 
" ": NEXT I 
28 GCfID 12 
100 A$ (1) = "APPLE C. N. C. SYSI'EM" 
110 A$(2) = " BY fl 
120 A$(3) = " K. RJNJA " 
125 A$(4) = " & .. 
130 A$(5) = " DR. JOHN BIEX:;EL " 
135 GOSUB 140 
136 A$ (1) = " 
= " 
":A$ (2) = " 
":A$(4) = " 
": GOSUB 140: GCJIO 500 
":A$(3) 
":A$(5) = " 
140 SPEED= 200: FOR I = 1 'ID 2l:L = 0: FOR J = 10 'IO 18 STEP 2:L = L + 1 
: VTAB (J) : HTAB CI + 10) : PRINI' .MID$ (A$ (L), I,l): NEXT J: NEXT I: SPE 
ED= 255: FOR I = 1 'ID 1500: NEXT I: RE"IURN 
500 HOrIE : REM 
510 SPEED= 150: VTAB (5): PRINT "INITIALIZI~ ":SPEED= 255 
515 VI1AB (19): FOR I= 1 'ID 39: PRINT"*";: NEXT I 
516 PRINT : VTAB (21): PRINT "*";: HTAB (39): PRINT "*" 
517 vrAB (23) : FOR I = 1 'IO 39: PRINT "*";: NEXT I 
518 vrAB (21): SPEED= 150: HTAB (4): PRINr "INSERT USER DP~TA DISC Il~ DRI 
VE 2": SPEED= 255: HTAB (4): PRINT "HIT RE'lURN ": roKE - 16368,0 
520 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < > 141 THEN 520 
600 D$ = "": ONERR 0010 630 
620 PRINT D$;"DELE1TE GEDMETRY,Dl" 
630 POKE 216,0 
640 ONERR Garo 660 
6 50 PRINT D$; "DELETE IDATA" 
660 POKE 216,0 
700 ONERR Garo 720 
710 PRINI' D$; "DELETE IDENTIFY" 
720 POKE 216,0 
900 HOME : PRINT D$; "RUN ~TER CD!1I'ROL, Dl" 
MASTER OONTRQL Program 
500 REM MASTER Q)NTROL PR~.RAN, 
501 REM THIS PR~RAM PRESENTS 'l"HE ~lJ\IN MENU AND A'LLCX'7S 
50 2 REM SELECTIOlJS 'ID BE MADE 
510 HDr·IB :D$ = "": REM CNT.RL-D 
106 
520 vrAB (2): INVERSE : PRINT "l. DEFINE 2. IDST PROCESS ": PRI NT 
"3. N. C. RUN 4. IXX17N WAD ": NOR!'lAL 
530 PRINr : SPEED= 100: PRillT "ENTER CHOICE NJ. ": SPEED= 255 
535 OOSUB 600 
540 IF AA= 177 THEN VI'AB (2): PRINT 11 1) DEFINE ": FOR F = 1 'ID 1000: 
NEXT F: GOID 1000 
550 IF AA = 178 THEN Garo 710 
560 IF AA = 179 THEN GOID 720 
580 IF AA = 180 THEIJ GOID 730 
590 Garo 535 
600 R::>KE - 16368,0 
610 AA = PEEK ( - 16384) : IF AA < > 155 AND Ali < > 177 AND AA < > 178 
AND AA < > 179 AND AA < > 180 AND AA < > 181 AND AA < > 182 THE!l 
610 
620 POKE - 16368,0: RE'IUPJ-1 
710 VI'AB C 2) : HTAB ( 20) : PRINT "2) R::>ST PROCESS ": PRINT D$; "RUN IDST 
PROCESSl" 
720 vrAB (3): PRINT " 3) NC RUN ": PRINT D$; "RUN NC Pill12" 
730 VI'AB (3): HTAB (20): PRINT "4. ro·m IDAD": PRINT D$;"RIJN N:RUN,Dl" 
1000 HOME : VTAB (2): INVERSE : PRHn' TAB( 5) ;"l. 'IDOL"; TAB( 20) ;"2. G 
IDlETRY ": PRINT TAB( 5) ;"3. PATH"; TAB( 20) ;"4. DISC (SAVE 
LC:Y\D) II: PRINI' TAB ( 5) ; "5. DELErE"; TAB ( 20); "6. ~IT 
'': OORMAL 
1010 PRINT : PRINI' "ESC 'IO EXIT" 
1020 GOSUB 600 
1030 IF AA = 155 'IHEN 500 
1040 IF AA = 178 THEN Vl'AB ( 2) : HTAB ( 20) : PRitn' "2. GEDMETRY ": PRI JT 
D$;"RUN NM NEW" 
1050 IF AA= 177 THEN VTAB (2): HTAB (5): PRINT "l. 'IOOL "· PRINT D$ ;" 
RUN 'IOOL" 
1060 IF AA= 179 IBEN vrAB (3): HTAB (5): PRINT "3. PATH ": PRINT D$ ;" 
RUN PATHWITH DRIIL" 
1070 IF AA = 180 WEN vrAB (3): HTAB (20): PRINT "4. DISC (SAVE !DAD) " 
: POKE 34000 ,4: PRINr D$; "RUN SEC <Dtn'ROL" 
1080 IF AA= 181 'IlIEN roKE 34000,5: vrAB (4): HTAB (5): PRiln' "5 . DELE.T 
E 11 : PRINI' D$;"RIJN SEC CT.>NTROL" 
1090 IF AA= 182 THEN VI'AB (4): HT.AB (20): PRINT "6. OOIT ": POY~ 3400 
0,6: PRINT D$;"RUN SEC CDNTROL" 
1100 Garo 1020 
107 
SEC-OJNTROL Program_ 
1 REM IBIS PRCX;RAM ALLCX'lS ACCESS 'ID 'PATH', 
2 REM I GIDMETRY I , I 'IOOL ' AND I PATH I t-DDULFS AND ALLa'7S 'IHFSE 
3 REM PARAMETRS 'ID BE mDRED 1-S TEXT D.Z\TA 
5 HO~lE 
10 DIM PlC18) ,P2{18) ,LlCl0,2) ,L2Cl0,2),Cl(8) ,C2(8),Rl(8) ,P3Cl8) ,P4(18) ,L 
3 {10,2) ,IA (10,2) ,C3 (8) ,C4 (8) ,R2 (8) ,KD$ (5) ,MC$ (5) ,TD(5) ,ZR(S), ZSC5) ,O 
D $ ( 5) , OF { 5) , K ( 5) , ZT ( 5) , TL ( 5) , Pr$ ( 20 I 5) I SQ ( 20 , 5) , CRCL ( 20 , 5) 
20 IF PEEK (34000) = 4 '!HEN RJKE 34000,0: GOID 3125 
30 IF PEEK (34000) = 5 THEN RJKE 34000,0: GOID 2900 
40 IF PEEK (34000) = 6 WEN RJKE 34000,0: GOID 3550 
6 0 IDME : INVERSE PRII-Tr "1. 'IDOL 2. GEDMETRY " : PRINT 
"3. PATH 4. DISC (SAVE WAD)": PRINT "5. DELETE 
6. QUIT ": NORMAL 
61 PRINT : PRINT "ESC 'ID EXIT": PRINT : PRINI' "ENTER O!OICE t-D. " : GOSUB 
600: IF AA = 155 THEN HOME : PRINT CHR$ (4); "RUN I'-~TER CDt1I'ROL,Dl 
" 
62 ON AA - 176 GOID 4100,4110,4120,3125,2900,3550 
63 Garo 60 
600 POKE - 16368,0: REr1 LCOK FOR KEY BOA.P..D INPUT 
610 AA = PEEK ( - 16384): IF AA < > 177 THEN IF AA < > 178 THEN IF A 
A < > 179 THEN IF AA < > 180 'ffiEN IF AA < > 181 'IBEN IF AA < > 
182 THEN IF AA < > 183 'IBEN IF AA < > 184 THEN IF AA < > 155 THEN 
610 
620 POKE - 16368,0: RETURN 
685 FOR I = 1 'ID 1500: NEXT I: RETURN 
900 RE'.M SUBRI'N 'ID RETRIEVE PARTLY DEFINED DATA 
901 IF P > 0 OR L > 0 OR C > 0 IBEN RE1URN 
905 D$ = "" :T$ = "GEDMETRY": REfvl D$=CNrRL-D 
910 PRINT D$;"0PEN"T$",Dl" 
915 PRINT D$;"READ"T$ 
920 INRJT P,C,L,Wl,W2,lii3 ,W4 
92 5 IF P = 0 AND L = 0 At\ID C = 0 THEN VTAB ( 24) : FI.ASH : PRINT "GEX:X IE'I'R 
Y 00!1 DEFINED:GOSUB 685:CALL-958:RE'IURN 
930 FOR I = 1 'IO P: INRJT Pl (I) ,P2 (!) ,P3 (I) ,P4 (I): NEXT I 
93 5 FOR I = 1 'ID C 
940 INPUT Cl(I),C2(I),C3{I),C4(I),Rl(I),R2{I) 
945 NEXT I 
950 FOR I = 1 'ID L: FOR J = 1 'IO 2 
955 INRJT LlCI,J),L2(I,J),L3(I,J) ,L4{I,J) 
960 NEXT J: NEXT I 
965 PRINT D$;"CTDSE"T$ 
970 RE'IURN 
97 5 ONERR GOID 9 82 
976 D$ = "" 
977 T$ = "GEDMETRY" 
980 PRINr D$;"0PEN"T$",Dl": PRINT D$;"IDSITION"T$",R3": PRINT D$;"CLOSE" 
T$: IDKE 216,0 
981 GOID 910 
10 8 
982 VI'AB (24): FLASH PRUIT' "GIDNETRY UNDEFINED": GOSUB 685: ~URrlAL : rorm 
216,0: GCJID 3130 
2900 VI'AB (3): PRINI' "5. DELETE ": ONERR GCJro 2970: REM FILE DELET 
E ruRRI'N 
2905 VI'AB (20): INR.JT "NAME OF FILE 'ID BE DELfil1ED ";T$ 
2910 PRINT : PRINT "DELE'TE ";T$; II GED.METRY? .. ; : GET AS$ 
2915 IF AS$ < > "Y" '!HEN 2920 
2916 PRINT: PRINT CHR$ (4);"DELETE"T$" GEOMETRY,D2": GOIO 2935 
2920 IF AS$ < > "N" THEN PRINT : VTAB (22) : CALL - 958: PRINT "TYPE Y 
OR N ";: GET AS$: Garo 2915 
2935 PRINT : VTAB C 22) : CALL - 958: PRINI' "DELETE ";T$;" PART PRCGRAM? 
"; : GE1'I' AS$ 
2940 IF AS$= "Y" THEN PRINT: PRINT QiR$ C4);"DELETE"T$" PRT PRGM.": GOr 
0 
2955 
2945 IF AS$ < > "N" THEN PRINT : VTAB (22): CALL - 958: PRINT "TYPE Y 
OR N "; : GET AS$: GCYro 2940 
2955 PRINT: VTAB (22): CALL - 958: PRINT "DELETE ";TS;" rosT PROCESSED 
? "; : GET PS$ 
2956 IF AS$ = "Y" 'lliEN PRINI' : PRINT Qffi$ (4) ; "DELETE"T$" FOST PROCESS 
ED,D2": Garo 2965 
2958 IF AS$ < > "N" TF .. EN PRINT : vrAB ( 22) : CALL - 958: PRINT "TYPE Y 
OR N";: GET AS$: Garo 2956 
2965 roKE 216,0: Garo 60 
2970 roKE 216,0: VTAB (24): FI.ASH : PRINT "FILE NYr FCXnID": GOSUB 685: lUPJI 
AL 
: GOI'O 60 
3000 ONERR Garo 3006 
3002 PRINT CHR$ (4);"RENAME GEDMETRY,TEST": roKE 216,0: PRINr Qffi.$ (4) 
;"RENAME TEST,GEOME'IRY": GOID 3010 
3005 GOSUB 3050 
3 006 FOKE 216 , 0 : VTAB ( 23) : FLASH : PRINT "00 GEOMETRY IN MEr1DRY": GOOUB 
6 85 : OORMAL : HOME : Garo 6 0 
3010 PRJNI' OIR$ (4) + "RUN PATH" 
3050 REM SAVE GID SUBRTN 
3055 IF P = 0 AND L = 0 AND C = 0 'IHEN FIASH : PRiln' "00 GOO IB'I'RY EXI SI' 
S" : GOSUB 6 85 : OORMAL : RE'IDRN 
3060 D$ = "" :T$ = "GOONETRY": REM D$= CN'IRL-D 
3062 PRINT D$; "OPEN"T$" ,Dl" 
3065 PRINT D$; "DELETE"T$: PRINT D$; "OPEN"T$ 
3066 PRINT D$;"WRITE"T$ 
3068 PRINI' P: PRINT C: PRINT L: PRINI' Wl: PRINT W2: PRiln.1 W3: PRINT W4 
3 07 0 FOR I = 1 'ID P 
3071 PRINT Pl(I) 
3072 PRINT P2 (I) 
3073 PRINT P3(I) 
307 4 PRI:N'r P4 (I) : NEXT I 
307 5 FOR I = 1 'ID C 
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3076 PRINI' Cl (I) : PRINT C2 (I) : PRINT C3 (I) : PRH1r C4 (I) : PRINT Rl (I) : PRINT 
R2 (I) 
3077 NEXT I 
3080 FOR I = 1 'ID L: FOR J = 1 'ID 2 
3085 PRINT Ll. (I, J) : PRINI' L2 (I, J) : PRINr L3 (I, J) : PRINT IA (I, J) 
3090 NEXT J: NEXT I 
3092 PRINT D$;"CLOSE"T$ 
3095 RE'lURN 
3099 REM S'UBR'IN 'ID SEND CNrRL 'ID 'IDOL 
3100 REM 
3125 VI1AB ( 2) : HTAB ( 21) : PRINT "4. DISC (SAVE IDAD) ": FOR V = 1 'ID 1000 
: NEXT V: OrIERR Garo 3360: REM &UBRTN 'ID S'IDRE I.fi?\D PRGRM 
3130 HOME: vrAB (2): HTAB (10): INVERSE: PRINT "DISC": OORMAL 
3135 VI1AB ( 5): HTAB ( 5) : PRINT "l. DATE": PRINT TAB ( 5); "2. DIRECIDRY": 
PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "3. PART NAME": PRINT TAB ( 5); "4. SAVE": PRINT TAB ( 
5) ; "5. ll)l\..D": PRINT : PRINT "ESC 'ID HE''IURN" 
3136 roKE 216,0 
3140 GOSUB 600: IF AA= 155 'IHEN !OKE 216,0: GOID 60 
3141 ON (AA. - 176) GOSUB 3150,3190,3220,3230,3270,600 
3146 Garo 3135 
3150 vrAB (18) : PRI~rr "ENTER mTE (XX-XX-XX) "; : INPUT Dr$ 
3153 IF VAL ( MID$ CDT$,l,2)) < 1 OR VAf., { MID$ CDTS,1,2)) > 12 OR VAL 
( MID$ CDT$ ,4 ,2)) < 1 OR WL ( MID$ CDT$ ,4)) > 31 OR VAL ( MID$ CD 
T$,7,2)) < 83 OR VAL ( ~1ID$ (DT$,7,2)) > 90 OR ASC (MID$ (DT$,6,l 
) ) < > 45 OR ASC ( MID$ CDT$, 3 I 1) ) < > 45 'lliEN VI'AB (18) : CALL -
958: GOID 3150 
3154 VI'AB {18): CALL - 958: vrAB (5): HTAB (20): PRINT Dr$: RE''IURN 
3190 REM CATPJ.J:k, FROM D2 
3191 ONERR GOro 3198 
3195 PRINT CHR$ (4);"CATPJ.J:k,,D2" 
3196 PRINT "ESC 'ID EXIT": GCEUB 600: IF AA= 155 '!HEN HOME : roKE 216,0 
: RE"IURN 
3198 GOSUB 3200: GOIO 3196 
3200 VI1AB (20) :RX = PEEK (222): IF RX = 4 THEN FLASH : PRilIT' ''WRITE PR 
arECTED'': Garo 3 215 
3 201 IF RX = 5 '!HEN FI.ASH : PRilJT "END OF DATA ": GaID 3 215 
3202 IF RX = 6 THEN FLASH : PRINT "FILE IDI' FOUND": OOID 3215 
3203 IF RX = 8 '!HEN FLASH : PRINT "I 0 ERROR": GOID 3215 
3204 IF RX = 9 'IHEN FLASH : PRINr "DISC FULL": Garo 3215 
3205 IF RX = 10 'lliEN FLASH : PRINT "FILE LOCKED": GOID 3216 
3215 GOSUB 685: OORI"'AL : v.J.'AB C20): CALL - 958: !Th~ 
3220 REM PART NAME 
3222 vrAB (18): INRJT "ENTER PART ~W1E: ";PN$ 
3223 IF PN$ = "" '!HEN 3222 
110 
3224 IF ASC ( LEFI'$ (PN$ ,1)) < 65 OR ASC ( LEFT$ (PN$ ,1)) > 90 THEN PRIN 
T 
: FLASH : PRINr "NAME SHCXJLD START WITH ALPHABET": GOOUB 685: NJRMAL 
: 'V'I'AB (18): CALL - 958: RE'IURN 
3225 vrAB (18): CALL - 958: 'V'I'AB (7): HTAB (20): PRINT PN$: RE'l"URN 
3230 vrAB (18) : IF PN$ = "" THEN FI.ASH : PRINT "PART NAME N:11' DEFINED": 
GOSUB 685: OORMAL : VI1AB (18): CALL - 958: RE'IURN 
3231 PRINr "SAVE UNDER FILE NAME> ";PN$;"? ";:GET AK$: IF AK$= "Y" THEN 
3236 
3234 IF AK$ = "N" 'lliEN VI'AB {17): CALL - 958: RE'IURN 
3235 GOID 3230 
3236 vrAB (18): CALL - 958: PRilJT : PRINT "l. SAVE PART GEOMETRY": PRINT 
"2. SAVE PART PRcx;RAM" : PRINT "ESC 'IO RE'IURN" 
3237 GOSUB 600: IF (AA - 176) = 1 OR AA - 176 = 2 OR AA = 155 'lliEN 3239 
3238 ooro 3236 
3239 IF AA < > 177 THEN 3245 
3240 IF P = 0 AND L = 0 AND C = 0 'IHEN T$ = "GIDMETRY": GOSUB 97 5: VTAB 
{18) 
3241 T$ = PN$ + " GEDHETRY":D$ = "": PRINT D$;"0PEN"T$",D2": GOSUB 3065: VTA 
B 
{23): SPEED= 0: PRINT "GEDNETRY SAVED ": SPEED= 255: VTAB (15): HCX!E 
: RE'IURN 
3243 vrAB {18) : CALL - 958: RE"IURN 
3245 IF AA= 178 THEN 3247: REM ADD RCXJTINE FOR PATH SAVI~ 
3246 vrAB (17): CALL - 956: RE'n.JHN 
3247 D$ = "": ONERR GOIO 3249 
3248 PRINT D$; "OPEN IDATA, Dl": PRINr D$; "FOSITIOl~ IDP.LTA, R2 II: FOKE 216, 0 : 
PRINT D$; "CT,QSE IDATA" : GOID 3 250 
3249 FLASH : PRINT "PATH UNDEFINED": GQSUB 685: OORMAL : FOKE 216,0: PRINr 
D$;"CT,OSE IDATA": VI'AB (17): CALL - 958: GOIO 3130 
3250 PRINT D$;"0PEN IDATA,Dl": PRINT D$;"IIBAD IDATA": INPUT IN: FOR I= 
1 'ID IN: INRJT KD$(I),MC$(I),TD(I),ZR(I),ZS(I),0D$(I),0F(I),K(I),TL( 
I) ,ZT(I) ,SQCO,I) 
3252 FOR J = 1 'ID K (I) : INPUT Pr$ CJ, I) : INPUT SQ (J, I) : INRJT ffiCL CJ, I) : NEX 
T 
J: NEXT I 
3254 PRINT D$;"CLOSE Rli\TA" 
3255 T$ = PN$ + " PRT FRGM. ":D$ = "" 
3256 PRINT D$;"OPEN"T$",D2": PRINT D$;"DELETE"T$: PRINT D$;"0PEN"T$: PRINT 
D$; "WRITE "T $ 
3257 PRirlI' IN: FOR I = 1 'ID IN: PRiln1 KD$ CI) : PRINr t-K:$ (I) : PRUil' ID (I) • 
PRINT ZR (I) : PRINI' ZS (I) : PRINT OD$ (I) : PRINT OF (I) : PRim' K (I) : PRINT 
111 
TL(!): PRINT ZT(I) : PRINT SQ CO, I) 
3258 FOR J = 1 'ID K(I): PRINT PI'$(J,!): PRINr SQ(J,!): PRINT ffiCL(J,I): NEX 
T 
J: NEXT I 
3259 PRINT D$;"CLOSE"T$ 
3260 vrAB (23): CALL - 958: PRINT "PART PROORAM SAVED": SPEED= 255: vrAB 
(17): CALL - 958: RETURN 
3270 vrAB (18): IF ill$ = "" THEN FLASH : PRINT "PART NAME UNDEFINED": GOSU 
B 
685: OORl'lAL : VTAB (18) : CALL - 958: RE"IURN 
3 27 5 VI'AB ( 18) : PRUJT "1. LOAD " ; PN $ ; " GID lETRY" : PRINT "2. ID.AD " ; PN $ ; " 
PART PRGM. ": PRINT : PRINT "ESC 'IO EXIT" 
3276 D$ = "" 
3280 GOSUB 600: IF (AA - 176) = 1 OR (AA - 176) = 2 THEN 3285 
3282 VI1AB (15): CALL - 958: RE'IUHN 
3285 IF AA < > 177 THEN 3300 
3286 D$ = "":T$ = PN$ + " GEOMETRY" 
3287 ONERR Garo 3290 
3288 PRINT D$; 110PEN"T$",D2": PRINT D$;"FOSITION"T$",RS": PRINT D$;"CLOSE 
"T$ 
3289 Garo 3291 
3290 POKE 216 ,0: VTAB (23) : FLASH : PRUJ'I' T$;" OOF.s IDr EXIST": GOSUB 6 8 
5: oonMAL: PRINT D$;"DELETE"T$: VTAB (18): CALL - 958: GOIO 3100 
3291 POKE 216,0 
3294 PRilf!' D$; "OPEN"T$" ,D2": GOSUB 915 
3296 GOSUB 3060 
3297 SPEED= 0: VTAB (23): PRINT "GEXXIETRY IDADED": VTAB {17): CALL - 95 
8: SPEED= 255: GOID 3275 
3300 IF AA = 155 THEN 3350: REM SUBRCXJTINP£ FORLOADIN; PROORAM 
3302 T$ = PN$ +" PRT FR:;H." 
3305 et-.lERR GOlD 3307 
3306 PRINI' D$;"0PEN"T$",D2": PRINT D$;"FOSITION"T$",R4": PRINI' D$"CLOSE" 
T$: POKE 216 ,0: Garo 3310 
3307 VI1AB (23): FLASH: PRINT T$;" OOES ~EXIST": GOSUB 685: OORMAL : IQK 
E 
216,0: VTAB (17): CALL - 958: PRINI' D$;"DELETE"T$: Garo 3125 
3310 PRINT D$; "OPEN"T$: PRINT D$; "READ"T$: INPUT IN: FOR I = 1 'IO Il~ : INPUT 
KD $ ( I) , MC$ (I) I TD (I) , ZR {I) I ZS (I) I OD$ (I) , OF (I) , K (I) 
3311 INPUT TL(I),ZT(I),SQ(O,I) 
3314 FOR J = 1 'IO K(I) : INPUT PI'$ (J, I) ,SQ(J, I) ,CRCL CJ, I): NEXT J: NEXT I 
3315 PRII\1T D$; "CLOSE"T$ 
3320 PRil\lI' D$; "OPEN H:>ATA, Dl": PRINT D$; "tVRITE IDATA" 
3325 PRINT IN: FOR I = 1 'ID IN: PRINT KD$ (I): PRil111 MC$ (I): PRINT ID (I) : 
PRINT ZR(!): PRINT ZS(!): PRINT OD$(!): PRHil' OF(!): PRilIT' K(I): PRI 
11 2 
TL (I) : PRH1I' ZT (I) : PRINT SQ CO, I) 
3330 FOR J = 1 'IO K (I) : PRINT Pr$ (J, I) : PRINI' SQ (J, I) : PRINT CRCL (J , I) 
3334 NEXT J: NEXT I 
3335 PRINT D$;"CLOSE IDATA" 
3336 PRINT D$; "OPEN 'IDATA, Dl": PRINT D$; ''\·\TRITE 'IDATA": PRINT IN: FOR I = 
1 'ID IN: PRINT KD $ (I) : PRINT MC$ (I) : PRINT 'ID (I) : PRINT ZR (I) : PRI NT 
ZS(I): PRINI' OD$(!): PRINT OF(I): NEXT I: PRINr D$;"CLOSE 'IDATA" 
3340 PRilfl' D$; "CLOSE IDATA" 
3350 vrAB (23): SPEED= 0: PRINT "PART ffi.GM IDADED": SPEED= 255: Garo 327 
5 
3360 G)StJB 3200: GOID 3125 
3550 Vl'AB (3) : HTAB (21): PRINT "6. ~JIT ": ONERR Garo 3581 
3 551 Vl'AB ( 18) : FLASH : PRINT ''\.VILL ERASE ~IEr,DRY" : NORMAL : PRINT "GO A 
HEAD CY N)? ";: GE'T Y$: IF Y$ = "N" THEN VTAB (18): CALL - 958 : GOID 
60: REM SUBR'IN DISC 
3560 IF Y$ < > "Y" 'IHEN 3550 
3565 T$ = "GEOME1'I'RY" :D$ = "": REM CNTRL-D 
3570 PRINI' "DELETIN:; " 
3575 PRINT D$;"0PEN"T$",Dl": PRINT D$;"DELETE"T$: PRINT D$;"CLOSE"T$ 
3576 IF T$ = "TOA.TA" THEN VI'AB (18): CALL - 958: FQKE 216,0: GOIO 60 
3577 IF T$ = "PDATA" 'IHEN 3585 
3578 T$ = "PDATA" 
3580 Garo 3575 
3581 roKE 216,0: IF T$ = "GFDMETRY" 'IHEN ooro 3578 
3582 IF T$ = "~TA" 'IHEN 3585 
3583 IF T$ = "TDA.TA" '!HEN 3576 
3585 T$ = "TOA.TA": Garo 3575 
4000 REH DELE'TE ALL ~TCH FILES AND EXIT 'ID r.ll\STER CDNTROL ffi(x;RAH 
4010 PRINT "WILL ERASE mTA S'IORED UNLESS SAVED UNDER 'DISC'": PRINT PRI 
NT 
"SURE YOU WANT 'ID EXIT? (Y N)": GET A$ 
4020 IF A$ = "N" THEN 60 
4025 IF A$ < > "Y" 'IHEN PRINT "TYPE Y OR N ";: GE'T A$: GOID 4020 
4030 PRit11' CHR$ (4); "OPEN GEXJMETRY ,Dl" 
4031 PRINT OIR$ (4) ; "DELNrE GEDilETRY" 
4035 PRINT Qffi$ (4);"0PEN 'IDATA" 
4040 PRINT Qffi$ (4);"DELETE '!DATA" 
4045 PRINT CHR$ (4);"0PEN IDATA" 
4050 PRINT O!R$ (4);"RUN MN3TER <DNTROL" 
4100 VTAB (1): PRINT "l. 'IOOL ": PRINT QIR$ {4) ;"RUN 'IOOL,Dl" 
4110 VI'AB (1) :. HTAB { 21) : PRINT "2. GEDMETRY ": PRINT QIR$ {4) ; "RUN r ·1 
N:El'V' ,Dl" 
4120 VI'AB {2): PRINr "3. PATH": PRINT Qffi$ {4);"RUN PATHWITH DRILL, Dl " 
113 
PA'11H DEFINE PRcx;RAM 
10 REM THIS ffiOORAM ALLCUS IBE W\CHINilI:; PATH AND SEQUENCE 'ID BE DEFillE 
D. 
15 REM 'lroL AND GEDMETRY PARAMETERS ARE 'ID BE DEFINED BEFORE 
20 REM ENTERil\G IBIS r·DDULE. 
25 REM ARCS (CW AND a:w> AND LINEAR f>'DVES \.\TILL BE 
26 REN USED 'IO DEFINE 'IHE PATH 
99 OOME : vrAB (12) : HTAB (8) : SPEED= 0: PRINI' "READIK; DATA": SPEED= 25 
5: HOI11E 
100 DIM LlC10,2),L2(10,2) ,L3(10,2) ,L4(10,2) ,P1Cl8) ,P2(18) ,P3(18) ,P4(18), 
Cl(8),C2(8),C3(8) ,C4(8) 
120 DIM ID$(5),MC$(5),TD(l0) ,ZR(l0) ,00$(10) ,OFC10) ,ZS(l0) 
130 DIM KD$(5),Pr$(15,5) ,SQC15,5) ,CRCLCl0,5) ,K(S) 
145 ONERR Garo 450 
150 D$ = "": REM QlTRL D 
160 T$ = "GEOMETRY": PRINT D$;"0PE:t1"T$",Dl": PRINT D$;"READ"T$ 
161 PRINT D$;"FOSITION GIDMETRY,R4" 
162 PRINT D$; "CLOSE GID·1ETRY": roKE 216, 0 
163 PRINT D$;"0PEN GEDMETRY" 
16 4 PR.Un' D$; "READ GED.METRY" 
170 INRJT P,C,L,Wl,t"12,h'3 ,W4: IF P = 0 AND L = 0 AND C = 0 THEN FLASH : PRI 
NT 
"ID GEDHETRY IN lflDRY": GOSUB 6 85: OOPJ·1AL : PRINT D$; "CLOSE GOOME'IR 
Y": GCYID 5000 
180 FOR I= 1 'IO P: INRJT Pl(I),P2(I),P3(I),P4(I): NEXT I 
190 FOR I = 1 'IO c: INPUT Cl (I) I C2 (I) I C3 (I) I C4 (I) I Rl (I) I R2 (I) : NEXT I 
200 FOR I = 1 'IO L: FOR J = 1 'ID 2 
210 INFUT Ll (I,J) ,L2 (I,J} ,L3 (I,J} ,L4 (I,J): NEXT J: NEXT I 
220 PRINT D$;"CLOSE GIDMETRY" 
225 CIJERR GOID 250 
230 T$ = "TDATA": PRINI' 0$; "OPEN"T$" ,Dl" 
232 PRINT D$;"FOSITION 'IDA.TA,R.4" 
233 PRINT D$;"CIDSE 'IDA.TA" 
234 FOKE 216 ,0 
240 PRINT D$;"0PEN"T$: GOro 260 
250 FLASH : PRINT "SffiMENT UNDEFINED: DEFINE UNDER 'rrx:>L ' ": GOSUB 6 85 : UPJ 1 
AL 
: PRINT D$;"CLOSE 'l'DA.TA": roKE 216,0: GOID 5000 
260 PRINT D$; "READ 'IDATA": INPUT ID: FOR I = 1 'IO ID: I NRJT ID$ (I) , MC$ (I 
) I 'ID (I) , ZR ( I) , ZS ( I) I OD$ ( I) , OF (I) 
270 NEXT I 
280 PRINT D$;"CLOSE 'IDATA" 
281 ONERR GCYID 290 
282 PRINT 0$; "OPEN PDATA": PRINT D$; "FOSITION IDATl\. , R2": PRINT D$; "CLOSE 
PDATA": ror<E 216,0 
2 91 HOME : PRil'11' " Sffif.1ENTS IN MEH)RY: II 
292 PRINT: HTAB (2): PRINT "SffiMENT:";: HTAB (22}: PRINT "CYCLE:" 
294 PRINI' : FOR I = 1 'ID ID: HTAB (2): PRINT ID$ (I);: HTAB (22): PRINT M 
CS (I) : NEXT I 
300 VI'AB (22): HTAB (5): INRJT "SffiMENT NAME ";ID$ 
302 PRINT D$;"0PEN 'IDATA,Dl": PRINT D$;"READ 'IDATA" 
303 INPUT ID 
305 FOR I = 1 'ID ID 
306 INRJT KD$,MC$,TD,ZR,ZS,OD$,OF 
310 IF KD$ = ID$ THEN 400 
315 NEXT I: PRINT D$;"CIDSE 'IDATA" 
320 HCX~·IE : PRINT : FL.ASH : PRINT "WRO:l'I:; smrIBNT NAriE": !~RMAL 
3 21 IF ID = 1 'lliEN PRINT "ONE SffiMENT IN MEM)RY WITH NAME --> "; ID$ ( l} : 
Garo 350 
325 PRINT "SffiMENTS DEFINED ARE :": PRINT 
330 FOR I = 1 'IO ID 
340 HTAB ( 5) : PRINT I; 11 ) ";ID$ (I) : NEXT I 
350 PRINT : PRINT : PRUIT' ''t:J/\NT 'IO HEDEFINE SEGMENT CY N) ? "; : GE'T Z $ 
360 IF Z$ = "Y" IBEN 300 
370 IF Z$ = "N" THEN ID$ = "": GO'ID 5000 
380 roro 350 
400 PRINT D$;"CLOSE 'IDATA" 
410 GOSUB 3000: GCJID 1000 
450 ER = PEEK (222) 
114 
455 IF ER= 5 'IHEN HOME : FLASH : PRINT "00 !Yl.TA IN ";T$: GOSUB 685: OORI·lA 
L 
: POKE 216,0: PRINT D$;"CLOSE"T$: PRINT "DEFINE UNDER GEOMETRY": GOSUB 
685: GOIO 5500 
540 Sl = WI. * Kl: S2 = 150 - W2 * K2 
550 HCOI.DR= 7: FOR II = 1 'IO 279 SI'EP 3 
554 HPLOI' II,S2 
556 NEXT II 
558 FOR II = 1 'IO 150 STEP 3 
560 HPLCYI' Sl,II 
561 NEXT II 
563 HCDLR = 7 
565 HPLCYI' 1,1 'ID 1,150 'ID 279,150 'IO 279,1 'IO 1,1 
566 RETURN 
600 FOKE - 16368,0: REM LCX>K FOR KEYBOARD INPUT 
610 AA = PEEK ( - 16384): IF AA < > 177 AND AA < > 178 AND AA < > 179 
AND AA < > 180 AND AA < > 181 AND AA < > 182 AND AA < > 183 AND 
AA < > 184 AND AA < > 155 IBEN 610 
620 POKE - 16368,0: RETURN 
115 
650 POY~ - 16368,0: vrAB (22): CALL - 958: PRINT TAB( 5);"HIT SPACE B 
AR 'ID SAVE PATH": REM SUBRTN 'ID SAVE OR EXIT 
660 vrAB (23) : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "ANY arHER KEY ornmn sE" 
670 VI1AB (23) : HTAB (30) : GRI' AA$ 
680 RETURN 
685 FOR I = 1 'IO 2000: NEXT I: RE'IDRN 
700 roKE - 16368,0: IIBM SUBRI'N 'ID P£lill INPUT W..LUE 
705 AA = PEEK ( - 16384) : IF AA = 155 THEN PEIURN 
710 IF (AA - 176) < 0 OR (Al'\ - 176) > 9 'Il1EN 705 
715 AB = AA - 176: VI'AB (21): HTAB (25): PRINT AB: roKE· - 16368,0 
720 PA = PEEK ( - 16384) 
725 RJKE - 16368,0 
730 IF AA = 141 THEN AA = AB: RE'IURN 
735 IF AA < 176 OR AA > 185 THEN 720 
740 AA = (AA - 176) + AB * 10: VTAB (21): HTAB (25): PRI NT AA 
745 IF AB > P THEN VI1AB ( 21) : C.ALL - 958: PRilJT "K>INI' N:J'I' DEFINED : T 
RY PGAIN": GOID 700 
7 50 RETUPJ\I 
800 t7% = 4 :H% = 4 :i·1% = W% 2 :H% = H% 2 :XL% = X% - t·J% :XR.% = X% + W% : YU0 
= Y% - H% : YL% = Y% + H% : REM PRilIT ALFrlA 
801 Cl'IBRR Garo 826 
805 on zg CDSUB 815,820,825 
810 RE'IURN 
815 HPLCYr XL%,YL% TO XL%,YU% ID XR%,YU% 'IO XR%,Y% 'ID XL%,Y%: IDKE 216,0: 
RETURN 
820 HPLOr XR%,YU% TO XL%,YU% ID XL%,YL% ID XR%,YL%: roKE 216,0: RE'IUruJ 
825 HPLOr XR% , YL% 'ID XL% , YL% ID XL% , YU% : RJKE 216 , 0 : RE'IURN 
826 IF PEEK ( 222) = 53 THEN FOKE 216 , 0 : RE'IUP.JJ 
850 IF J < 10 THEN K = 99: Garo 855: ONEHR ooro 826: REM PRil\rr 00. 
851 IF J > = 10 THEN IF J < 20 'lliEN K = J - lO:J = 1: GOIO 855 
852 IF J > = 20 THEN K = J - 20:J = 2 
855 X% = X + 7:XL% = X% - W%:XR% = X% + h1% 
856 ON J GOSUB 860,865,870,875,880,885,890,895,900 
857 IF K < > 99 THEN X% = X% + 5:XL% = XL% + 5:XR% = XR% + 5: otl K GOOUB 
860,865,870,875,880,885,890,895,900: IF K = 0 THEN GOSUB 862 
859 RETURN 
86 0 HPLOI' XL% , YL% ID XR% , YI..% 'ID X% , YL% 'ID X% , YU% 'ID XL% , YU% : roKE 216 , 0 : 
RE'IUP.J·J 
86 2 HPLOI' XL% , YL% 'ID XR% , YL% 'ID XR% , YU% 'ID XL% , YU% 'ID XL% , YL% : RE'lURl 
865 HPLOI' XL%,YU% TO XR%,YU% 'ID XR%,Y% ID XL%,Y% 'ID XL%,YL% 'ID XR%,YL%: POI" 
E 
216,0: RE'IUPJ'I 
870 HPLCYr XL%,YU% 'ID XR%,YU% 'ID XR%,Y% TO X%,Y% 'ID XR%,Y% ID XR%,YL% 'IO 
XL%, YI..%: POKE 216 ,0: RE'IUHN 
875 HPLor XL%,YU% 'ID XL%,Y% 'ID XR%,Y% TO XR%,YU% 'ID XR% , YL% : POKE 216,0: 
RE'IUP.J.J 
880 HPLOT XR% , YU% 'ID XL% , YU% ID XL% f Y% 'ID XR% , Y% ID XR% , YL% TO XL% , YLb : ror 
E 
216 ,0: RE'IUPJ.1 
116 
885 HPLar XR% , YU% 'ID XL% , YU% m XL% , YL% ro XR% , YL% 'ID XR% ,Y% ro XL% ,Y% : ror 
E 
216, 0: RE'IUHN 
890 HPLCYr XL%, YU% ID XR%, YU% ID XL%, YL%: RJKE 216 ,O: RE'IUPJ~ 
895 HPLar XL%,Y% 'IO XL%,YU% 'ID XR%,YU% 'ID XR%,YL% ID XL%,YL% ID XL%, Y% 'ID 
XR%,Y%: roKE 216,0: RETUHN _ 
900 HPLOI' XR%,YL% ID XR%,YU% 'ID XL%,YU% 'ID XL%,Y% ID XR%,Y%: FQKE 216,0: 
RETURN 
1000 GOSUB 1100: IF P = 0 'IHEN INVERSE : PRINT "t'lX;EOME'IRY IN NEflORY": GOO 
UB 
685: :NJRMAL : GOID 5000 
1002 IF MC$(IK) = "DRILL" THEN 2500 
1003 K = Uil' 
1005 K (IK) = K: HOME : TEXT : VTAB { 2) : HTAB ( 18) : INVERSE : PRINT "PATH" 
: NJR!1AL 
1010 PRINT : PRINT "1. LINEAR" : PRINI' "2. ARC Cl\T" : PRINT 11 3 • ARC CCW" : PRIN 
T 
"4. PAUSE": PRINT "5. DELE'TE": PRINT "6. DISPLAY GEOMETRY": PRINT : PRI 
NI' 
"ESC 'ID EXIT" 
1020 GOSUB 600: IF AA = 155 THEN 5000: REM EXIT AFI'ER SAVIlI; 
1021 IF AA= 182 'IHEN roKE - 16304,0: roKE - 16299,0: vrAB (24): PRINT 
"HIT RETURN FOR MENU ";: INPUT AS$: TEXT : GOID 1005 
1022 IF AA= 180 AND K > = 1 THEN GQSUB 1600: GOID 1005 
1025 IF K = 0 AND IK = 1 AND SQCO,IK) < > 0 'IHEN : roKE - 16304,0: OOKE 
- 16299,0: HCOLOR= 0: BPI.Dr Sl,S2 'IO P3CSQC0,IK)) ,P4 CSQCO,IK)): HOJLOR 
= 
7 
1026 IF K = 0 AND IK > 1 THEN OOC0,IK) = ~(!1111, IK - l}: GOlD 1040 
1030 IF K = 0 'IHEN roKE - 16304,0: roKE - 16299,0: VTAB (21): PRINT " 
RJINI' AT WHICH Ml\CHININ.:; SI'ARTS ?"; : INPUT "";Kl: SQ CK, IK) = Kl: HPrm 
Sl,S2 'IO P3{Kl),P4{Kl) 
1040 ON 'AA - 176 GOSUB 1500,1700,1800,1600 
1050 roro 1005 
1100 FOR I = 1 'IO IN: REM SEE IF PATH HAS ALREADY BEEN DESCTUBED 
1105 IF KD$(I) = ID$ THEN 1108 
1106 NEXT I: IN = IN + 1: IK = IN: RE'IURN 
1108 IK = I: RE'IUPJ'J 
1500 POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0:K = K + 1: IF AA. - 176 = 1 THEl Pr 
$(K,IK) = "RAPID": Garo 1510 
1505 PI'$CK,IK) = "LINEAR" 
1510 vrAB (21): CALL - 958: PRINT "FRCX•l roINT ";SQ{K - l, IK) ; " 'IO ronrr 
?": PRnrr "ESC 'ID EXIT": GOSUB 700: IF AA = 155 '!HEN K = K - 1: RE'IUR. 
1515 IF AA > p 'llIBN FLASH : PRINT "roIN.r tUr DEFINED" : GCEUB 685:K = K -
1 : OORMAL : RETURN 
1516 SQCK,IK) =PA 
117 
1520 Y2 = P4(SQ(K,IK)) :Yl = P4(SQ(K - l,IK)) :X2 = P3( SQ(K, IK)) :Xl = P3(SQ 
CK - 1, IK)) 
1525 DQ = 2:A = X2 - Xl:B = Y2 - Yl 
1526 IF Y2 - Yl = 0 THEN DJ = 3 
1530 Q = SQR CA * A + B * B) 
1535 UX = A Q:UY = B Q 
1536 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT Xl,Yl 'ID X2,Y2: HmLOR= 7 
1540 FOR LL = 0 'ID Q STEP IQ 
1545 X = Xl + LL * U}~ 
1550 Y = Yl + LL * UY 
1555 HPLCYI' X,Y 
1560 NEXT LL 
1565 IF DRILL$ = "+" '!HEN RE'IURN 
1580 GOSUB 650: IF AA$ < > " " '!HEN K= K - 1: HOJLOR= 0: HPIDI' Xl,Yl 'ID 
X2,Y2: HCOLOR= 7 
1590 HE'IUPJ-J 
1600 P£r··.L SUBRIN FOR PAUSE 
1610 K = K + 1: TEXT : vrAB C 20) : PRINT "PAUSE NJi'J ? CY N ) ";: I NFUT '"' ; Q\l 
$ 
1612 IF Qi·l$ = "N" THEN K = K - 1: RE'IUPJ:J 
1615 IF Qv•7$ < > "Y" IBEN VTAB ( 21) : PRINT "TYPE Y OR N";: INPUT '"' ; QF$ 
: Garo 1612 
1620 VI1AB C 20) : CALL - 958: PRINT "l) PP. .. USE FOR 'IOOL QIP~.x;E ": PRINT "2) 
arHER P.EASON fl : INPUT "" ; PD$ : IF PD$ = "1 fl THEN Pr$ (K, I K) = "PAI.JSET" 
1625 IF ID$ = "2" THEN Pr$(K,IK) = "PAUSE" 
1626 IF ID$ < > "l fl AND PD$ < > "2" '!HEN Garo 1620 
1630 SQCK,IK) = SQCK - l,IK) :CRCL(K,IK) = CRCL(K - l,IK) 
1635 RETURN 
1700 YAM = 1 
1701 :EQKE - 16304,0: :EQKE - 16299,0:K = K + 1: vrAB (21): CALL - 958 : 
PRINI' "FROM ID INT " ; SQ ( K - 1 , IK) ; " 'IO ID INT " : PRIN'l, "ESC 'IO EXIT" 
1705 GOSUB 700: IF AA = 155 'IHEN K = K - 1: RE'IUPJ\J 
1710 IF AA > P '!HEN FLASH : PRINT "FDINT IVI' DEFINED": GffiUB 685 : t--."OPJJlU.. 
:K = K - 1: P£IUFm 
1715 Kl = AA: SQ CK, IK} = Kl: Pr$ CK, IK) = "ARCQ·J11 
1716 IF \'Jt"l = 2 '!HEN Pr$ CK, IK) = "ARCCQ,7" 
1720 vrAB C21): CALL - 958: PRINI' "ON CIRCLE :t-D.? ": PRI!n' "ESC 'IO EXIT 
": GOSUB 700 
1725 IF AA= 155 '!HEN K = K - 1: RE'IURN 
1730 IF AA > C THEN FLASH : PRINI' "CIRCLE OOE.S IDr EXIST": K = K - 1: GOSUB 
6 85 : NJPJ 1AL : RE'IURN 
1735 CRCL(K,IK) = AA.: GOSUB 2000 
17 40 RE'IDRN 
1800 WW = 2: Garo 1701 
118 
2000 XO = C3 CCRCL CK, IK)) :YO = C4 CCRCL CK, IK)) :XB = P3 (SQ CK - 1, IK)) :YB = p 
4(SQ(K - l,IK)) :XE= P3CSQCK,IK)) :YE= P4{SQ(I',IK)) :DPHI = 2:DPFI = 
DPHI * 3.14159 180 
2003 HClJLOR= 3 
2005 RA = SQR CCXB - XO) "' 2 + (YB - YO) "' 2) 
2010 IF ·ww = 2 'IHEN DP = - DP: GOIO 2015 
2015 DL =RA* SQR ( SIN (DP) .... 2 + Cl - ens (DP)) .... 2) 
2016 DL = DL * 1.5: IF DL < 3 THEN DL = 3 
2020 T = ABS CXB - XO) :S = ABS (YB - YO) 
2030 IF T = 0 'IBEN T = 0.009 
2035 A= - ATN CS T) -
2040 Xl = PA * CX)S (A) :Yl = RA * SIN (A) 
2045 HPLOr XB,YB 
2050 XS = XB:YS = YB 
2055 A = A + DP 
2060 X2 =RA* CDS (A):Y2 =RA* Sil1 (A) 
206 5 IF XE > = XB AND YE > = YB 'IHEN X = Xl - X2 : Y = Yl - Y2 
2066 IF XE > = XB AND YE < YB 'IHEN X = X2 - Xl:Y = Y2 - Yl 
2067 IF XE < XB AND YE > = YB '!HEN X = X2 - Xl:Y = Y2 - Yl 
2070 IF XE < XB AND YE < YB 'IHEN X = Xl - X2:Y = Y2 - Yl 
2071 IF SS$ = "+" '!HEN 2075 
2072 HClJLOR= 0 
2073 CN = Cf-1 + 1: IF QJ > 3 THEN HClJLOR= 7 :CN = 0 
2075 XS = XS + X:YS = YS + Y: HPI.Or XS,YS 
2080 IF SQR C (XS - XE) " 2 + (YE - YS) "' 2) < DL IBEN 2225 
2085 Xl = X2:Yl = Y2: GOIO 2055 
2225 HCXJLOR= 7: IF SSS = "+" THEN SSS = "": GOID 2235 
2230 GOSUB 650: IF AA$ < > " " THEN K = K - 1 :SS$ = "+": GOIO 2075 
223 5 RE''IURN 
2500 TEXT : HOME : INVERSE : HTAB ( 20) : PRINT "DRILL": 1-DRI-IAL 
2505 IF IK > 1 THEN SQ(O,IK) = SQ(K,IK + 1) 
2506 SQ(O,IK) = O:P3CSQCO,IK)) = Sl:P4CSQCO,IK)) = 82 
2507 K = 0 
2510 VfAf3 (18): CALL - 958: VTAB (3): PRINT TAB( 5);"1) DEFINE HOLE LO 
CATION": PRH1I' TAB ( 5); "2) DISPLAY GEXJ.HETRY": PRINT TAB( 5); "3) DE 
LETE'' 
2520 PRINT : PRINT "ESC 'ID EXIT" 
2525 GOSUB 600 
2530 IF M = 155 AND K > 0 IBEN KCIK) = K: GOID 5000 
2531 IF AA = 155 AND K = 0 'IBEN 5500 
2535 IF M = 178 THEN PRINT : roKE - 16304,0: roKE - 16299,0: VTAB (2 
2): POKE - 16368,0: PRINT "HIT HE'IURN 'ID CDNTINUE";: GET HH$: PRilIT 
: TEXT : GOI'D 2510 
2540 IF AA= 179 THEN 2500: HEM **********FILLIN LATER 
2545 IF AA < > 177 THEN 2525 
2s50 K = K + 1: roY..E - 16304, a: POKE - 16299, a: vrAB c 21> : PRil1I' "SELEC 
T ffiINT ro. OF HOLE IDCN. ": PRINT "ESC ID EXIT" 
119 
2555 GOSUB 700: IF AA = 155 'IHEN K = K - 1: TEXT : GOill 2510 
2556 IF AA > P rIHEN vrAB (22): FLASH : PRINT "I:oINT IDr DEFINED": t\DillAL 
: GOSUB 685 :K = K - 1: TEXT : GaIO 2510 
2560 DP= AA: VT!ill (21}: CALL - 958: PRINT "DEPI'H OF HOLE ?": PRINI' "ESC 
'ID EXIT": GOSUB 700: IF AA = 155 'IHEN :K = K - 1: TEX'l.1 : GOID 2510 
2564 IDKE - 16368,0: VTAB (23): PRINT "HIT SPACE BAR 'ID SAVE DRILL P TH 
" 
2565 Xl = P3(SQ(K - l,IK)) :Yl = P4(SQ(K - l,IK)) :X2 = P3(DP) :Y2 = P4(DP): 
DRILL$ = "+": GOSUB 1525 
2570 HCDLOR= 0: HPLOT P3(DP) - l,P4(DP) 'IO P3(DP) + l,P4(DP): HPLOI' P3 CD 
P) ,P4(DP) - 1 'lD P3(DP),P4(DP) + 1 
257 5 HCDLOR= 7: HPI.DT P3 (DP) - 1, P4 (DP) 'ID P3 CDP) + 1, P4 (DP) : HPLOr P3 (D 
P),P4(DP) - 1 'lD P3CDP) ,P4(DP) + 1 
2580 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 13 'IBEN 2570 
2590 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < > 160 THEN HCDLOR= 0: HPLOI' P3CSQm - l,IF' ) 
) ,P4(SQ(K - l,IK)) TO P3(DP),P4(DP): HCDLOR= 7:K = K - 1: TEXT : GOID 
2510 
2595 SQ(K,IK) = DP:CRCL(K,IK) = AA:Pr$(K,IK) = "DRILL": TEXT : GOID 2510 
3000 SPEED= 10: VTAB (23): PRINT "DPAWil~ GEOMETRY": SPEED= 255: REI1 
SUBRTN 'ID DRN 7 GEDHETRY 
3005 Kl = 280 W3:K2 = 150 N'4: HGR2 : GOSUB 540 
3010 IF P = 0 '!HEN 3020 
3015 FOR I= 1 'ID P: HPLOr P3(I) - l,P4(I) 'IO P3CI) + l,P4(I): HPLCYI' P3( 
I) ,P4(I) - 1 'ID P3(I) ,P4(I) - 1: NEXT I 
3020 IF C = 0 '!HEN 3030 
3025 FOR I = 1 'IO C: GOSUB 3100: NEXT I 
3030 IF L = 0 'IHEN 3040 
3035 FOR I= 1 'ID L: HPLOT I.3(I,l),L3(I,2) 'IO L4(I,l),L4(I,2): NEXT I 
3038 GOSUB 3150 
3 040 vrAB ( 23) : CALL - 9 5 8: PRINT "ESC 'IO EXIT" : GOSUB 6 00 : IF AA = 155 
THEN TEXT : HO!·IE : REIURN 
3045 ooro 3040 
3100 XO= C3(I) :YO= C4(I) :R = R2(I) :DP= 8: REM CIRCLE DP.AH 
3105 X = XO + R:Y = YO: IF XO > Z79 THEN X = 279 
3110 HPLCJr X,Y:DP = DP * 3.142 180 
3115 FOR PHI = DPHI 'lD 2 * 3.142 STEP DP 
3120 X = R * COS (PHI) :Y = R * Sil'1 (PHI) 
3125 Y = YO + Y:X = YD + X 
3130 XX = X + S:YY = Y + S 
3135 IF XX < 1 OR XX > 279 OR YY > 150 OR YY < 0 THEN 3145 
3140 HPLar 'IO XX,YY 
3145 NEXT PHI: RE'IURN 
3150 FOR I= 1 'ID P:Z9 = l:X% = P3(I) :Y% = P4(I) - 5: GOSUB BOO:X = P3(I 
) : J = I: GOSUB 850 : NEXT I: REM SUBRTN 'ID I.ABEL 
3160 FOR I= 1 'ID C:Z9 = 2:X = C3(I) + R2(I) :Y = C4(I) :X% = X:Y% = Y: GOSUD 
800:J = I: GOSUB 850: NEXT I 
3170 FOR I= 1 'ID L:Z9 = 3:X = (L3(I,l) + IA(I,l)) 2:Y = (L3(I,2) +IA 
(I, 2)) 2:X% = X:Y% = Y: GOSUB 800 :J = I: GOSUB 850: NE1.'T I 
3180 RETURN 
5000 VI'AB ( 22) : PRH1.1' ''WAllT ID SAVE PATH ? (Y N) "; : Gm' i·J$: IF F$ < > " 
Y" AND W$ < > "N" 'IHEN 5000 
5005 PRINT : IF t·.J$ = "N" THEN 5500 
5006 IF W$ = "Y" 'IBEN GOSUB 5200: GOID 5500 
5200 ONEP..R GOlD 5280 
5205 KD$(IK) = KD$:MC$(IK) = MC$:TD(IK) = TD:ZR(IK) = ZR:ZS(IK) = ZS:OD$( 
IK) = OD$:QF(IK) = OF 
5210 D$ = "": PRINT D$;"0PEN PDATA,Dl" 
5211 PRINT D$; '~.qRITE IDATA" 
5212 PRI1rr n~ 
5215 FOR I = 1 'ID Il,1:: PRINT KD$ (I): PRINT l·~$ (I): PRINT ID(I): PRINT ZR 
(I): PRINI' ZS(I): PRINT QD$(I): PRINT OF(I): PRINT K(I): PRINT TL(I) 
: PRINT ZT(I) 
5216 PRINT SQ(O,I) 
5220 FOR J = 1 'ID K(I) 
5225 PRINT PI'$(J,I): PRINT SQ(J,I): PRINT CTCL(J,I): NEXT J: NEXT I 
5270 PRINT D$; "CLOSE PDATA": ro:KE 216, 0: RETURN 
5280 IF PEEI< (222) = 5 'IBEN IDKE 216,0: PRIN'l, D$;"CLOSE IDATA": GOID 5 
240 
5281 IF PEEK (222) = 9 THEN vrAB (22): PRHH' "DISC FillL -- PRD3RAI1 rm 
SAVED": GOSUB 6 85: ffiKE 216, 0: GCJill 5000 
5300 PRINT Q-IR$ (4); "RUN MvJBAQ~P" 
5400 HOI·IE : FLASH : PRINT "WILL ERJ.\SE HEH)RY ••• GO AHEAD. Y N?"; : l\lQPJ·jJ\L : 
INRJT " " ; Z $ 
5410 IF Z$ = "N" 'IHEN GOID 5000 
5420 IF Z$ = "Y" THEN SPEED= 0: PRINT "DELE'TU'G": SPEED= 256 
5500 HO!·IB : VTAB ( 2) : INVERSE : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "l. 'IOOL"; TAB ( 20) ; "2. G 
EDMETRY " : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "3. PATH"; TAB ( 20) ; "4. DISC (SAVE 
LG?\D) " : PRINr TAB C 5) ; "5. DELETE" ; TAB { 20) ; "6 • QUIT 
II 
5505 OORMAL 
5510 PRINr : PRINT "ESC 'ID EXIT" 
5520 GOSUB 6 00 
5530 IF AA = 155 '!HEN PRINI' ams (4) ; "RUtl ~ASTER 0011.I'ROL,Dl" 
5540 ON AA - 176 GOID 5550,5560,5570,5580,5590,5600 
5550 vrAB C 2) : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "l. 'IOOL ": PRilIT Qffi$ (4) ; "RUH 'IOOL, Dl" 
5560 VI'AB C 2) : PRINT TAB C 20) ; "2. GEOMETRY ": PRIHT Qffi$ { 4) ; "HIJl Nl i 11 
EW,Dlfl 
5570 VI'AB (3) : PRINI' TAB { 5) ; "3. PATH fl: FOR I = 1 'ID 500: NEXT I: CLEAR 
: RF.STORE : Garo 9 9 
5580 VI1AB (3): PRINr TAB( 20) ;"4. DISC (SAVE WAD)": POKE 34000,4: PRilJT 
OIR$ (4); "RUN SEC OONTROL,Dl fl 
5590 vrAB (4): PRINT TAB( 5) ;"5. DELETE ": IDKE 34000,5: PRillT Clffi$ (4 
) ; "RUN SEC OJtl'IROL I DI" 
5600 vrAB { 4) : PRINT TAB ( 20) i "6. ~JIT ": roKE 34000 ,6: PRI Ir Qffi$ (4) 
;"RUN SEC CDNTROL,Dl 91 
120 
THE 1 GEDMETRY'-1:DIDL.E 
1 REI'l THIS PR03RAI-1 ALI.D:lS PART GEXJr.lETRY 
2 REf.1 'IO BE DEFINED. CIRCLES, LII\JES AND ffiINTS 
3 REM WILL BE USED ID DEFHJE PART GID JETRY 
4 HEM Ot1 EXITI:t-r;, GEDl'·iETRY PAHAr ·IBTERS ARE ALI.a7ED ID BE SAVED. 
6 TEXT 
7 LOMEJ·1: 25000 
1 2 1 
50 DIM Pl(l8) ,P2(18) ,LlCl0,2) ,L2Cl0,2) ,Cl(8) ,C2C8) ,Rl(8) , P3Cl8) ,P4 (18 ) , L 
3 ( 10, 2) ,IA (10, 2) ,C3 ( 8) , C4 (8) ,R2 (8) 
55 DIM KD$(5) ,f.IC$(5) ,TD(5) ,ZR(5) ,ZS(5) ,OD$(5) ,OF(5) ,I"(S) ,ZT(5) ,TL(5) ,PI'$ 
( 20 , 5) r SJ ( 20 , 5 ) , CTKL ( 20 r 5) 
60 GrIBRR GOID 66 
62 PRINT Qffi$ (4) ; "OPEN GEDBETRY ,Dl II: PRINT CHR$ (4); "ffiSITiotJ GEDlIETR 
Y, RS 11 : PRINT OIR$ c 4) ; "CLOSE GEDr ETRY" 
65 roKE 216,0: GOSUB 900: Garo 70 
66 roKE 216, 0: PRilrr GIR$ ( 4) ; "DELETE GEDMETRY": Garo 100 
7 0 HOI1IB : INVERSE : PRINT "GEDI<IETRY": NORJ.Jl\L : PRINT : PRINT "1. ADD 'ID 
EXISTIKG GEOMETRY": PRUIT "2. DEFINE NEW GEOMETRY": PRI NT "3. DP~ ·1 G 
EXXIETRY 11 : PRINT : VI'AB ( 10) : PRINT "ESC 'IO EXIT" 
72 GOSUB 600 
73 IF (AA - 176) = 1 THEN GOSUB 900: GOSUB 3500: GOIO 290 
74 IF (Al~ - 176) = 2 'll!EN P = O:C = O:L = 0: GOIO 100 
76 IF {AA - 176) = 3 THEN GOSUD 3500: Garo 70 
78 IF AA = 155 'IllEN 4000 
79 Go:rO 72 
100 HOME 
120 HTAB ( 13) : HNERSE : PRINT " GEDMETRY " : NORMAL 
140 PRINT : PRINT 
150 PRINT TAB ( 2) ; "SET WINI:Xx-7: " : PRINT TAB ( 2) ; "-- ---" 
155 PRINT : PRINT ''\·vINIXll DHlENENSION IS 9 X 5 01S.-------MILLI r; l il\CHI 
NE BED MJVEMEJYJT. " 
156 H3 = 9 : t'l4 = 5 
157 FOKE - 16368,0 
160 vrAB (17): PRINT "WINIX.W CENTER IS CDNFIGURED AT": HTAB {10): PRIIIT 
"X= 4. 5Qtr Y= 2. 501'': PRINT : PRINr "CHAN::.;E \ ffi·IlXX.-.I CENTER? {Y N) ": PRI 
NT 
: PRINT "ESC 'IO EXIT" :AH = PEEK ( - 16384): IF AH < > 27 AND 1 < 
> 217 AND AH < > 206 THEN : GOID 160 
161 IF AH = 206 THEN ·w1 = 4.5:v·l2 = 2.5: Garo 180 
162 IF AH = 27 THEN 4000 
163 VTAB (20): C'P.LL - 958 
168 vrAB {15): CJ~ - 958: VTAB (22): PRINT TAB( 5) ;: I NPUT ' 'iilllIXX7 CE 
NTER X CD.OD ";\·U 
170 PRUJT TAB( 5);: I NPUT " vrnro·r CENTER y CD.OD ";t'72 
180 IF in > 9 OR i·l2 > 5 THEN FLASH : HOl IB : PRilf.r "CENTER CAI ur BE OOT 
SIDE WINIXX·l": GOSUB 685: OORMAL : HO!lE : GaIO 150 
200 HEM ADD SUBFITN HERE LATER 'ID CHECK IF \'JilUXX·J SIZE IS '100 BIG 
210 Kl = 280 W3 :K2 = 140 \'l4: REM SCAL~ 
220 X = 0 : Y = 0 : GOSUB 500 : REM CDt1VERT 'IO SCHEEN CD. OD 
230 Sl = X:S2 = Y: HGR2 
240 GOSUB 550 
260 v7$ = "WINIXX7": GOSUB 650 
270 IF M$ < > " " THEN CALL 62450: TEXT : HOIIE : Garo 150 
285 REM ADD 'IOOL,GED,PATH OPrIONS I.ATER 
290 HOI<E : TE~ : VTAB ( 1) : PRINT : PRINT : REM DEFINE Gilll1ETRY 
300 PRINT : PRINT TAB ( 10>; "l. DEFINE EOINT": PRilJT TAB( 10) ; "2. DEFI J 
E CIRCLE": PRII\lT TAB ( 10> ; "3. DEFINE LINE": PRIN'I' TAB ( 10) ; "4. DPJ\. 
W GEDMETRY": PRINT TAB( 10) ;"5. DELETE IDINT CIRCLE LINE" 
310 PRINT : PRINT "TYPE OIOICE NUI·lBER --- PSC 'IO EXIT" 
320 GOSUB 600: IF AA = 155 THEN GOSUB 3000: GOID 4000 
330 OM (AA - 176) GOSUD 1000,1500,2000,3500 
335 GCYIO 285 
500 X = ABS (X + Wl) * Kl:Y = ( ABS CY * K2 - 150) - \'72 * K2): REI1 SU 
BRl.lJ FOR REAL 'ID SCREEN DUIN. 
510 RE'IUHN 
520 x = ex - Kl * Wl) Kl:Y = ( - y - l•J2 * I<2 + 150) K2: REr SCREEll T 
0 REAL CO.ODS 
530 RE'ItmN 
550 HCDLOR= 2: FOR II = 1 'ID 279 STEP 3: FOR JJ = 1 'ID 2 
552 IF JJ = 1 'IHEN 554 
554 HPLOT II,S2 
556 tIBicr' JJ: NEXT II 
558 FOR II = 1 'IO 150 STEP 3: FOR JJ = 1 'ID 2 
559 IF JJ = 1 THEN 561 
56 0 I:lPLOr Sl , I I 
561 NEXT JJ: NEXT II 
563 HCOWR= 7 
565 HPLOT 1,1 'IO 1,150 'ID 279,150 'ID 279,1 'ID 1,1 
566 HETUPJ 
600 POKE - 16368,0: REM I.OOK FOR KEY BOARD INPUT 
610 AA = PEEK ( - 16384): IF AA < > 177 THEN IF AA < > 178 THEN IF A 
A < > 179 THEN IF AA < > 180 THEN IF AA < > 181 THErl IF Ali < > 
122 
182 THEN IF AA < > 183 THEN IF AA < > 184 THEN IF AA < > 155 THEN 
610 
620 POKE - 16368,0: RE'IURN 
650 PO¥..E - 16368,0: VTAB (22): PRINT TAB( 5) ;"HIT SPACE BAR 'ID SAVE"; 
W$: REM SUBRTN 'ID SAVE OR EXIT 
660 v:rAB ( 24) : PRIIIT' TAB ( 5); ''ANY OTHER KEY arn.ERIHSE" 
670 vrAB (23): HTAB (30): GEr AA.$ 
680 RETUP.N 
6 85 FOR I = 1 'ID 3000 : ~"'EXT I: REIUPJ·l 
700 W% = 4:H% = 4:W'% = \ ,;]% 2:H% = H% 2:XL% = X% - I· 't>:XR% = X% + t ·o :YU% 
= Y% - H% :YL% = Y% + H%: REH PID1T ALPHA 
701 ONERR GOIO 726 
705 ON Z9 OOSUB 715,720,725 
710 RE'IURN 
715 HPLOr XL% r YL% TO XL% 1 YU% 'ID XR% r YU% TO XR.% r Y% TO XL% 1 Y%: POY~ 216, 0: 
RE'TUHN 
7 20 HPWI' XR.%, YU% 'ID XL% , YU% 'ID XL% , YL% 'ID XR% , YL% : POI~ 216, 0 : RETUR11 
725 HPLOI' XR%,YL% TO XL%,YL% TO XL%,YU%: POKE 216,0: RETURN 
726 IF PEEK (222) = 53 'IBEN IOKE 216,0: RE"IURN 
750 IF J < 10 'IHD"T 755: ONERR GOIO 726: REM PRNT rn. 
751 K = 99: IF J > 10 THEN IF J < 20 THEN K = J - lO:J = 1: GOIO 755 
752 K = 99: IF J > = 20 THEN K = J - 20:J = 2 
755 X% == X + 6 :XL% = X% - W% :XR% = X% + v11% 
756 ON J GOSUE 760,765,770,775,780,785,790,795,800 
757 IF K < > 99 THEN X% = X% + 5: ON K GOSUB 760,765,770,775,780,705,79 
0,795,800 
7 59 RE'TUPJJ 
7 6 o HPLOT XL% , YL% TO XR% , YL% 'ID X%, YL% TO X%, YU% TO XL% , YU% : ro1CE 216 , o : 
RETlJPJ:,] 
123 
7 6 5 HPLOT XL% , YU% 'lD XR.% , YU% 'ID XR% , Y% TO XL% , Y% 'ID XL% , YL% TO XR.% , YL% : IOI" 
E 
216,0: RE'IUHN 
770 HPLOT XL%,YU% TO XR%,YU% 'ID XR%,Y% 'ID X%,Y% 'IO XR%,Y% 'ID XR%,YL% 'IO 
XL%,YL%: POKE 216,0: RETUP~ 
775 HPLOI' XL%,YU% ID XL%,Y% TO XR%,Y% 'IO XR%,YU% 'IO XR%,YL%: ffiY£ 216,0: 
RETUPJ'! 
7 80 HPLOr XR% , YU% 'It) XL% , YU% 'IO XL% I Y% 'IO XR.% I Y% 'ID XR% , YL% 'IO XL% 'YL% : POI" 
E 
216, 0: P£1."Ufil1 
7 85 RPI.Dr XR% , YU% TO XL% , YU% ID XL% , YL% 'IO XR% , YL% 'ID XR% , Y% 'ID XL% , Y% : POI 
E 
216,0: RETURN 
7 90 HPLCYr XL%, YU% TO XR%, YU% ID XL%, YL%: POKE 216, 0: RE"IURl1 
7 95 HPLOr XL% , Y% 'ID XL% I YU% 'ID XR% f YU% 'ID XR% , YL% 'ID XL% 'YL% 'ID XL% , Y% 'IO 
XR%, Y%: POKE 216 ,0: HE''IUHN 
800 HP.Lor XR%,YL% TO XR%,YU% 'ID XL%,YU% 'ID XL%,Y% 'IO XR~,Y%: RE'IURt 
850 POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: REI·1 SUBI~3:'l!_~S~R_JUVE _ _ -· 
854 vrI\B ( 21) : CALL - 958: PRilJT "IDVE mass NEAR 'IN:;t"l' f'tn1 ... : PRINT "U 
SE L R AHR.Cl] AND +' ? KEYS FOR LFT' ffiT' UP I DN I DVE.S II : PRINT "ESC 'ID R 
'IUPJ " 
855 IF AB = 155 'IHEN vrAB (20): CALL - 958: TEXT : REWR 
856 POKE - 16368,0: HCDIDR= 7 
858 HPLOr Cl - l,C2 - 1 'ID Cl + l,C2 + 1: HPLCJI' Cl - l,C2 + 1 'ID Cl + 1, 
C2 - 1 
859 IF KR.$ = "L" 'I.HEN 864 
860 N3 = PEEK ( - 16384) : IF AB < > 187 AND AB < > 175 AND AB < > 136 
AND AB < > 149 AIID Af3 < > 155 THEN 860 
862 HCDLOR= 0 :I{R$ = "L": GChD 858 
864 HCDIDR= 7: IF AB = 187 THEN C2 = C2 - 5:KR$ = "": Garo 856 
865 IF A.B = 175 WEN C2 = C2 + 5:KR$ = "": GCJill 856 
867 IF AB = 136 IBEN Cl = Cl - 5:KR$ = "": Garo 856 
868 IF AB = 149 'IHEN Cl = Cl + 5 :KR$ = "": Garo 856 
870 RETUP.N 
900 HEh SUBR'llJ 'ID RETRIEVE PARTLY DEFINED ~TP1 
901 IF P > 0 OR L > 0 OR C > 0 THEN P£TURN 
905 D$ = "" :T$ = "GEOHETRY": REI·1 D$=CNTRL-D 
910 PRINT D$;"0PEN"T$",Dl" 
915 PRINT D$; "REl\D"T$ 
920 I:NPOT P,C,L,W1,W2,W3,N4 
925 IF P = 0 AND L = 0 AND C = 0 THEr,J vrAB ( 24) : FLASH PRINT "GIDI·iETR 
Y tur DEFINED :GOSUB 6 85 :CALL-958 :RE'IUPJJ 
930 FOR I= 1 'ID P: INPUT Pl(I) ,P2(I),P3(I),P4(I): NEXT I 
935 FOR I = 1 ID C 
940 INPUT Cl(I),C2(I),C3(I),C4(I),Rl(I),R2(I) 
945 NEXT I 
9 50 FOR I = 1 'ID L: FOR J = 1 'ID 2 
9·55 INPUT Ll (I,J) ,L2 (I,J) ,L3 (I,J) ,IA (I,J) 
960 NEXT J: NEXT I 
965 PRINT D$;"CLOSE"T$ 
970 IIBIUHP 





D$ = "" 
PRUIT D$; "OPEN"T$" ,Dl": PRII:1I1 D$; "FOSITION"T$" ,R3": PRillT PRI11T D$; 
"CLOSE"T$: EOKE 216,0 
GC1IO 910 
vrAB ( 24) : FLASH : PRINT "GFDHETRY IBIDEFINED" : GOSUB 6 85 : !\URI IAL : RJI~ 
216,0: GOID 3130 
1000 HOI·lE : PRINT : PRINT : PRilT.r TAB ( 5) ; "DEFIIJE ronrr": PRINT TA3 ( 5 
) ;"-- II 
1 oo s vrAB c 10 > : PRINI' TAB < 10 > ; "1. x, Y CD. on 11 : PRINT TAB < 1 o) ; "2. II lI'S 
XN. OF LHlE LINE": PRINT TAB ( 10) ; "3. nr.rs:xr-1 • OF CIRCLE CIRCLE": ~HT 
: PRINT "ESC 'ID EXIT" 
1010 GOSUB 600: IF AA = 155 THEN HOHE : Vl'AB (1): RETUHN 
1015 eti (AA - 176) GOSUB 1100,1200,1300,1400,600,600,600,600 
124 
12 5 
1020 Garo 1000 
1100 P = P + 1: VTAB (10): CALL - 958: INPUT "E lTER X CX>.OD "; Pl(P) : ·n~ 
"ENTER Y CX>.OD ";P2(P) :X = Pl(P) :Y = P2(P): GOSUD 500:P3(P) = X:P4(P 
) = y 
1109 IDKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: IF SS$ = "+" '!HEH HOOLOR= 0 
1110 HPLGr (F3 {P) - 1) ,F4 {P) 'IO (P3 (P) I l) ,P4 (P) : HP'".uOr P3 (P) , (P4 (P} -
1) TO P3 (p) , (P4 (p) + 1) 
1114 HCX>LOR= 3 
1115 IF SS$ = "+" THEN 1140 
1120 W$ = "IDINT": GOSUB 650 
1130 IF AA$ < > " " THEN SS$ = "+": Garo 1109 
1135 Garo 1145 
1140 SS$ = "O": VTAB (10): IDKE - 16304,0:P = P - 1: TEXT RE'IURJ: 
1145 Z9 = l:X% = X:Y% = Y - 5: GOSUB 700 
1148 J = P: GOSUB 750 
1150 HOrIE : TEXT : VTAB ( 2) : ~~RN 
1200 IF L < 2 THEN Fr.ASH : PRINT "NEED AT LEl>.ST 2 LINES": NJRI-lAL : GOSUB 
685: REI'UHN : REM SUBRTN FOR XN OF 2LINES 
1201 P = P + 1: VTAB (21): CALL - 958: POKE - 16304 ,0: POKE - 16299 , 0 : 
INIUT "LINE :t'D.OF OHE LThTE" ;Ll%: I UPUT "LINE 1-D. OF a.IHER Lil~ " ; L2~ 
1202 IF Ll% > L OR L2% > L 'IHEJ:l P = P - 1: PRINT "LINE WES NJ'I' EXIST": FOR 
I = 1 'ID 7 50 : NEXT I : RE"IUffiJ 
1205 Xl = Ll.(Ll%,l) :Yl = Ll(Ll.%,2) :X2 = L2(Ll%,2) :Y2 = L2(Ll.%,2) :Al = Ll( 
L2%,l) :Bl= Ll(L2%,2) :A.2 = L2(L2%,l) :B2 = L2(L2%,2): GOSUB 1215 
1208 Pl(P) = X:P2(P) = Y: GOSUB 500:P3(P) = X:P4(P) = Y 
1210 OOill 1109 
1213 X3 = X2 - Xl:A3 = P.:2 - Al: IF X3 = 0 'IHEN X3 = 0.001 
1214 IF P3 = 0 THEN A3 = 0 .001 
1215 Ml = (Y2 - Yl) X3 : fv".t2 = (B2 - Bl) A3 :Cl = Yl - Ml * Xl :C2 = Bl -
M2 *Al 
1216 Y = (Cl - (A2 Al) * C2) Cl - (A2 Al)) 
1217 IF r.u = 0 THEN l·U = 0 .001 
1220 X = (Y - Cl) Hl 
1222 RE"IUHN 
1300 FIB'IURN : REM **** ADD SUBRTN FOR IlJTXN CRCL CRCL U ... TEn 
1400 RETURN : REM SUBRil-J FOR IDINT XSCrN OF CRCL CllCL 
1500 HOHE : PRINI' : PRINT TAB( 5); "DEFINE CIRCLE": PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "-- · 
-- --" 
1505 vrAB (10) : PRINI' TAB ( 10); "l. CENTER CD.ODS, RAD.": PRitU' TP.B( 10 
) ;"2. 2 rorNrS, RAD.": PRINT TAB( 10) ;"3. ronrr ,Tl.{;tn' . 'IO CP.CL": PRII 
T 
TAB ( 10) ; "4. 'ft~l'1.r. TO 2 LilIBS" 
1510 GOSUB 600: IF AA = 155 'IHEN HOl lE : GCYID 300 
1520 CU (AA - 176) GOSUB 1600,1700,1800,1900,600,600,600 , 600 
126 
1530 GOID 1500 
1599 REH SUBR:I'N 'ID DRAI·J CIRCLE (X, Y CD.OD+RAD.) 
1600 c = c + 1: VI'AB (10) : CALL - 958: INRJT "CElJTEF! x CD.OD II ;Cl (C) : I '1POT 
"CENTER Y CD.OD ";C2(C): INRJT "RADIUS ";Rl(C) 
1610 X = Cl {C) :Y = C2 {C) : GOSUB 500 :C3 (C) = X:C4 {C) = Y:Rl = Rl {C) * I"l : R 
2 = PJ. { C) * K2 
1615 R2{C) = Rl(C) * ({Kl+ K2) 2) 
1620 IDKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: GOSUB 1650 
1630 HCOLOR= 3: IF SS$ = 11+11 THfil1 1644 
1635 i·1$ = "CIRCLE": GOSUB 650 
1640 IF AA.$ < > 11 " 'IBEl1 HCDLOR= o :SS$ = "+": Garo 1620 
1642 GOill 1645 
1644 C = C - 1: TEXT : HOME : VTAB {10) :SS$ = 11 0": GCYill 1600 
1645 Z9 = 2:X = C3(C) + R2:Y = C4(C) + Rl:X% = X:Y% = Y: GOSUB 700 
1646 J = C: GOSUB 750 
16 49 HJME : TEXT : VTAB ( 2) : RE'Il.rnN 
1650 XO = C3 (C) :YO = C4 (C) :DP = 6: REM CIRCLE SUDR'TIJ 
1655 X = XO + Rl :Y = YO: IF XO > 279 THEl\ X = 279 
1656 HPLOI' X,Y:DP = DP * 3.142 180 
1660 FOR PHI = DPHI 'ID 2 * 3.142 STEP DP 
1665 X = PJ. * COS (PHI) :Y = H2 * SI1~ (PHI> 
1670 Y = YO + Y:X = XO + X 
1671 XX = X + S:YY = Y + S 
1672 IF XX < 1 OR XX > 279 OR YY > 150 OR YY < 0 THEN 1676 
1675 HPLOr 'ID XX,YY 
1676 NEXT PHI 
1680 P.E'IUHN 
1700 RE'IURN : REM *** ADD SUBRI'N CRCL--2 PN'.I'S,RAD 
1800 RETURN : REM *** ADD SUBRTN CRCL-PNT,Tt\Glil' 'IO CRCL 
1900 P~J : REH ***ADD ffiCL-TKGln.1 'IO 2 LINES 
1999 REM INT UBRI1N FDR LINE 
2000 HOI:lE : PRillr TAB ( 5) ; "DEFINE LINE": PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "-- --" 
2010 vrAB ( 5) : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "1. BE'IWEEN '!WO ro I 1'4"TS" : PRU IT' TAB ( 5) ; " 2 
• PARALLEL 'IO X-AXIS": PRHil' TAB ( 5) ; 11 3. PARALLEL 'IO Y AXIS": PRilTl 
TAB ( 5) ; "4. Pr. TN3UI' 'ID CIRCLE 11 : PRINT TAB { 5) ; "5. TN3NI1 CRCL CRC 
L " 
2011 PRINT TAB { 5) ; "6. 'ffiRO' IDINI' HITH GIVELJ SLOPE" : PRI NT TAB ( 5 ) ; " 
7. THRO' PNT. & GIVEN .Af.r;LE 'IO LU'1E": PRINT TAB ( 5) ; 11 8. PRLEL 'IO LI 
NE AND 'IHRO GIVEN PNI1 11 : PRINT : PRINI' "ESC 'IO EXIT" 
2020 GOSUB 600: IF AA = 155 'l'HEN HOME : VTAB (1) : RE'IURN 
2025 ~J (AA. - 176) GOSUB 2100,2150,2150,2250,2310,2200,2230,2240 
2030 GOro 2000 
2100 IF P < 2 'IHEN FLASH : PRUIT "NEED 2 IDINTS" : GOSUB 6 85: DPJ·lAL : RE'lU 
HN 
2101 L = L + 1: VI'AB ( 22) : POKE - 16304, 0: POKE - 16299, 0: I UVl' " QlOOS 
E STARTHI; RUNT NJ. ";PP%: I NPUT "CHCXJSE ENDIN:; roINI' 0. "; PQ% 
2102 IF PP% > P OR R)% > P lliEN EiASH : PRINI' : PRINT ":EOINT(S) OOES 00 
lKJr EXIST": GOSUB 685 :L = L - 1: NOHMl\L : RE'TURH 
2105 Ll(L,l) = Pl(PP%) :Ll(LF2) = P2(PP%) :L2(L,l) = Pl(PQ%) :L2(L,2) = P2 CP 
Q%) :L3(L,1) = P3 (PP%) :L3 (L, 2) = P4 (PP%) :L4(L,1) = P3 (PQ~ ) :L4 (L, 2) = 
P4 (PQ%) 
2106 HPLar L3(L,l) ,L3(L,2) 'IO L4(L,l) ,L4(L,2) 
2107 IF SS$ = "+" 'IHE11 2112 
2108 vrP..B (22) : CALL - 958:W$ = "LINE": GOSUB 650 
2109 IF PA$ < > II " THEN 2113 
2110 GCJID 2114 
2112 SS$ = "O": HCDLOR= 3:L = L - 1: TEXT : Garo 2118 
2113 HCOLOR= O:SS$ = "+": Garo 2106 
2114 Z9 = 3:X = (L3(L,l) + IA(L,l)) 2:Y = (L3(L,2) + IACL,2)) 2:":% = 
X:Y% = Y: GOSUB 700:J = L: GOSUB 750 
2118 TEA1T : V'l"'AB (10) : CALL - 958: RE'ItJHN 
2149 W = W3: HEM SUBRTN FDR PRLEL LINE 
2150 L = L + 1: vrAB (10): CA.LL - 958: INPUT "OFFSET DISTANCE ";OF: IF ( 
AA - 176) = 2 THEN 2152 
2151 Ll(L,l) = OF:L2(L,l) = OF:LlCL,2) = - H4 2:L2(L,2) = W4 2: Ga.:D 
2153 
2152 Ll(L,2) = OF:L2(L,2) = OF:Ll(L,l) = - W3 2:L2(L,l) = W3 2 
2153 X = LlCL,l):Y = Ll(L,2): GOSUB 500:L3(L,l) = X:L3(L,2) = Y:X = L2(L, 
l):Y = L2(L,2): GOSUB 500:L4(L,l) = X:IA(L,2) = Y 
2154 IF IACL,l) > 279 'IBEt1 L4(L,l) = 279 
2155 RJKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: HPIDT L3(L,l) ,L3(L,2) 'IO IA(L,l), 
IA (L, 2) 
2160 HCOLOR= 3: IF SS$ = "+" 'IHEN 2180 
2165 iv$ = "LINE": GOSUB 650 
2170 IF AA$ < > " " '!HEN HOJLOR= O:SS$ = "+": GOID 2155 
217 5 GC1ID 2190 
2180 L = L - 1: TEXT : HOl1E : VTAB (10) :SS$ = "O": RE'IUill.J 
2190 Z9 = 3:X = (L3(L,l) + IACL,l)) 2:Y = (L3(L,2) + IACL,2)) 2: X% = 
X:Y% = Y: GOSUB 700 
2195 J = L: GO.SUB 750 
2196 TEXT : VTAB (10): CALL - 958: RE'IUHN 
2199 REM SUBRI'N FOR LINE WITH GIVEN SLOPE,GIVEN FOINT 
2200 L = L + 1: vrAB (18): IHPUT "OOINI' x CO.OD ";X: INPUT "FOilfl' y m . oo 
";Y: INRJT "SLOPE OF LINE (DFX;REES)"; M 
2206 IF M = 90 'IHEN Xl = X:X2 = X:Yl = H4 2 - 0.1 :Y2 = - W4 2 + 0 . 1 
: Garo 2225 
2207 M = TAN (H * 3.149 180) :IC = Y - (M * X) 
2208 IF IC > lv4 2 - 0. 3 OR IC < - W4 2 + 0. 3 THEN Xl = X * {H4 2 -
0.3) ABS (IC - Y): GOIO 2210 
2209 Xl = O:X2 = O:Yl = IC:Y2 = IC: GOlU 2214 
2210 IF X > 0 'IHEN Xl = X - Xl:X2 = Xl 
2211 IF X < 0 THEN Xl = X + Xl:X2 = Xl 
2212 IF IC > 0 THEN Yl = "W4 2 - 0.3:Y2 = Yl 
2213 IF IC > W4 2 - 0.3 'IHEN Yl = W4 2 - 0.3:Y2 = Yl 
2214 RK% = O:RQ% = 0 
1 27 
2215 IF RK% = 99 THEP 2217 
2216 Xl = Xl + 0.3:Yl = t1 * Xl + C 
2217 IF RQ% = 99 THEN 2222 
2218 X2 = X2 - 0.3:Y2 = M * X2 + C 
2219 IF Y2 > = 1~74 2 - 0 • 3 OR Y2 < - W4 2 + 0. 3 OR X2 < = - i·J3 
2 + 0.3 'IlIEP m% = 99 
2222 IF RI<% = 99 'IHEN 2224 
2223 IF Yl > = W4 2 - 0 .3 OR Yl < = - t-1'4 2 + 0 .3 OR Xl > = i'J3 
2 - 0.3 'IHEl'J RK% = 99 
2224 IF RQ% < > 99 OR RK-o < > 99 THEN 2215 
12 8 
2225 Ll(L,l) = Xl:Ll(L,2) = Yl:X = Xl:Y = Yl: GOSUB 500:L3(L,l) = X:L3(L, 
2) = y 
2226 L2 (L,l) = X2:L2 (L,2) = Y2:X = X2:Y = Y2: GOSUB 500 :L4 (L,l) = X:L4 (L, 
2) = y 
2227 RK% = O:RQ% = 0: POKE - 16304,0: POY~ - 16299,0: GOID 2106 
2230 IF L = 0 THEN PRH?r "NO LINE DEFINED": RE'IDHN : REM SUBRTN LIHE 
AT 'Il-IE'TA T.HPJJ FO INT 
2232 L = L + 1: VI'AB ( 21): CALL - 958: POKE - 16304 ,0: INRJT "LINE 1:0. 
";L%: IF L% > L 'IHEN PRINr " LINE OOES l'Ur EXIST" :L = L - 1: TEXT : 
RETUPJ~ 
2233 INRJT "PNT. x en.OD ";x: INRJT "PNr. Y CD.OD ";Y: I NPUT "Af"GLE "; I·: 
2234 Ml = ATN (M.l) :r·l = Hl + M * (3 .149 180) 
2238 Garo 2208 
2240 IF L = 0 THEN PRINT "NO LilIB EXISTS ": RE'IUPJ~ : REil ** LilJE PIT Alt; 
L 'IO LINE 'ffiHU PNT. 
2242L=L+1: VTAf3 (20): POiill - 16304,0: CALL - 958: IlJRJT "LINE NJ. 
OF LINE ? "; L% : IF L% > L - 1 THEN PRINT "Lnm OOES NJ!' EXIST " : FOR 
I = 1 'ID 7 50 : NEXT I: TEXT : RE'IUHN 
2244 INPUT "PUI'. X CD.OD ? ";X: INPUT "PHT. Y CD.OD ? ";Y 
2246 H = (L2 CL% ,2) - Ll CL% ,2)) (L2 CL% ,1) - Ll CL% ,1)) 
2248 GOID 2207 
2250 IF C = 0 THEN FLASH : PP..INT "CIRCLE IDr DEFINED": NORMAL : GOSUI3 6 
85 : RETUPJJ : REI-1 ** SUBRTN LINE 'lliRU Ft\fr. 'IN;NI' 'IO CIRCLE 
2265 vrAB (21): INPUT "CIRCLE l\O. ";C%: IF C% > C 'lliEN FLASII : PRINT "C 
IRCLE OOF.S !-Dr EXIST": NOPJ·lAL : GOSUB 685 :L = L - 1: RE'IUPJl 
227 0 INruT "ro INT x co. OD fl i xx: INR.JT "FOirrr y CD. OD "; yy 
2275 Xl =XX - Cl(CC%) :Yl = YY. - C2CC%) :R = (Rl(C%)) ,.. 2 
2280 Bl = ( - ( 2 * Yl * R) + SJR ( 4 * (Yl " 2) * (R ,.. 2) + 4 * ( (Xl ,.. 2) 
- R) * ( ( Xl " 2) + ( Yl ,.. 2) ) * R) ) ( 2 * ( ( X1 ,.. 2) - R) ) 
2285 B2 = ( - ( 2 * Yl * R) - SQR ( 4 * C Yl "" 2) * (R ,.. 2) + 4 * ( CXl ,.. 2) 
- R) * ((Xl,.. 2) + (Yl "2)) * R)) (2 * ((X1 .... 2) - R)) 
2290 ill = (Yl - Bl) Xl:M.2 = (Yl - B2) Xl 
2295 Bl = Bl - Cl CC%) * Ml + C2(C%) :B2 = B2 - Cl(C%) * M2 + C2(C%) 
2300 X =Cl CC%) :Y = C2CC%): GOSUB 500:Cl = X:C2 = Y: GOSUB 850:X = Cl:Y = 
C2: GOSUB 520 
2305 HI' = (Y - YY) ex - XX) :BT = '.lY - Mr * xx: Rfil·1 TEST FOR SLOPE CLOS 
ENESS 
2306 IF ABS (BT - Bl) > ABS (BT - B2) THEN F = B2: GC1ID 2308 
2307 M = Bl 
1 29 
2308 X = XX:Y = YY: GOID 2208 
2310 IF C < 2 'IHEN FLASH : PRil:rI' "NEED 2 CIRCLES": GOSUB 6 85 : OORfU\L : RET 
URN : REI-1 'IU:;NT CRCL CRCL 
2315 L = L + 1 : INPUT "TYPE IN 'IHE 2 CIRCLE NJS. ";CA% , CB% 
2320 IF CA% > C OR CB% > C 'llifill L = L - 1: FLASH : PRI NT "CIRCLE !-DT DEF 
INED" : GOSUB 6 85 : NORMAL : RE'IUHN 
2325 XA = 0 :YA = 0 :XB = SQR ((Cl CB-i) - Cl (CA%)) .... 2 + (C2 (CB%) - C2 (CA 9u ) 
) .... 2) :YB = 0 :Cl·1 = (Rl (Cl~%) * XB) (Rl (CB%) - Rl (CA%)) :CU = ( - Rl ( 
CA%) * XB) (Rl (CB%) + Hl (CA%)) 
2330 Bl = SQR ( (Q-1 .... 2 - Rl (CA%) "' 2) (Rl (CA%) "' 2)) :B2 = - Bl : B3 = SQR 
((CU " 2 - Rl (CA%) .... 2) (Rl (CA%) .... 2)) :B4 = - B3 
2335 TETA = ATN ((C2(CB%) - C2(CA%)) (Cl(CB%) - Cl(CA.%))) 
2340 PRINT : PRUIT "t,..DVE OJHSOR 'IO DESIRED rosu. ": GOSUB 685 
2345 X = Cl(CA%) :Y = C2(CA%): GOSUB SOO:Cl = X:C2 = Y: GOSlID 850:X = Cl: Y 
= C2: GOSUB 520:Tl = X:T2 = Y 
23 50 PRII\"11 "l·'.DVE OJRSOR 'IO Ol''HER '!N;NT IDSN" : GOSUB 6 85 
2360 X = ClCCB%) :Y = C2(CB%): GOSUD 500:Cl = X:C2 = Y: GOSUB 850:X = Cl:Y 
= C2: GOSUB 520 :T3 = X:T4 = Y 
2365 Tl = Tl - Cl(CA%) :T2 = T2 - C2(CA%) :T3 = T3 - Cl(CA%) :T4 = T4 - Cl CC 
A%) . 
2370 Tl = Tl * CDS (TE) + T2 * SIN (TE) :T2 = - Tl * SHl (TE) + T2 * COS 
(TE) :T3 = T3 * ens (TE) + T4 * SIN (TE) :T4 = - T3 * SIN (TE) + T 
2 * COS (TE) 
2375 DEF FN Fl (BB) = (Tl + BB * T2 + CN) SQR (1 + (BB) .... 2): DEF FN 
F3 (BB) = (T3 + BB * T4 + an SQR (1 + (BB) .... 2): DEF FN F2 (DD) = 
(Tl + BB * T2 + Q :I) ~R Cl + (BB) "' 2): DEF FN F4 (BB) = (Tl + DB 
* T4 + Q .1) SQR (1 + (BB) " 2) 
2380 Dl = ABS ( FN F2(Bl)) + ABS ( FN F4 (Bl)) :D2 = ABS ( F!1 F2C B2)) + 
ABS ( FN F4(B2)) :D3 = ABS ( FN FlCB3)) + ABS ( FN F3(B3)) :D4 = ABS 
( FN Fl ( B4) ) + ABS ( FN F3 ( B4) ) 
2385 IF Dl < D2 Al\10 Dl < D3 AND Dl < D4 'IHEN B = Bl :C = Q·l 
2390 IF D2 < Dl AND D2 < D3 PJ-ID D2 < D4 THEN B = B2:C = Q 1 
2395 IF D3 < Dl AND D3 < D2 Al-ID D3 < D4 THEr.J B = B3 :C = en 
2400 IF D4 < Dl AND D4 < D2 AND D4 < D3 'IHEN B = B4 :C = 0 1 
2404 CS = COS (TETA) :SI = SIN (TETA) 
2410 M = (CS - B *SI) (SI+ B *CS) :IC= CIC (SI+ B *CS) ) - Cl(A%) 
* M - C2(A%) 
2411 Xl = O:X2 = O:Yl = IC:Y2 = IC 
2412 Garo 2214 
2415 GOID 2208 
3000 H0!·1E : IF P = 0 A!,ID L = 0 AND C = 0 THEN RE'IURN 
3060 D$ = "":T$ = "GEDHETRY": REH D$= CNrRL-D 
3062 PRINr D$;"0PEN"T$",Dl" 
3065 PRINT D$;"DELETE"T$: PRINT D$;"0PEt1"T$ 
3 06 6 PRI!-Il' D$; "WRITE "T $ 
306 8 PRINT p: PRINT c: PRillr L: PRINT Hl : PF.n rr W2: PRI UT H3 : PRIHT . 74 
3070 FOR I = 1 'ID P 
3071 PRINT Pl (I) 
3072 PRINT P2(I) 
3073 PRINT P3(I) 
307 4 PRINr P4 (I) : l'IEXT .I 
307 5 FOR I = 1 'IO C 
130 
3076 PRINT Cl (I) : PRilJT C2 (I) : PRINT C3 (I) : PRINT C4 (I) : PRillr Rl (I) : P I r 
R2 (I) 
3077 NEXT I 
3080 FOR I = 1 TO L: FOR J = 1 'ID 2 
3085 PRINT Ll (I,J): PRINT L2 (I,J): PRHil1 L3 (I,J): PRINT IA (I,J) 
3090 tJEX"T J: NEXT I 
3092 PRil,1T D$; "CLOSE"T$ 
3095 RE'IURN 
3500 IF P = 0 AND L = 0 P~ND C = 0 THEl"' HQI.1E : PRI!IT : FLASH : PRINT "NO 
GEDMETRY IN I IEI·DRY" : GOSUB 6 85 : 1\0Rr·lAL : RE'IUHI1 
3502 HGR2 : HOOLOR= 7 
3503 X = 0 :Y = 0 :Kl = 280 \'J3 :K2 == 140 W4: GOSUB 500 :Sl = X:S2 = Y: GOSUI3 
550 
3505 IF P = 0 THEN 3514 
3510 FOR I= 1 'IO P: HPLOT P3(I) - l,P4(I) 'ID P3(I) ,P4(I): HPLOI' P3(I),P 
4 (I) - 1 'ID P3 ( I) , P4 ( I) + 1 : NEXT I 
3514 IF C = 0 THEN 3529 
3515 FOR I = 1 'ID C 
3520 XO= C3(I) :YO= C4(I) :DP= 6:Rl = Rl(I) * Kl:R2 = Rl(I) * K2: GOSUD 
1655: NEXT I 
3529 IF L = 0 'IBEN 3540 
3530 FOR I = 1 'ID L 
3 53 5 RPI.Or L3 (I, 1) , L3 (I, 2) ID IA (I, 1) , L4 (I, 2) : NEXT I 
3540 OOSUB 3550: vrAB (23): PRINT "ESC 'IO EXIT": GOSUB 600: IF PA = 155 TIIE 
N 
TEXT : RE'IUPJ.'1 
3542 GCJID 3540: REH END DRl~H SUBRIN 
3550 FOR I = 1 'ID P:Z9 = l:X% = P3(I) - 5:Y% = P4(I) - 5: GOSUB 700:X ~ 
P3 (I) :J = I: GOSUB 7 50: NEXT I: REM SUBRrN LABEL 
3560 FOR I= 1 'ID C:Z9 = 2:X = C3(I) + R2(I) :Y = C4(I) :X% = X:Y% = Y: GOSUB 
700:J = I: GQSUB 750: NEXT I 
3570 FOR I= 1 'IO L:Z9 = 3:X = (L3(I,l) + L4(I,l)) 2:Y = (L3(I,2) +IA 
(I,2)) 2:X% = X:Y% = Y: GOSUB 700:J = I: GOSUB 750: NEXT I: RE'IUIU~ 
4000 HOIIE : VTAB ( 2) : INVERSE : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "1. 'IOOL"; TAB ( 20) ; "2 • G 
EDMETRY ": PRU111 TAB ( 5) ; "3. PATH"; TAB ( 20) ; "4 • 
IDAD) " : PRINT TAB ( 5) ; "5. DELETE" ; TAB ( 20) ; "6 • CUIT 
4005 IDRMAL :D$ = "" 
4010 PRINT : PRINT "ESC 'ID EXIT": GOSUB 600 
4015 IF AA= 155 'IHEN PRINr p$;"RUN MASTER <DilTROL,Dl" 
DISC (SAVE 
ti 
4020 ON AA. - 176 GOIO 4030,4040,4050,4060,4070,4080 
4030 PRINr D$;"RUN 'IOOL,Dl" 
4040 GOID 60 
4050 PRINT D$; "PJ.JN PP_Tffi'JITH DRILL, Dl" 
4060 POKE 34000,4: PRINT D$; "RUN SEC ffi1JTROL,Dl" 
4070 FOY~ 34000 ,5: PRINT D$; "RUN SEC CDNTROL,Dl" 
4080 POKE 34000,6: PRINT D$;"RUN SEC ffiNTROL,Dl" 
131 
'rosrPRocr;ss1' rpDULE 
10 PEH THIS PRcx:;RAV m riruTEs 'IHE ACTUAL 'IOOL PP.1.TH, 
20 PD~ CDl·1PENSATI:tJ3 FOR OFFSET AND END OF THE LINE 
30 REI1 ~UVErlEUT, Al.ID PRESENTS lliIS CDr 'IPUTED PATH a~ GRAPHIC SQ:l..EElJ 
35 REI·l IF SATISFlCIDRY, IBE rosTPROCESS2 IS EXECUTED. 
80 LOr·lEM: 24800 
90 DIM Pl(l8) ,P2Cl8) ,Ll(l0,2) ,L2 (10,2) ,Cl(8) ,C2(8) ,Rl(8} ,P3(18) ,P4Cl8) ,L 
3 ( 10 , 2) , IA ( 10 , 2) , C3 ( 8) , C4 ( 8) , H2 (8) 
91 D IH KD $ ( 5) , r 1C $ ( 5) , TD ( 5) , ZR ( 5) , ZS ( 5) , OD$ ( 5) , OF ( 5) , K ( 5) , ZT ( 5) , TL ( 5) , Pr$ 
(20,5) ;S'J(20,5) ,CRCLC20,5) 
92 DII'I Al (5,20) ,A.2 (5,20) ,Bl (5,20) ,B2 (5,20) 
100 HEr-1 rosT PROCESS 
110 HOi lE : VTAf3 (1): HTAB (13): IINERSE : PRINT nrosT PROCESS": lDPJ:iAL 
120 Vl'AB (3): PRHJr "l. DIRECTORY 2. rosT PROCESS 3. EXIT" 
130 PRINT : PRINT "EHTER CHOICE l:D. ": GOSUB 600 
135 IF AA = 155 'IBE11 GOID 110 
140 on AA - 176 GOSUB 1000 ,1100 ,5000 ,5000: REI1 ******* FILL Il1 DCSTI1Jlt"1 
Ion LINES Ll'-iTER 
150 GOIO 110 
500 X = ABS C< + i'll) * Kl:Y = ( ABS CY * K2 - 150) - t12 * !"2): REiJ SUD 
RI'N FOR REAL 'ID SCT>.EEN CD. OD 
510 HE'IURN 
600 POI~ - 16368,0 
610 l-A = PEEK ( - 16384): IF AA < > 177 AlJD AP1 < > 178 AlID AA < > 179 
AND AA < > 180 AND AA < > 155 THEH 610 
620 POKE - 16368,0: F...E'IUPJJ 
6 85 FOR I = 1 'ID 2000: NEXT I: HE'IUPJ~ 
1000 rnIBRR Garo 1040: REH DIRECTORY SUBROOTillE 
1010 HQr.lE : PRil1I' Q-IR$ (4); "CATAI..OO,D2" 
1020 PRINT : PRINI' : PRINT "HIT RE'IUR.:J 'ID CDNTINUE"; : INPUT " ";AY$ 
1030 roKE 216, 0: RETIJRN 
1040 ER= PEEF (222): RJKE 216,0 
1050 IF ER = 8 THEH VI'AB ( 22) : PRINT 11 I 0 ERROR": GOSUB 685 
1060 OOIO 110 
1100 vrAf3 C 3) : CALL - 958: VTAB ( 2) : PRitn' "FOST PROCESS" 
1110 VI'AB ( 3) : INRJT "Pl--~T NA! IE ? ";PS$: PR$ = PS$ + " PRT FRGl 1. " 
1111 IF ~ ( LEPI'$ (PR$,l)) > 0 NID WL { LEFI'$ (PR$,l)) < 10 THEil VT/LJJ 
(24): FLA.SH : PRHJT "NAME SHOULD SI'ART t·lITH ALPHA OIAP.ACTER
11
: GOSUB 
685: tDRHAL : Vl'AB ( 23) : CALL - 958: GOID 1110 
1120 D$ = "": OUERR GC1ill 1150 
1130 PRINT D$; "OPEU"PR$", D2": PRI11r D$; "FOSITION"PR$", R2": 
1140 POKE 216,0: PRINT D$:"CIDSE"PR$: GOIO 1160 
132 
1150 PRII:JT D$; "CLDSE"PR$: POI:E 216 I 0: PRI NT D$ i "DELETE"PR.$: VTAB ( 24 ) : FLPS 
H 
: PRUIT PR.$;" OOES tur EXIST": GOSUB 685: l\DRl·lAL : GOID 110 
1160 PRINT D$; "OPEN"PR$" ,D2": PRI N'l, D$; "READ"PR$ 
1170 INRJT IN: FOR I= 1 'ID IH: I NPUT KD$(I) ,r1C$(I) ,TD(I) ,ZR ( I ) ,ZS ( I ) ,OD 
$(I) ,OF(I) ,K(I) ,TL(I), ZT(I): REi l lurE TL(I) AND ZT(I) AHE 'IOL . NID 
Z-STEP 
1175 INHYr SQ(O,I) 
1180 FOR J = 1 'ID K (I) : I NPUT Pr$ (JI I) I SC2 (JI I) ,CR.CL (J, I) : NEXT J: NDCT' I 
1181 PRINT D$; "CTDSE"PR$ 
1182 PR$ = PS$ + " GEONETRY" 
1183 PRINT D$;"0PEN"PR$ 
1184 PRHJT D$; "READ"PR$ 
1190 INPUT P, C, L, HJ.., lf.2, W3, W4 
1200 FOR I= 1 'IO P: INR.JT Pl(I),P2(I) ,P3(I) ,P4(I): NEXT I 
1210 FOR I= 1 'IO C: INPUT Cl(I},C2(I) ,C3(!) ,C4(I) ,Rl(I),H.2(I): NEXT I 
1220 FOR I = 1 'ID L: FOR J = 1 'ID 2 
1230 INRJT Ll(I,J} ,L2(I,J) ,L3(I,J) ,IA(I,J) 
1240 :NEXT J: NEXT I 
1250 PRHJT D$; "CLOSE"PR$ 
1400 I = 1 
1410 VI'AB (5): CALL - 958 
1500 IF !.'iC$ (I) = "DRILL" 'illfil1 2500: REB SUBim·l FDR DRILL CYCLE 
1540 FOR J = 1 'ID K(I) 
1550 IF Pr$ (J 1 I) < > "Lil'JEAR" AND ·Pr$ (JI I) < > "RAPID" THEI:J 1600 
1560 00$ = LEFr$ (OD$ (I) ,1) : GQSUB 1700: REr.l OFFSET FOR sr LIIIB I··DTION 
1570 Al(I,J) = Xl + X:A2(I,J} = Yl + Y:Bl(I,J) = X2 + X:B2(I,J) = Y2 + Y 
1580 NEXT J: GOID 1695 
1600 IF Pr$ (J, I) < > "ARCQ·]" AND Pr$ (JI I) < > "ARCCCH" THEN 1670 
1610 Xl = Pl(SQ(J - l,I)) :Yl = P2(S(2(J - l,I)) :CY= Cl(CRCL(J,I)} :CY= C2 
(CRCL(J,I)) :R = RlCCRCL(J,I)) :Pr$= Pr$(J,I) :OD$= LEFT$ (0D$( I ),l ) 
: GOSUB 1900 
1620 Al(I,J) = Xl + X:A2(I,J) = Yl + Y 
1630 Xl = Pl(SQ(J,I)) :Yl = P2(SQ(J,I)): GC\SUB 1900 
1640 I3l(I,J) = Xl + X:I32(I,J) = Yl + Y 
1650 NEXT J: GOID 1695 
1670 IF Pr$ (JI I) < > "PAUSE" AflD Pr$ (J, I) < > "PAUSET" THEll 1680 
1675 Al{I,J) = Al(I,J - 1) :A2(I,J) = A2(I,J - 1) :Bl(I,J} = Bl (I , J - 1) :B2 
(I,J) = B2(I,J - 1) 
1680 NEXT J: GOID 1695 
16 90 P..Er· ***** FILL I N LATER 
1695 I = I + 1: IF Il1 < I 'IHEtJ I = 1: GOID 3000: REM OFFSET CALQJIJ TE 
D. tn·T 'IO DRAI·J OFFSE'T Pl\.TH 
1696 SQ ( 0 I I + 1) = SQ (IN, I) : GOID 1500 




1705 IF Y2 = Yl OR X2 = Xl 'IHEN 1770 
1710 M = (Y2 - Yl) CX2 - Xl) :~ = OF(I) SQR (1 + M "' 2) :Y = SQR (OF( 
I) "' 2 - X "' 2) :OD$ = OD$(I) 
1730 IF X2 < Xl AND Y2 < Yl IBEN 1740 
1735 ooro 1750 
17 40 IF OD$ = "L" THEN Y = - Y: REIDPJ-J 
1745 X = - X: REIDPJ~ 
17 50 IF X2 < Xl AND Y2 > Yl THEt-1 1760 
1755 GOill 1770 
1760 IF OD$ = "L" TI!fil1 X = - X:Y = - Y: RE'IDRN 
1765 RETUHN 
1770 IF X2 = Xl AND Y2 < Yl THEN 1780 
1775 GOID 1790 
17 80 IF OD$ = "L" 'IHEt-1 Y = 0 :X = OF (I) : RE'IURN 
1785 X = - OF(I):Y = 0: RE'IURI'l 
1790 IF X2 = Xl AND Y2 > Yl THEN 1800 
1795 GOIO 1810 
1800 IF OD$ = "L" 'Il-IEN X = - OF (I) :Y = 0: RE'IURN 
1805 X = OF (I) :Y = 0: REWPJJ 
1810 IF X2 < Xl AND Y2 = Yl THEN 1820 
1815 Garo 1831 
1820 IF OD$ = "L" THErl X = 0 :Y = - OF(I): RE'IURN 
1825 X = 0 :Y = OF (I): RE'IUHN 
0 
1831 IF X2 > Xl AND Y2 = Yl THEI'.:t 1840 
1835 roro 1850 
1840 IF OD$ = "L" THEI.J Y = OF (I) :X = 0: RE'IURL1 
1845 Y = - OF (I) :X = 0: RE'IDRN 
1850 IF X2 > Xl AND Y2 < Yl 'IBEN 1860 
1855 Garo 1870 
186 0 IF OD$ = "L" THEN HE'IUP.N 
1865 X = - X: RE'IlJRN 
1870 IF X2 > Xl AND Y2 > Yl THEH 1880 
1875 GOTO 1890 
1880 IF OD$ = "L" THEN X = - X: RE'IUHN 
1885 Y = - Y: RE'lURN 
1890 PRINT "CASE IX>ES r-m QUl\LIFY": END 
1900 X = (OF(I) R) * (Xl - CX) :Y = (OF(I) R) * (Yl - CY) 
1901 IF Pr$ = "AR.CQ·7" AND OD$ = "R" IBEN X = - X:Y = - Y 
1902 IF Pr$ = "ARCC<l'J" AND OD$ = "L" 'IHE!:J X = - X:Y = - Y 
1903 RETUHN 
2000 D$ = "":PR$ = PS$ + " PRT ~I1. ": REI I CN'lfil" -D 
2010 PRINI' D$;"APPEND"PR$ 11 ,D2" 
2020 PRINT D$; '~·lHITE"PR$ 
2030 FOR I = 1 'ID IN: FOR J = 1 ID K(I) 
2050 PRilIT Al (I,J): PRINI' A2 (I,J): PRINT Bl (I,J): PRIIIT B2 (I,J) 
2060 NEXT J: NEXT I 
135 
2070 PRINT D$;"CIDSE"PR$ 
2080 PRLJT D$; "OPEN IDEUTIFY ,D2": PRINT D$; "ORITE IDE ITIFY": PRI JT PS$ : 
PRINT D$; "CLOSE IDEUI'IFY" 
2090 PRUIT CHR$ (4); "RUJ:1 PST PRCS2 TESI',Dl" 
2500 FOR J = 1 'ID K(I) :Al(I,J) = Pl(SQ(J - l,I)) :A2(I,J) = P2 (SQ (J - l, I 
)) :Bl(I,J) = Pl(SQ(J,I)) :B2(I,J) = P2(SQ(J,I)): MEXT J: GOIO 1695 
3000 Kl = 280 W3 :I'2 = 140 H4: ffiR2 : HCDLOR= 7: vrAB ( 22) : SPEED= 100 
: PRUIT' "DRl~ JI1'!; PP..RT FDR SffiHENT ";KD$ (I) : SPEED= 255 : REH DHl 7 
DEFINED PATH 
3010 FDR J = 1 'ID K(I) 
3015 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "DRILL" THEl'I GOSUB 5200: NEXT J: GOID 3500 
3020 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "LINEA.."R." OR Pr$ (J , I) = "Rl\PID" THEN HPLOI' P3 ( SQ (J -
l,I)) ,P4(SQ(J - l,I)) 'ID P3(SQ(J,I)) ,P4(S(2(J, I)): NEXT J: GO:O 3500 
3030 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "AR.CG·!" OR Pr$ (JI I) = "ARCCQ-J" THCN 3035 
3031 NEXT J: GOID 3500 
3035 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "ARCG\T" THEN B J = 1: GOID 3050 
3040 \,.J';-J = 2: REf-1 ***************** SET RIGIIT LhTER 
3050 XO= C3(CRCL(J,I)) :YO= C4(CRCL(J,I)) :XB = P3(SQ(J - l,I)) :YB= P4 (S 
Q(J - l,I)) :XE= P3(SQ(J,I)) :YE= P4(SQ(J,I)) 
3060 DPHI = 3 * 3.14159 180: HCDLOR= 7: GOSUB 3070 
3065 NEXT J: GOID 3500 
3070 PA = SQR ( (XB - XO) "' 2 + (YB - YO) "' 2) 
3080 IF i·JVJ = 2 TfIEJ:·1 DP = - DP 
3091 DL = Rll * SQR ( SIN (DP) ,., 2 + ( ms (DP) - 1) ,., 2) 
3 092 DL = DL * 1. 5 : IF DL < 3. 2 THEN DL = 3 • 2 
3100 T = ABS om - XO) :S = ABS (YB - YO) 
3110 IF T = 0 THEN T = 0.009 
3120 A = ATN (S T) 
3130 Xl = RP~ * ms (A) :Yl = RA * SIN (A) 
3140 HPLOI' XB,YB:XX = XB:YY = YB 
3150 XS = XB:YS = YB 
3160 A = A + DP 
3170 X2 = PA * ms (A) :Y2 = RA * SIN (A) 
3180 IF n:rr (XB) > = INT (XO) AND I HI' (YB) > = IlJT (YO) THE11 Y = Y 
2 - Yl:X = X2 - Xl: GOID 3220 
3190 IF nrr (XB) > = It\fr (XO) AND INr (YB) < I NT {YO) THEll y = Yl -
Y2:X = Xl - X2: GOID 3220 
3200 IF INI' (XB) < Un' (XO) AND INI' (YB) > = INT (YO) TH.En Y = Yl -
Y2:X = Xl - X2: GOID 3220 
3210 IF INI' {XB) < INT (XO) AND INT (YB) < U Jr (YO) THEfl Y ;:: 1 - Y2 
:X = Xl - X2 
3220 XS = XS + X:YS = YS + Y 
3222 IF SS$ < > "+" THEH 3230 
3223 IF JJ > 1 THEN 3226 
3224 HOOLOR= 0: PPI.m' XX,YY 'ID XS,YS: GOID 3227 
3226 HCDLOR= 7: HPLOr XX, YY 'ID YS, YS 
3227 JJ = JJ + 1: IF JJ > 2 THEN JJ = 1 
3228 XX = XS:YY = YS: GOill 3240 
3230 HPLOr 'ID XS,YS 
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3240 IF SQR c cxs - XE) A 2 + <Ys - YE) ,.. 2> < DL TdEN roKE - 16299, o 
: RETUHN 
3250 Xl = X2:Yl = Y2: GOID 3160 
3500 IF MC$(I) = "DRILL" 'IBEN 4005 
3505 Vl1AB ( 22) : SPEED= 100: PRHn' "DPJ\l'7IU3 'IOOL \'lITH OFFSE'l' FOR Sffi ·ill 1T 
";BC$(I): SPEED= 255 
3510 FOR J = 0 'ID K(I) 
3511 IF J = 0 AlID I= 1 'Il-lEN XB = O:YB = O:Y£ = Al.<1,1) :YE= A.2(1.,1.) : [XJ = 
4:X = O:Y = 0: GOSUB 500: HPLOr X,Y - 2 'IO X,Y + 2: HPLOT X - 2 1 Y 'ID 
X + 2, Y: GOSUB 3545: NE~"'T J 
3520 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "LHJEAR" OR Pr$ (J, I) = "HAPID" 'IllEI GOSUB 3540: GOID 
4000 
3530 GOID 3620 
3540 HCDLOR= 7:XB = .Al(I,J) :YB = A2(I,J) :XE= Bl(I,J) :YE= B2(I,J) :DQ = 
4 
3545 X = XB:Y = YB: GO.SUB 500:XB = X:YB = Y:X = Y£:Y = YE: GOSUD SOO:YE = 
Y:XE = X 
3550 l1 = XE - XB:B = YE - YD 
3560 Q = SQR (A * A + E * B) 
3570 lTA = A Q:UY = B Q 
3530 FOR L = 0 ID Q S'TEP LQ 
3590 X = XB + L * UX:Y = YI3 + L * UY 
3600 HPI.m1 X, Y: NEXT L: RE'IUPJ·l 
3610 GOID 4000: REM END OF LINE SUBRTN 
3620 IF Pr$ (J f I) = "ARCQ·.111 OR Pr$ (JI I) = "ARCCQl'' THill 3640 
3630 Garo 3700 
3640 SS$ = "+" :DPHI = 3 * 3 .14159 180 :XB = Al (I, J) :YB = A2 (I, J) :XE = Bl 
(I,J) :YE= B2(I,J) :XO= C3(CRCL(J,I)) :YO= C4(CRCL(J,I)) 
3645 X = XB:Y = YB: GOSUB 500:XB = X:YB = Y:X = XE:Y = YE: GOSUD 500:XE = 
X:YE = Y 
3650 IF Pr$(J,I) 
3660 t·70 = 2: REH 
3670 GasUB 3070: 
3700 IF Pr$(J,I) 
3701 IF PI'$(J,I) 
NT 
= "ARCQ\T" THEI:-1 hH = 1: Garo 3670 
*************** SET RIGIIT f.J\TER 
GOIO 4000: REH EHD OF LilJE SUBRTlJ 
< > "PAUSE" AfID Pr$ (J, I) < > "PAUSET" TI1El·. 3840 
= "PP~USE" THE!J TEXT : VTAB ( 22) : CJU.XJ - 958: FI.J'SE • PRI 
"PRCX;RAMI·IED PAUSE -p;:r 'IBIS ronni": N)PJ·lAL : GOID 37 20 
3702 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "PAUSET" IBElJ TEXT : VTAB ( 22) : CALL ( - 958) : FUSE 
: PRnrr "'IroL CAI-K;E /IT WIS IDINT": NOPJ-lAL 
3720 PRINT : PRINr "HIT RETUPJJ 'ID CDNTilIDE": INPUT "";ZZ$: VTAB (22): CJJ:L 
- 958 
3820 lDRMl\.L : roKE - 16304,0: roKE - 16299,0: NEXT J: c;aro 3500 
3 845 PRINr "SOHE'IHUI; trJROlr; HERE": ElID : REI i **** FINALIZE Ll\TER 
3 850 \JTAB ( 10) : FLASH : PRINT "PR.cx;RAf'iI·1ED PAUSE Ill I lACHLULG n 
3860 PRUIT : PRD:JT "HIT RETIJPJ. ... ID CDNTINUE 11 : I NPUT "";ZZ$ 
3870 t-OPJ·IAL : POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299, 0: !JEXT J: GOID 3500 
4000 GOSUD 4100: NEXT J 
4005 IF IN = I IBEN 4015 
4010 vrAB ( 21) : CALL - 958: PRINT "Sffif'lEI:·IT ";KD$ (I) ; " OOUE : " : I !PUT "HI 
T RETUPJ-1 ID CD:tlTINUE "; ZZ$: I = I + 1: GOlU 3000 
4015 vrAB (21): CALL - 958: PRINT 11SEGrlEI-IT ";KD$(I) ;" OONE": I 1'1PUT "HI T 
RETUHN ID CDNTINUE "; Z Z $ : T&'CT' 
4016 vrAB (10) : CALL - 958: PRnIT "YOU HAVE 2 CHOICES" 
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4017 PRHIT : PRINI' TAB ( 5); "l. amTINUE HITH rosr PROCESS! x;": PRIIrr Tiffi ( 
5); "2. ABAfJOO!'J rr FOR EDITIN'-3": PRINT : PRI IT "EN'l1ER OIOICE 10 .. ": GOS1Jl2 
600: IF AA = 177 THEN VI'AI3 (10) : CALL - 958: GOID 2000 
4020 IF PA = 178 THEN 4030 
4025 GOID 4015 
4030 PIU NT : PRiln' "ARE YOU SUP.£ ?";: INPUT "" ;ZZ$: IF ZZ$ = "Y" THEP 00:0 
5000 
4035 GOID 4016 
4100 IF J = 0 OR J = K (I) THEl:J REIUPJ-1 
4105 IF Pr$ (J + 1, I) = "PAUSE" OR Pr$ (J + 1, I) = "PAUSET" 'I'HEr1 HETUPJ 
4110 IF Bl(I,J) = Al(I,J + 1) AND B2(I,J) = ~2(I , J + 1) THE11 EtJ$(I,J) = 
"NIL" : RETlJFJ\J 
4200 XO= P3(SQ(J,I)) :YO= P4(SQ(J,I)) :X = Bl(I,J) :Y = B2(I,J): GOSUD 500 
:XB = X:YB = Y:X = Al(I,J + 1) :Y = l~(I,J + 1): GOSUB 500:XE = L :YE= 
4205 IF OD$ (I) = "L" AND l7E < YB 'IHEN V·~'l = 2: REI 1 ****************SC 
T RIGHT LATER 
4206 IF OD$ (I) = "R" AND YE > YB 'lliEN i·J'(·! = 2 
4207 ~·M = 1 
4210 DP = 3 * 3.1459 180: GOSUB 3070: R.E'IUPJJ 
5000 vrAB (1): CP.LL - 958: INVERSE : PRINT "l. DEFiiJE 2. FOuTPR 
OCESS" 
5010 PRINT "3. r~ RIJn 4. r:x:uN LOAD ": tDRt'lAL 
5020 PRINT : PRINI' "ENTER CHOICE t-0. II 
5030 GOSUB 600 
5040 IF AA - 176 = 1 'lliEN PRillT Qffi$ (4) ; "RU J SEC CDlrrROL, Dl II 
5050 IF PA - 176 = 2 'lliEN 100 
5060 IF AA - 176 = 3 THEN PRU.JT OlR$ (4); "RUN NC PJ.JrJ2,Dl" 
5070 IF PA - 176 = 4 'IHEP PRINT Q-IR$ (4); "RillJ tO'!U!1 ,Dl" 
5200 OOSUB 3540: RE! l DRILL PATH DP.An 
5205 FOR FK = 1 'ID 50: HCDLOR= 0: HPLOT XE - 2,YE 'IO XE + 2,YE: HP.LOI' XE 
,YE - 2 'ID XE,YE + 2: HOOLOR= 7: HPW'I' XE - 2,YE ID XE + 2, YE : .PLO'i' 
XE,YE - 2 'ID XE,YE + 2: NEXT FK 
5210 REI~ ***********LATER FILL IN DISC DRAI 7 SUBRI'J.J 
5300 PEIUHN 
'rosrPBOCESS2' IODULE_ 
10 REI1 THIS IRCXW . .P.\M TAKES UP rnIERE THE I FOSTPROCESSl' rODULE 
20 REM LEFT. IT CDlNERTS 'lliE ACTUAL 'IOOL PATH 'ID A rosTPROCESSED 
30 P.Ei·1 FILE Q)NTAININ3 TEXT GIAHACTEF.S WHICH CA.N BE CALLED 
40 REN UP IXJRil:G BA.CHilUU3 'IO DRIVE INDIVIDUAL fD'IDRS 
90 DIM V(3000) ,Xl (SQQ) T Yl (500) 
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95 DIH Pl(l5) ,P2(15) ,LlCl0,2) ,L2Cl0,2) ,Cl(8) ,Rl(8) ,P3(18) ,P4(18) ,L3(10,2 
) , L4 C 10 , 2) , C3 C8) , C4 (8) , R2 (8) 
9 8 DIM Al ( 5 , 15) 1 A2 ( 5 1 15) 1 Bl ( 5 1 15) 1 B2 ( 5 1 15) 
99 DIH I©$ (5) ,MC$ (5) ,TD(S) ,ZR(5) ,OD$ (5) ,OF(5) ,ZS(S) ,Pr$ (15,5) ,SQ(l5,5) ,C 
RCL ( 10 , 5) I K ( 5) , ZT ( 5) , TL ( 5) 
100 DIM A$ ( 8) 
200 D$ = "": RE£·1 Ol'I'RL-D 
210 PRINT D$;"0PEN IDENTIFY,D2" 
215 PRIHl.1 D$;"READ IDENTIFY" 
220 INHJT PS$ 
230 PRINT D$; "CLOSE IDENTIFY" 
240 HONE : VTAB (4): SPEED= 100: PP INT "FOST PROCESSH:G PART N~ulED ";PSS 
: SPEED= 255 
250 PR$ = PS$ + " PRT PRGh." 
260 PRUIT D$; "OPEN"PR$" ,D2" 
270 PRUIT D$; "READ" PR$: INRJT Il~ 
280 FOR I = 1 .'IO K(I) 
290 IlJFtJ? KD$(I) ,MC$(I) ,TD(I) ,ZR(I) ,ZS(I) ,OD$(I) ,OF(I) ,K(I) /I'L(I) ,ZT(I), 
SQCO,I> 
300 FOR J = 1 'IO K(I) 
310 INRJT PI'$ (J, I) , 00 (J, I) , CTCL (J, I) : NEXT J: NEXT I 
320 FOR I = 1 'ID IlJ: FOR J = 1 'IO K (I) 
330 INFUT Al(I,J) ,A2(I,J) ,Bl(I,J),B2(I,J) 
335 NEXT J: NE.c\."'11 I: PRINT D$; "CLOSE"PR.$ 
340 PR$ = PS$ + " GID!ETRY" 
345 PRINT D$;"0PEN"PR$: PRINT D$;"R.El\D"PR$ 
350 INPUT P,C,L,vJl,W2,W3,W4 
355 FOR I = 1 'ID P: INPUT Pl (I) ,.P2 (I) ,P3 (I) ,P4 (I): NEXT I 
360 FOR I= 1 'IO C: INPUT Cl(I),C2(I),C3(I) ,C4(I),Rl(I),H2(I): lIBXT I 
365 FOR I= 1 'ID L: FOR J = 1 'ID 2: INPUT Ll(I,J) ,L2(I,J) ,L3(I,J),IA(I,J 
) : HEh'T J: !JEXT I 
370 PRHn.1 D$; "CLOSE"PR.$ 
500 I = 1 
510 vrAB (7) : CALL - 958: SPEED= 100: PRIUT "PROCESSill3 SffiilE11r '7ITH 117'~ 
ME ";KD$ (I) : SPEED= 255 
511 PR$ = PS$ + " IDST IROCESSED" 
512 PRH1r D$; "OPEN"PR$" ,D2" 
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515 PRINT D$;"DELETE"PR$: PRINT D$;"0PEN"PR$",D2": PRil1r D$;"HIUTE"PR$: PRI 
Nr 
KSUH: PRilIT' Pl (SQ ( 0, I)) : PRLJT P2 (SQ (Q, I)) : PRilJT ZS (I) 
516 PRINT D$;"CLOSE"PR$ 
520 FOR J = 1 'ID K(I) 
525 PRUIT' "ELEMfilIT ";Pr$ (J, I) 
528 IF Pr$ (J, I) < > "RF~ID" AND Pr$ (J, I) < > "LirlEF.R" THfil1 550 
530 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "LINEAR" OR Pr$ (J, I) :::: "RAPID" THEt-1 x = I31 (I I J) - Al (I 
, J) : Y = B2 (I, J) - A2 (I, J) : PRINT "PROCESSII.'r; ELEI IEHT "J; " OF "; KD$ (I 
) i" "i Pr$ (JI I) : GOSUB 980 
53 5 GOSUB 1500: REI 1 END OF Lil.JL SUBRCXJTilJE 
540 NEXT J: GCY.i.D 3500 
550 IF Pr$ (J •I) < > "ARCO-J" AND PI'$ (J, I) < > "MCCQ·J" THE11 590 
551 XB = lu(I,J) :YB= A2(I,J) :XE= Bl(I,J) :YE= B2(I,J) :XO= Cl(CRCL(J,I) 
) :YO= C2(CRCL(J,I)) 
552 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "ARCO!" TIIEl'l i ·M = 1 
553 IF Pr$ (Jr I) = "ARCCC.W" 'IHEH i -71.J = 2 
554 PRII:-111 "PROCESSihG ELEf·lEUT II ;J;" ";Pr$ (J, I) i II OF ";I<D$ (I) : GOSUB 2500 
: GOSUB 1500 
560 NEXT J: GOID 3500 
570 IF Pr$ = "'IOOL" THEN S$ = "S": GOSUB 3100 
580 NEXT J: GOIO 3500 
590 IF PI'$(J,I) = "PAUSE" THEP S$ = "H": GOSUD 3100 
595 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "PAUSET" 'IBEN S$ = "U": GOSUB 3100 
596 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "DH.ILL" TIIEJ.J GOSUB 1800: NEXT J: GOID 3500 
600 NEXT J: GOID 3500 
650 FLA.SE : PP..INT "C.t-SE IDES NJT QUl\LIFY": GOSUB 685: NORIN.. : ElID 
6 85 FOR II = 1 'ID 2000: t.i"'EXT II: RE'IUill1 
950 PRUIT "" 
980 PRUIT "X= ";X;" Y= ";Y: PRINT "Pr$ (J, I)" = PI'$ (J , I) : REI 
DI'=STEP SIZE. RV= DISTANCE I·DVED BY OlIB STEP BY ID'IOD 
983 DT = 0.0084:N = 1000 
9 84 f.: = N * Dr 
985 RV = 0.0084 
986 l-13 = DT FN 
990 x :::: IHr (X * N w * I-: N 
992 Y = I t-IT (Y * N H) * E N 
994 A$ = "PC!RS'IUVt'l'': REI i INRJT Q!APJ\CTER 
9 9 5 REi-l CALCl.JLATE 'IHE !U. OF STEPS 
996 F = ( ABS (X) + ABS (Y) ) Dr 
997 PRINT F 
1000 IF X > 0 IBEN 1006 
1002 R = 7 
1004 Garo 1008 
1006 R = 3 
1008 IF Y > 0 1HEN 1014 
1010 p = 5 
1012 GOID 1018 
1014 p = 1 
1018 A = ADS ("~) :B = ABS (Y) 
1020 X = O:Y = O:Z = 0 
1022 IF A = 0 'lliEI:J 1065 
1025 C = B A 
1026 REI·l Il:~REASE X BY Dr 
1030 X = X + DT 
1032 REH C'ALO.JLP....TE Dl FOR CD!IPARH :r; DEVIATI OU 
1035 Dl = ABS (C * X - Y) 
1038 x = x - IJI' 
1040 Y = Y + Dr: HE! 'i INCH.I'.ASE Y BY Dr 
1042 D2 = ABS (C * X - Y) 
1046 HEI I COI IPARE D2 AND Dl 
1050 Y = Y - DT 
1053 REM FilID THE SI IALLEST OF Dl NID D2 
1055 IF Dl > D2 'IHElJ 1065 
1057 V(K) = R 
1059 F = F - 1 :X = X + IYI' 
1060 IF F < = 0 THEN 1110 
1062 K = K + 1 
1063 GOID 1022 
1065 V(K) = P 
1070 F = F - l:Y = Y + DT 
1072 IF F < = 0 'IHEH 1110 
1074 K = K + 1 
1076 GCYro 1022 
1110 IF R = 7 THEN X = - X 
1111 IF P = 5 'lliE!·~ Y = - Y 
1112 RE'IURN 
1295 REil THIS IS A SUBRCXJTHJE FDR PRHITIN; nno FILE 
1297 REI·1 
1300 REI'-1 
1314 v = 4 
1315 PRil?r D$; "APPEND"PR$" ,D2": PRI NT D$; "HRITE"PR$ 
1316 KSUI·l = KSUI1 + K 
1325 FOR JJ = 1 'ID I" 
1330 FOR Jl = 1 'ID 1-J3 
1335 PRINT HID$ (A$, V(JJ) ,1) 
1340 NE~'T Jl 
1345 NEXT JJ 
1346 PRTI-IT D$; "CIDSE"PR$: RE'IDPJ·J 
1350 Garo 1115 
1500 PRil'1I' "END OF LH'JE Ra.JTINE FDR ELEr·lENT II ;J: REI 
1520 IF J = K (I) THEN RE'illilll 
1522 IF Bl (I,J) = Jl...1. (I,J + 1) AND B2 CI,J) = A2 (I,J + 1) THEIJ PEIUP.: 
1525 IF Pr$ CJ + 1, I) = "PAUSE" OR Pr$ (J + 1, I) = "PAUSE'T" THEll RE'IUff 
1530 XB = Bl(I,J) :YB= B2CI,J) :XE= Al(I,J + l): YE = A2 CI , J + l) : XO =Pl( 
SQ(J,I)) :YO= P2(SQ(J , I)) 
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1535 IF YE 
1536 IF YE 
1537 IF YE 
1538 IF YE 
1540 Uv·! = 1 
< YB AND XE < XB AND OD$ {I) = 
> YB Al:JD XE > XB AND OD$ (I) = 
< YB Al'ID XE < XS AND OD$ (I) = 
> YB AlID XE > XB AND OD$ (I) = 
1550 GOSUB 2500: REH 
1560 RE'IUFm 
ARC OF A CIRCLE 
1800 REI-I SUDRI'N FDR DRILLil,)3 
"L" THEP i ·M = 2 
"R" THEN Wi7 = 2 
"R" lliE!J ~}; 7 = 2 
"L" '!HEU tl\ 7 = 2 
1810 X = Bl(I,J) - Al(I,J) :Y = B2(I,J) - .A2(I,J): GOSUE 980:DH = CRCL(J,I 
) + ZS(I): FOR HM = K 'ID DH * 12:V(I') = 2:K = K + 1: Nu~'T r 1: FOR I ·~n 
= r~ 'ID DI-J * 12 :V (K) = 4 : I~ = K + 1: NEXT fll'l: IF J < K (I) Tiilll PEIU 
1811 F' = K - 1: RE'IDHll 
2500 REr-1 ARC OF A CIRCLE 
2510 DT = 0.0084:DPHI = 7:DPHI = DPHI * 3.14159 180: RLI I 
AtGLE ThfCREr·IENT 
2520 PA = SQR ( om - XO) ,.. 2 + (YB - YO) ,., 2) 
2525 IF \ ~·! = l 'l'HEN DP = - DP 
2530 DL = HA * SQR ( sn1 (DP) ,.. 2 + (1 - cos (DP)) ,., 2) 
2531 DL = 2.2 * DL: IF DL < 0.16 'IDEN DL = 0.16 
2570 T = ABS (XB - XO) :S = ABS (YB - YO) 
2580 IF T = 0 'IDEN T = 0.009 
2590 A9 = AT1~ ( S T) 
2600 Xl = PA * COS (A9) :Yl = PA * Sil (A9) 
2610 Y..S = XB:YS = YB 
2615 A9 = A9 + DP 
2620 X2 = PA * COS (A9) :Y2 = RA * SIIJ (A9) 
2630 IF XB > = XO l~ID YB > = YO 'lHEN Y = Y2 - Yl :X = X2 - Xl 
2640 IF XB > = XO AHD YB < YO 1IHE11 Y = Yl - Y2:L{ = Xl - X2 
2650 IF XB < XO AHD YB > = YO 'IHEH Y = Yl - Y2:X = Xl - X2 
2660 IF XB < XO AND YB < YO 'IHEN Y = Y2 - Yl:X = Xl - X2 
2675 XN = X:YN = Y 
2790 PRINT "X= ";X;" Y= "Y: GOSUB 984: P.£rl LIIIB ROUTH E 
27 95 PRHJ.r "RE'IURNH~ x, y' "ix i "II i y 
2796 Y2 = Y2 - (YN - Y) :X2 = X2 - (XN - X) 
2797 XS = XS + X:YS = YS + Y 
2800 TS = SQR ( (XS - XE) " 2 + (YE - YS) " 2) 
2801 PRINT TS,DL; "******": IF TS < DL 'IHEll 2820 
2810 Xl = X2:Yl = Y2: GOlD 2615 
2820 HE'IUHN 
3100 IF Pr$ (J, I) = "FAUSET" 'IHfil·. V(K) = 8 :K = I< + 1: PRI11T "PAUSE FOR 'ID 
OL" 
3105 IF PI'$ (J, I) = "PAUSE" THE!: :V(K) = 6 :K = K + l: PRHJT "PRffiHA! .... JID P 
AUSE" 
3110 RE'IUPJ-1 
3500 GOSUB 1295: REh SEHD Ill\TA 'ID FILE 
3505 PRHJT D$; "APPEND"PR$ 
3510 PRINT D$; ''\·ffi.ITE"PR$ 
3520 PRil-lT ''X" : REM END OF SffiMENT ffiDE 
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3540 PRINT D$;"CLOSE"PR$ 
3550 I = I + 1: IF IN < I 'IHEl 3580: VTAB (10): CALL - 958 : SPEED= 10 
3560 PRTNr "sa;r1E1JT ";KDS <I - I> ; " ro1IB 11 : SPEED= 255 
3565 INRJT "PAUSE Kr 'IHIS ronJT ?(Y N) ";Z9$ 
3567 IF Z9$ = "n" THEN GOlD 510 
3568 IF Z9$ < > ''Y" THElJ VTAB (11) : GOID 3565 
3569 VI1Al3 (12) : I NRJT "FOP. 'IOOL ~E ?"CY N) PRilIT "Z9 $ 
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3570 IF Z9$ = "N" THEN D$ i "APPEND"PR$: PRI NT D$ i "nPJ TE " PR$: PRI Il' 11\7 11 : PRIIl 
T 
D$ i "CLOSE"PR.$ :Ksur = Ksur:· + 1: Garo 510 
3572 IF Z9$ < > "Y" 'Pde1 3569 
3575 PRiiJr "APPEND"PR.$: PRINT D$; ''t·7PJTE"PR$: PRI UT S: PRUIT D$; "CIDSE"PR 
s: v~n = Ksur I + 1 : GCJ:lD 51 o 
3580 VI'AB (10): CALL - 958: SPEED= 10: PRI NT "SffiMEtlT ";KD$(I - 1) ;" D 
OHE": SPEED= 255 
3585 PRIUT D$; "OPE1J"PR$: PRINT D$; '~JRI'l'E"PR$: PRHIT KSUI·l : PRH IT Pl ( SQ CO , 
1)): PRHlT P2(SQ(O,l)): PRUIT ZS(l): PRINT D$;"CIDSE"PR$ 
3588 IDflE : FLASH : PRINT "ALL SEG!IENTS OONE": GO.SUB 685 
3590 l'Om.1PJ:.i : Garo 5000 
5000 PRINT ams (4); "UJ!DP, C, I,O": HOI IE : PRI NT Cl-ill $ (4) i "RUtl HZ\STER c 
ONTROL,Dl" 
5001 END 
6000 P9 = SQR ((XO - XB) A 2 + (YO - YB) A 2) :lYI' = O.Ol: EPS = 0.1001 
6001 IF XO - XB = 0 AUD XO - XE = 0 'IHEU P9 = l.5708:LHI' = 1.5708 : GOID 
6010 
6002 IF XO - XB = 0 'Il-IEN P9 = 1. 5708 :Ll.fi' = ATI-1 ((YO - YE) (XO - XE)) : 
GOID 6010 
6003 IF YD - XE= 0 'llIEN LHr = l.5708:P9 = l '>.TIJ ((YO - YB) (XO - XB)): 
Garo 6010 
6005 P9 = ATN ((YO - YB) (XO - XB)) :LHI' = ATl\ ((YO - YE) (XO - iIB) ) 
6010 IF LI-TI' < P9 'mEH EPS = - EPS 
6020 Xl (1) = H9 * CDS (P9) :Yl (1) = H9 * sn~ (P9) 
6025 L = 2:K = 1 
6030 P9 = P9 + EPS 
6035 PRINT "P9= II ;P9 
6040 IF ABS (P9 - Llir) < 0.01 'IHEN HE'IURN 
6050 Xl (L) = R9 * CDS (P9) :Yl (L) = H9 * SIN (P9) 
6060 X = Xl(L) - Xl(L - 1) :Y = Yl(L) - Yl(L - 1) 
6070 PRINT "X= ";X;" Y= ";Y: INPUT HR$ 
6080 XN = X:YN = Y 
6090 GOOUB 984 
6095 Xl(L) = Xl(L) - (XN - X) 
6100 Yl(L) = Yl(L) - (YN - Y) 
6110 L = L + 1 
6120 GOIO 6030 
J. REM THIS PROOPAI·'.i PROVIDES A SIMULATIOH OF 
2 REI:! THE ACrUAL 11ACHilJE RUH. rosTPROCESSED TE}..'T 
3 REM FILE HILL BE USED AND 'IOOL PATH DISPLAYED. 
5 Kl = 280 9:K2 = 140 5: REM FOR HEAL 'ID SCREEN m.OD CD NEHSI011 
6 LTJ. = 4 .5 :W2 = 2.5: REI·: S~£EN CENTER 
10 DIM A$ (3000) : HOilE 
15 VI1AB (2): HTPB (14): INVEPSE : PRLIT " N.C. RUN " 
18 vrAB (4) : NORillAL : PRINT "THIS IS SHITJLATION OF THE M1\CHI Ni hG RJP." 
20 PRINT : PRINT "FOST PROCESSED TEXT PR(X;!W"l 1'1ILL BE USED" 
30 PRINT : PRINT "HIT RE'IUPJ·J 'ID CDNTINUE" 
35 IDKE - 16368,0 
40 IF PEEK ( - 163 84) < > 141 TI-IEI>1 40 
45 roro 1500 
50 X = X + 0 .3: HPLOT 'IO X, Y: RE'IUHN 
70 X = X - 0.3: HPLOT 'IO X,Y: RfilURN 
90 Y = Y - 0. 3 : HPLOT 'IO X, Y: R.wnrruPJ.1 
110 Y = Y + 0 .3: HPIDT 'ID X, Y: RE'lUPJ,J 
170 RE'IUPJ 1 
500 XC = ABS (XC + h']J * Kl :YC = PJ3S (YC * K2 - 150) - i·12 * K2 
510 P . ETOI>J'J 
1400 POY£ - 16368,0 
1401 N°). = PEEI( ( - 16384) 
14 3 
1402 IF AA < > 177 AND AA < > 178 AND AA < > 179 AHD AA < > 180 THE!-
1401 
1403 IDKE - 16368,0: RE'IUHH 
1415 FOR J = 1 'ID 2000: NEXT J: HE'IURN 
1450 POKE - 16368,0 
1451 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < > 141 IBEN 1450 
1460 RETUP.N 
1500 HOFiE : VTAB (2) : HTAB (15) : INVERSE : PRINT " N. C. RI.m ": t:OPJJAL 
1504 vrAB (5): PRI:NT "l. DEFINE PP.RT NAf·JE";" ";PS$: PRINT "2. FILE DI RE 
CIDRY": PRHil' "3. OC RUN": PRINT "4. QJIT" 
1505 PR.II-Jr : PRINT "ENTER Q-IOICE 1:'-D. II: GOSUB 1400 
1506 IF AA = 177 THEN PRINT : PRINT "ENTER PART t-~il·~ "; : I NPUT PS$ : PR$ = 
PS$ + " FOST PROCESSED": GOID 1508 
1507 ooro 1520 
1508 D$ = "": R.Er-1 CNTRL-D 
1509 C?-JERR GmO 1515 
1510 PRINT D$;"RENN·IB"PR.$", TEST,D2": POKE 216,0: PR.I ~ D$;"RENAI'·JE TEST, 
"PR$: HOfiE : GOIO 1500 
1515 INVEPSE : FLASH : PRINT "UNDEFillED PART n, rosr PROCESSED FILE": IDPJ,ll 
L 
: GOSUB 1415: HOME : POKE 216,0:PS$ = "": GOID 1500 
1520 IF AA = 178 THEN PRINT QIR$ (4); "CATALCG,D2": PRilfl' PRH11' "liIT 
RETURN 'ID OJNTINUE ": GOSUB 1450: HOr-IE : GOIO 1500 
1525 IF l-'A = 179 'IHEN HOiiE : GOTO 1580 
1530 IF PA = 180 'Il-IEN HOflE : END 
1545 PRINT : PRU~ : SPEED= 100: PRI NT "l. IDAD PPRT on 'IO BID" 
1550 PRHil' "2. fvt)UrJr arrI1I!'I; 'IOOL": PRINT "3. 'IURl a ID1ER SUPPLY" 
1555 PRUn:' : PRINT "HIT RE'IUPJJ 'IO CDtJTilIDE": SPEED= 255: GOSUB 1 450 
1560 VTAB (3) : CALL - 958 
1575 Vl'AB (2): INVERSE : HTAB (10): PRINT 11 U.C. RI.JN 11 : tDRIIAL 
1576 GCJID 1600 
1580 SPEED= 100: vrAB ( 5): PRnni "READn:r; DATA": SPEED= 255 
1 44 
1583 IF PS$ = "" 'IHEN vrAB (5): FLASH : PRH"JT "Pl'RT NN·'iE illIDEFI Jill": GOSUD 
1415: HOl·lE : Garo 1500 
1585 PRINT D$; "OPEN"PR$", D2": PRillT D$; "READ"PR$: IIITUT NH: I NPCTr xo . I NPUT 
YO: INRJT ZO: PRINT D$;"CLOSE"PR$ 
1589 G = 4 
1590 PRINT D$; "OPEN"PRS: PRilJT ns; "FOSITimJ"PRS", R"G: PRill'r D$ ; "REl\D" PR $ 
1591 FOR K = 1 'ID NN: I NPU1"' A$ (K) : NEXT K 
1595 PRillT D$; "CLOSE"PR$ 
1597 vrAB (4) : CALL - 958 
1598 ro;_o 1545 
1600 I = 1 
1601 Al = O:Bl = O:Cl = 0 
1602 X = O:Y = 150 
1650 SPEED= 100: VI'AB (4): PRIUT "IDVE 'IOOL 'ID 0 ,O rosITION" 
1655 PRINT "USE 'IHESE KEYS:" 
1660 vrAB (7) : INVEHSE : HTAB {10) : PRDIT' "l";: IITAB (17) : PRi rJ'l' " 2";: HTP..u 
(24) : PRil'-JT "3" 
1670 vrAB ( 8) : HTAB (11) : PRINT "Q"; : HTAI3 (18): PRINT ·~ ·t'; : HTAB ( 25) : PP.I 
NT 
"E" : NJPJ·1AL 
1680 VI'.AB (7) : HTAB (28): PRINT "FOR X+ Y+ Z+": VI1AB (8) : HTA13 ( 28 ) : PRil 
"FOR X- Y- Z-" 
16 90 PRINT : PRI1Il' : PRINT "HIT "; : INVERSE : PRI NT "O"; : OOPJ.JAL : PRIHT 
" AFrER rosITrorJnx;" 
1695 SPEED= 255: GOSUB 1700: GOIO 1750 
17 0 0 Y = 150 : REH SUBRTN 'ID f·DVE 'IOOL UNDER HANU/ Ui CDNI'ROL 
1704 INVERSE : VI1AB (20): PRINT "X-NAX= llOOHl" Y-Ml\X= 600IIr1 z-r· r= 15001 : 
r·i": r~PJlZlli 
1705 roKE - 16368,0: GOSUB 1729 
1710 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 176 'IHEN RJKE - 16368,0: RE'IUR 1 
1711 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < > 177 THEil 1715 
1712 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 177 THEN X = X + 0.20:Al = Al + 1: VTAB (22): 
CALL - 958: GOSUB 17 29: IF PJ. < 1100 TtlEI. 1712 
1713 IF PEEY ( - 16384) = 177 AND AA > = 1100 'IF..EI.l vrAB (23): P:Ril-IT " 
X-A...XIS FOSITIVE LHI'. ": VTAB ( 23) : CALL - 958 : GOIO 1713 
1714 RJKE - 16368,0 
1715 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < > 178 THEN 1719 
1716 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 178 THEN Y = Y - 0.20:Bl = Bl + 1: GOSUB 17 29 
: IF Bl < 600 THEN 1716 
1717 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 178 'llEN VTAB (23): PRINT "Y- AYI S IDSITIVB L 
HUT": VTAB ( 23) : CALL - 958: GOIO 1717 
1718 RJKE - 16368,0 
1719 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 209 THEN X = X - 0.20:Al = Al - 1: GOSUB 17 29 
: IF Al > = 1 'Il-IEN 1719 
1720 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 209 THEN vrAB (23) : PRillT "X- AYIS NEGATIVE L 
HUT" : vrAB ( 23) : CALL - 958: Garo 17 20 
1721 POKE - 16368,0 
1722 IF PEEY ( - 16384) < > 215 THEIJ 1726 
1723 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 215 'IHEN Y = Y + 0 .20 : Bl = Bl - 1: GOSUB 1729 
: IF Bl > = 1 'IHEH 17 23 
1724 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 215 IBEN vrAB (23): PRI NT "Y-AXI S LII1IT": VTAB 
(23): CALL - 958: GOIO 1724 
RJKE - 16368,0 
IF PEEI< ( - 16384) = 179 THCl-1 Cl = Cl + 1: GOSUD 1729 







1729 vrAB ( 22) : CALL - 958: PRillT "X-NCX-7 ";Al; TAB ( 15); "Y-ID·l ";Bl ; Tl\B 
( 
28) ; "Z-IU·l ";Cl: RE'IURN 
1750 vrAB (4): CALL - 958: SPEED= 100: PRUIT' "HIT R..i~RN 'ID START l'·1AO JI 
PHI;": GOSUB 1450: SPEED= 255 
1755 H3H2 : HCDLOR= 7:XC = XO:YC =YO: GOSUB 500: HPLOr X - l,Y 'IO X + 1 
, Y: HP.LOI' x, Y - 1 m x, Y + 1 
1760 GOSUB 2000 
2000 FOR K = 1 ID l lN 
2005 ONERR GarO 3000 
2010 IF A$ (IO = "R" THEt1 X = X + 0. 20: HPLOr 'ID X, Y: NEXT K : GOID 2100 
2020 IF A$(K) = ''V" THEN X = X - 0.20: HPLOI' 'IO X,Y: NEXT Y : GOIO 2100 
2030 IF A$(K) = "P" THEN Y = Y - 0.20: HPLOT 'IO X,Y: NEh'T K : GOID 2100 
2040 IF A$(K) = "T" THEN Y = Y + 0.20: HPLOT 'ID X, Y: NEXT!" : GOIO 2100 
2050 IF A$(K) = "W" THEN TP~: FOKE -16368,0: HOME : VTAB (20): FLASH 
: PRnn, "PAUSE FOR 'IOOL CHAFK:;E Il'l EFFECT": !\lQRi lAL : PRH!T : PR.Irr "C 
HAl,r;E rrrx>L ••• HIT REIUHN 'ID CDNTillUE ";: GET 0$: PRI NT : ro ~ - 1630 
4,0: POKE - 16299,0: NEXT K: GOID 2100 
2060 IF A$ {K) = "U" THEN TEXT : FLASH : RJKE - 16368,0: PRINT "PRCGR.Pl-~ 
MED PAUSE IlJ EFFECT": NORMAL : PRINT "HIT REIUPJ1 'ID cnrrrnruE " ; : GET 
0$: PRINT : roICE - 16304,0: FOfCE - 16299,0: NEXT K: GOIO 2100 
2070 IF P..$ (K) = "X" 'IDEN RJKE - 16368, 0: TEXT : HOflE : FLASH : PRilll' " 
SEx:;MENT OONE": 1-0RI ·lAL : PRINT "HIT RE'IURN 'ID CDllTI NUE ";: Gill' 0$ : PRI 11' 
: POKE - 16299,0: POKE - 16304 ,0: NEXT K: GOID 2100 
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207 8 IF A$ (K) = "Q" OR A$ (IO = "S" THEI:J HQ)LOR= CL: HPLCJr X - 3, Y 'ID ._ + 
3,Y: HPLDr X,Y + 3 'ID X,Y - 3:CL =CL - 1: IF CL < 4 THEN CL= 5 
2080 HCX>LOR= 7: NEh7T K: GOID 2100 
2100 \iTAB (22): PRINT "PART ronE ": roKE - 16368,0: INRJT "HIT RE'l1Jffi T 
0 CDNTINUE ";J$: GOill 5000 
3000 TEXT : vrAB (18) : rLASE : PRnrr "If.iPROPER 'IOOL FOSITIONII:x; : ": 1'1JI1 IAL 
: PRil-JT 
3010 IF Xl < 0 THEH PRIUT "X-AXIS l;rEX;ATIVE LIMIT": GOID 3100 
3020 IF x > 279 THEN PRD·Il' "X-AXIS rosITIVE LIFIT ": GaID 3100 
3030 IF y < 0 THEN PRINT "Y-.AXIS rosITIVE L!I:iIT": Garo 3100 
3040 IF Y > 160 THE11 PRINT "Y-AXIS NEGATIVE Llf.IIT" 
3100 PRHil1 "HIT HE'IUPJ·J 'ID HEroSITION 'IOOL" 
3110 GQSUB 1450: GO'ID 1600 
soo o PRINT am$ c 4 > ; "RUN MASTER cnr T.L'ROL, n1" 
1 REM THIS PRCx;RAr1 ALWlS A IDSTPROCESSED PART FILE 
2 REI·~ 'ID BE ID"JlfilDADED 'ID 'IHE a:rc MA.CHINE SJ A PART CAH BE r·ll\DE. 
4 D IL DAY$ ( 7) , Tl (3) , T2 ( 3) , T3 ( 3) 
5 P..EH DISPLAY PRESENT TH1E 
6 DAY$ (1) = "t'DIIDAY" :DAY$ (2) = "'IUESDAY" :DAY$ (3) = ''VlEDHESDl'.\Y" :DAY$ (4) = 
"THUHSDAY" :DAY$ (5) = "FPJDAY" :DAY$ (6) = "SATURDAY" :DAY$ (7) = "SUlIDP.Y 
" 
10 HOHE : PRINT "IBIS IS HCH 'IHE CLOCK IS SET Cl.JHREt"!TLY:" 
12 PRIIlT 
15 & DAY 'IO A,B,C,D 
17 & TIME 'IO E,F,Gl 
19 PRINT : PRINT "'IDDAY IS ";DAY$ (D) 
20 PRINT : PRI'NI1 "'YtlE mTE IS : " ; B; " " ; C; " 19" ; A 
21 PRIN'l, : PRilIT' "THE TU'IE : "; E; " HRS. "; F;" MIN. & ";Gl;" SEC. " 
29 VI'AB { 23) : PRINT "NEED 'IO RESET TIHE? CY l ) "; : GET DE$: PRil111 IF D 
E$ < > "Y" AND DE$ < > "LI" THEt1 29 
30 IF DE$ = "Y" THEtJ PRINT CHR$ (4) ; "RUN SETCLOCr~,Dl" 
32 HOI·'IE :Tl Cl) = E:T2 (1) = F:T3 (1) = Gl 
45 GOIO 1500 
50 PEH 
51 & Ba.JT,{DV) = 0,(D#) = 5 
52 FOR M = 1 TO SM 
53 & Ba.JT, (DV) = 41, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
54 & BOUT, (DV) = 73, (D~D = 5: FOR DL = 1 'IO T: NEXT DL 
55 & BOUT, (DV) = 81, CD#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
56 & BOOT, (DV) = 49, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = l 'ID T: NEA'T DL 
57 NEXT M 
58 & Ba.JT,(DV) = 0,(D#) = 5 
59 RE'IUHN 
70 HEE 
71 & BCXJT,(DV) = 0,(D#) = 5 
7 2 FOR M = 1 'ID SI I 
73 & BOOT, (DV) = 49, (D~f) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
74 &BCXJT,(DV) =81,(D#) =5: FORDL=l'IDT: NEXTDL 
75 & BOOT, (DV) = 73, CD#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
76 & BOOT, (DV) = 41, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
77 NEXT f:1 
78 & Ba.JT, (DV) = 0, (D#) = 5: RE'IUHN 
90 REM 
91 & Ba.JT,(DV) = 0,(D#) = 5 
92 FOR M = 1 'IO SM 
93 & BCXJT, (DV) = 42, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'IO T: IJEA'T DL 
147 
94 & BOOT, (DV) = 74, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
95 & BOOT, (DV) = 82, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
96 & BOOT, (DV) = 50, (DiD = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
97 NEXT M 
98 & BOUT, (DV) = 0, (D#) = 5: RE'IUPJ J 
110 REH 
111 & BOOT I (DV) = 0, (Df~) = 5 
112 FOR M = 1 'ID Sil 
113 & BCUT, (DV) = 50, (Dfi ) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: IBXT DL 
114 & BOOT, (DV) = 82, (DU = 5: FOR DL =-= 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
115 & BOOT, (DV) = 74, (Dff) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'IO T: NEXT DL 
116 & BCUT, (DV) = 42, CD#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
117 NEXT M 
118 RE'IURN 
130 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT X,Y 
131 & BOOT, (DV) = 0 I (D#) = 5 
132 REl'l 
133 & BOOT, (ITV) = 28, (Dtf) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: l\J"'EXT DL 
134 & BOOT r (DV) = 52? CD#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 TO T: NE"·~ DL 
135 & BOU'::?, (DV) = 100 I (Dfi:) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: ~"'EXT DL 
136 & BCXJT, (DV) = 76, (D~~) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
138 HCOLOP..= 7: HPim X,Y 
140 RETI.JRN 
150 HCOLOR= 0: HPI.ffi' X,Y 
151 & BOOT' (DV) = 0 I (D#) = 5 
152 REH 
153 & BOOT I (DV) = 76, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: J\1EXT DL 
154 & BOUT, (DV) = 100, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
155 & BOUT, (DV) = 52, CD~D = 5: FOR DL = 1 'IO T: NEXT DL 
156 & BOOT, (DV) = 28, (D~F) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEA'T DL 
158 HCDLOR= 7: HPLOT X,Y 
170 RETUP.N 
200 & BCXJT' (DV) = 2 8 I (D#) = 5 : FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
201 & BCXJT, (DV) = 52, (D~) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
202 & BOOT, CDV) = 100, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
203 & BOOT, (DV) = 76, CD#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
204 RETURN 
250 & BOOT, (DV) = 76, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 TO T: IIBXT DL 
251 & BCXJT, (DV) = 100, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
252 & BOOT, (DV) = 52, (DfD = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: NEXT DL 
253 & BOOT, (DV) = 28, (D#) = 5: FOR DL = 1 'ID T: UEXT DL 
254 HETUPJ:.J 
14 8 
1000 HOI-iE : PRINT "'IUPJJ OU ro·JER Sd ITCHES a J: ": PRit1r : HTAB (10) : INVERSE 
: PRINT "l) ISAAC": KORMAL : PRHil' : HTAB (10): I NVEP.SE : PRili111 " 2) 
SP-2718 TRI-RJdER SUPPLY": NORMAL 
1001 PRillr : PRINT "SET SUPPLY 'A' rn1 'lliE TRI-ro·JER SUPPLY 'ID OOTPUT 15 
VOLTS": vrAB (22): PRINI' "HIT RE'IURi'J 'ID CDNI'IlKJE": GOSUB 1450 
14 9 
1005 Al = 0 :Bl = 0 :Cl = 0: HOI·IE : SPEED= 100: VI'AB (2) : I NVERSE : PRUIT " 
INITIALIZH:G BACHIHE": NORMAL 
1010 PRINT : PPJNI' "INITIALIZir-G X-&'{IS": SPEED= 255 
1020 & BIN, ('IV) = Q, (D#) = 5, (All) = 32 
1030 IF Q < > 0 THEN GOSUB 52: GCJID 1020 
1040 & BEEP: PRINT "X-AXIS OONE" 
1050 SPEED= 100: PRINT : PRIIJT "IlUTIALIZHK; Y-AXIS": SPEED= 255 
1060 & BHJ, ('IV) = Q, (D#) = 5, (Ar-1) = 64 
1070 IF Q < > 0 'IHEN GOSUD 112: GOIO 1060 
1080 & BEEP: PRINT "Y-AXIS OO!IB" 
1090 SPEED= 100: PRINI' : PRINT "U1ITIALIZIN3 Z-AXIS": SPEED= 255 
1100 & BIN, ('IV) = Q, (D#) = 5, (ArI) = 16 
1110 IF Q < > 0 'IHEN GOSUB 250: GOID 1100 
1120 & BEEP: PRH·rr' "Z-AXIS OOlIB": PRINT : PRINT "ALL AXES I NITIALIZED" 
1130 vrAB (23): PRINT "HIT RETURN 'ID CDNTINUE": GOSUB 1450 
1140 HO!"JE : GOID 1546 
1400 RJF~E - 16368,0 
1401 AA = PEEK ( - 16384) 
1402 IF AA < > 177 AND AA < > 178 AND AA < > 179 Al:ID AA < > 180 THEtJ 
1401 
1403 POKE - 16368,0: RE'IUHN 
1415 FOR J = 1 ID 2000: NEXT J: P£'IURN 
1450 POKE - 16368,0 
1455 AA= PEEK ( - 16384): IF AA< > 141THEN1455 
1460 RETUPJ-J 
1500 HOllE: VI'AB (2): HTAB (15): I NVERSE: PRHil' " N.C. RUP ": NOPJ·:IAL 
150 4 vrAB ( 5) : PRINT "1 • DEFINE PART NZ\.ME" ; " " ; PS$ : PRINT "2 • FILE DIRE 
CIDRY"; PRIF1T "3. NC RUH": PRil,IT "4. OOIT" 
1505 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER CHOICE I'D.": GOSUB 1400 
1506 IF AA= 177 THfil1 vrAB (5): HTAB (20): PRI11I' "<": VTAB (22): PRH1T 
"ENTER PART HAllfE" i : I NFUT PS$: PR$ = PS$ + " rosT PROCESSED" : GOID 1 5 
08 
1507 GOID 1520 
1508 D$ = "": REH CNTRL-D 
1509 OtJEP.R GOID 1515 
1510 PRINT D$; "REHAr IE "PR$", TEST, D2" : POKE 216, 0 : PRI11I' D$; "REI.W iE TEST, 
"PR$: HCX'iE : GOID 1500 
1515 IHVERSE : FLASH : PRINT "UNDEFINED PART n~ rosT PROCESSED FILE": NOPJ 
L 
: GOSUB 1415: HOllE : POKE 216,0:PSS = "": GOID 1500 
1520 IF AA = 178 THEr VI'AB (6) : HTAB (20) : PRUIT 11<": VTAB {10) : PRil:T 
Qffi$ (4); "c.ATALCG,D2": PRillT : .PRINT "HIT RETURN 'ID aJln'IlJUE " : GOSUD 
1450: HCX IB : GOro 1500 
1525 IF PA = 179 THEN 1580 
1530 IF AA = 180 'Il-lEN HOME END 
1545 GCJID 1000 
1546 PRilIT : PRINT : SPEED= 100: PRINT "l. LOAD Pflfil Dr 'ID BED" 
1550 PRINT "2. I·WUI1 QJTI'Il'I; 'IOOL": PRINT "3. 'IDITN CTJ SPilIDLE": PIH 1I' "4 
• ADJUST RIE OF SPINDLE" 
1555 PRUIT : PRINT "HIT RE'rum~ 'ID CDtJTINUE": SPEED= 255: GOSUD 1450 
1560 vrtill (3) : CALL - 958 
15 7 5 vrAB ( 2) : INVEHSE : HTAB ( 10) : PRINT " N. c. :m.m " : OORNAL 
1576 X = 5:Y = 150: GOID 1600 
1580 vrAB (7) : HTAB ( 20) : PRINT "<": VTAB ( 22) : PRINT "READI!'l; DATA" 
150 
1583 IF PS$ = "" THEU Vl'AB ( 23) : FLASH : PRINT "PART NA.ME illlDEFilIBD" : GOSU 
B 
1415: HOf.'.IE : GOill 1500 
1585 PRHJT D$;"0PEN"PR$",D2": PRINT D$;"HEAD"PR$: Il-n?UT NU: INPUT 0: HJPUT 
YO: INRJT ZS: PRINT D$;"CLOSE"PR$ 
1589 G = 4:RD = 750: DIM A$(RD): GOSUB 1590: GOOD 1597 
1590 PRINT D$; "OPEU"PR$: PRINT D$; "FOSITIOlJ"PR$" ,R"G: PRINT D$; "READ"PR$ 
1591 FOR K = 1 'ID RD: INPUT A$ (K) : ~1EXT K 
1595 PRINT D$; "CLOSE"PR$ :G = G + RD: RETURH 
1597 VlVIB (4) : CALL - 958 
1598 GOIO 1545 
1600 I = 1 
1650 SPEED= 175: VTAB (4): PRINT "I·OVE 'IOOL ID 0,0 FOSITION" 
16 55 PRUIT "USE 'IRESE KEYS: " 
166 0 Vl'.AB ( 7) : INVEPSE : HTAB ClO) : PRINT "l"; : HTAB ( 17) : PRilJT "2 11 ; : HT/ill 
(24) : PRUIT "3" 
1670 vrAB ( 8) : HTAB (11) : PRINT "Q"; : HTAB (18} : PRilIT "W";: HTAB (25) : PR.I 
NT 
"E" : 1-0HI•lAL 
1680 \iTAB (7) : HTAB (28) : PRINT "FOR X+ Y+ Z+": \lTAB ( 8} : HTAB ( 28) : PRirlT 
"FOR X- Y- Z-" 
1690 PRiln' : PRUIT : PRINI' "HIT ";: INVEP.SE : PRINT "O";: NOPJ1llli : PP ..nn1 
" AFrER rosITIONn;r;" 
1695 SPEED= 255: VI'AB (17): HNERSE : PRINT "XIJAX= 1100"; TAB( 15) ;"YIJru: 
= 600"; TAB ( 30); "ZMAX= 1000": NOHMAL : V"I'AB (21) : PRUJT "X-tl:XJ= ";A 
1; TAB ( 15) ; "Y-NJ>J= ";Bl; TAB ( 30) ; "Z-lUd= ";Cl: VI1AB (19) : PRilJT "D 
IHN. IN Ml·l. ": GOSUB 1700 
1696 IF SS$ = "+" 'IHEN SS$ = " ": RETI.JRN 
1697 GOID 1750 
1700 REN SUBRTN 'IO 1-DVE 'IOOL UNDER !12\NUAL ffiNTROL 
1705 ffiKE - 16368,0 
17 07 BN = 50 : REH arnmnsE z l D'IOR 'lUPJ'lS SLa·l 
1710 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 176 'IDEN RE'IURN 
1711 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 177 AND Al < 1100 THEN 1714 
1712 GOSUB 1740 
1713 GCYro 1716 
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1714 Al = Al + l :X = X + 0. 25: GOSUB 72: vrAB (21) : PRI!IT "X-N:l = ";Al; TAB ( 
15) ; "Y-:t-X:U= ";Bl; TAB ( 30) ; "Z-J:U·T= ";Cl: IF PEEI' ( - 16384) = 177 AND 
Al < 1100 THEN 1714 
1715 GOSUB 1740: ffiKE - 16368,0 
1716 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 178 AtID Bl < 600 THEN 1718 
1717 Ga3UB 1742: Go:LD 1720 
1718 Bl = Bl + 1 :Y = Y - 0. 25: GOSUB 92: VTAB ( 21) : PRINT "X-1-0·7= ";Al; TAB ( 
15) ; "Y-1'0·7= ";Bl; TAB ( 30) ; "Z-J:U.·7== ";Cl: IF PEEY ( - 16384) = 17 8 AlID 
Bl < 600 THEI:l 1718 
1719 GOSUB 1742: RJKE - 16368,0 
1720 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 179 THEN 1722 
1721 ooro 1725 
1722 Cl= Cl + 5: FOR KL= 1 'ID 5: GOSUB 200: NEXT KL: VTAB (21): PRir:JT " 
X-tU.'l= "Al; TAB ( 15) ; "Y-N:1'7= ";Bl; TAB ( 30) ; "Z-NQ·-7= ";Cl: IF PEEK 
- 16384) = 179 THEN 1722 
1723 POKE - 16368,0 
1725 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 209 THEN 1727 
1726 GOID 1730 
1727 & BIN, ('IV) = Q, CDfD = 5, (Af l) = 32: IF Q = 0 THEN VTAB ( 22) : FLASH 
: PRHil' "X-AXIS NEX;ATIVE LirlIT REACHED": & BUZZ: NORill\L : VTAB (22): 
CALL - 958: GOID 1725 
1728 Al = Al - l:X = X - 0.25: GOSUD 52: GOSUD 1745: IF PEEF ( - 16384) = 
209 THEN 1727 
1729 RJKE - 16368,0 
1730 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 215 'IllEI:· 1732 
1731 GOID 1735 
1732 & BIN, ('IV) = Q, CD#) = 5, (AI-1) = 64: IF Q = 0 THEN VI'AB ( 22) : FLASH 
: PRIN'r "Y AXIS ND3ATIVE LillIT REACHED": & BUZZ: 1--DRMAL : VTAB (22) : 
CALL - 958: G01D 1730 
1733 Bl = Bl - l:Y = Y + 0.25: GOSUB 112: GOSUB 1745: IF PEEh ( - 16384) 
= 215 IBEN 1732 
1734 ID.KE - 16368,0 
1735 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 197 THEN 1737 
1736 GOID 1710 
1737 & BIN, ('IV) = Q, (D#) = 5, {AH) = 16: IF Q = 0 THEN VI1AB ( 22) : FLl.SII 
: PRlJ.'.lT "Z-AXIS NEt;ATIVE LIHIT REACHED" : & BUZZ : NOPJ11AL : VTAB ( 22) : 
CALL - 958: GOIO 1735 
1738 Cl = Cl - 5: FOR KL = 1 ID 5: GUSUB 250: NEXT KL: GOSUB 1745: IF PEEK 
( - 16384) = 197 THEN 1737 
1739 :EDKE - 16368,0: GOlD 1710 
17 40 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < > 177 OR Al < 1100 'IHEl1 RE'IUPJJ 
17 41 vrAB ( 22) : FLASH : PRINT "X-AXIS FOSITIVE LIEIT REACHED": & BUZZ: lXJPJ 
AL 
: VTAB (22): CALL - 958: GOK> 1740 
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17 42 IF PEEI~ ( - 163 84) < > 17 8 OR Bl < 600 THE!J RE"IURN 
1743 vrAB (22): FLASH : PRINT "Y-1\YIS rosITIVE LHlIT REACHED": & BUZZ: JOill·1 
AL 
: vrAB (22): CALL - 958: GCYIO 1742 
1745 vrAB (21): CALL - 958: PRilJT "x-rn-r= ";Al; TAB( 15) ;"Y-107= ";Dl; TAD 
( 
30) ; "z-:t-n·J= ";Cl: RE'IUPJ1 
17 50 vrAf3 ( 4) : CALL - 958: SPEED= 100: PRINT "HIT REIUPJJ ID SI'ART lll\CIII 
Nil-r;": GOOUB 1450: SPEED= 255 
1755 H3R2 : HCDLOR= 7: HPwr X,Y: & LABEL= "O,O" AT X,Y 
17 56 SM = 1 : BI~ = 10 : T = 20 
1760 GQSUD 3000 
2000 & TI!'::iE ID E,F,Gl:Tl(2) = E:T2(2) = F:T3(2) = Gl: FORK= 1 'IO RD 
2005 IF A$(K) < > "R" 'IHEN 2020 
2010 GOSUB 72:X = X + 0.20: HPLOI' 'ID X,Y:Al =Al + 1: IF Al > 1100 THEl-1 
Garo 4000 
2015 roro 209s 
2020 IF A$ (K) < > ''V" Tf-I~\J 2030 
2022 GOSUD 52 :X = X - 0 .20: HPLOT ID X, Y:Al = Al - 1: IF Al < 6 THEN 40 
00 
2025 Garo 2095 
2030 IF A$(K) < > "P" THEN 2040 
2032 GOSUB 90:Y = Y - 0.20: HPLOT 'IO X,Y:Bl = Bl + 1: IF Bl > 595 'IHEl1 
4000 
2035 GOID 2095 
2040 IF A$(K) < > "T" THEN 2050 
2042 GOSUB llO:Y = Y + 0.20: HPLOT 'ID X,Y:Bl = Bl - 1: IF Bl < 6 THEN 4 
000 
2045 Garo 2095 
2050 IF A$ (K) = "H" THEN TEXT : HQI.lE : FLASH : PRINT "PAUSE IN EFFECT F 
OR 'IOOL CHANSE": NQPJ:JAL : PRINT : PRINT "HIT RE'IURN ID cnurnruE": GOSUD 
1450: IDKE - 16304,0: RJI{E - 16299,0: NEXT K: GOIO 2100 
2055 IF A$ (K) = "U" THEN TEXT : HOME : FLASH : PRINT "PR(X;RAr lMED PAUSE 
IN I-ACHINII~": l'l:>PJ•IAL : PRINT : PRINT "HIT P£1Ufil1 ID OJIIl'IlIDE": GOSUB 
1450: POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: NEXT K: GCJID 2100 
2060 IF A$(K) = "S" THEN GCEUB 250: NEXT K:Cl = Cl - 1: GOIO 2100 
2070 IF A$ (K) = "X" THEN TEXT : HOI·lE : PRINT "SEx:;l1ENT IX:mE": PRINT : PRil11, 
"HIT RE'illill'1 'ID OJNI'INUE": GOSUB 1450: roKE - 16304,0: roKB - 16299 
,0: NE1.1T K: GOID 2100 
2090 IF K = NN 'IHEN PP.J]Il' "NJ 1'DRE SB3I '.IENTS": FOR I = 1 'ID Cl: GO.SUB 15 
2: NEXT I: FOR I = 1 'ID Al: GOSUB 72: NEh.'T I: FOR I = 1 'ID Dl: GOSUI3 
112: NEXT I 
2095 NEXT K 
2100 - IF G > = NN '!HEN 2105 
2101 IF G + RD > NN 'IHEN HD = Nfi - G 
2102 GOSUB 1590 
2103 HPLOI1 X,Y: GOID 2000 
210 5 & BEEP: & PAUSE = 1 : & BUZZ: & PAUSE = 1 : & BEEP: TEXT HO! 1E PRI IT 
"PPRT OONE" 
2110 PRINT : PRI1\1T "HIT REIUHN 'ID CX)I1TINUE": SPEED= 255 
2120 :EQI<E - 16368,0 
2130 IF PEEI' ( - 16384) < > 141 THEtl 2130 
2150 vrAB < 20 > : PPJHT "ru.,~nNn.;r; 'IOOL ro o, o 11 : FOR Rr = i rro c1 : GOSUB 2 
50: NEXT RT 
2152 roKE - 16368,0: PRINT "IS 'IHE 'IOOL CLElR OF THE HOHK.PIECE?";: G£WI1 
l TR.$: IF \·JR$ < > "Y" NID WR$ < > "N" THEN 2152 
2153 IF WR$ = "N" THEN 2150 
2154 FOR RI'= 1 'ID Bl: GOSUB 112: NEXT Rr 
2155 FOR RI' = 1 'ID Al: GOSUB 52: NE""''T Rr 
215G HOME : & TIME 'ID E,F,Gl 
2160 PRINT: PRINT "TIME t--UJ IS: ";E; 11 HHS. ";F;" rrrtJ. & ";Gl;" SEC." 
2162 PRHIT' 
2165 PRTI<lT "SE'IUP BffiIIl THIE : ";Tl ( 1) ; " HP.S. ";T2 ( 1) ; " !UN. & II ;T3 ( 1) ; " 
SEC." 
2166 PRINT 
2110 PRINT "r~JACHINIIG Bffill-J TIBE : ";Tl c 2) ; " HP..S. ";T2 c 2> ; 11 I.JIN. ";T3 ( 2> 
;"SEC." 
2175 PRil.JT " ===================--========" 
2179 PRit1I' 
2180 PRINT "SET UP TIME= ";Tl(2) - Tl(l);" HHS ";T2(2) -T2(1);" I·ITN & 
"; ABS CT3 ( 2) - T3 (1)) ; " SEC " 
2185 PRil\JT : PRINT "i·lACHINHK; Til 'IE = " ; E - Tl ( 2) ; " HP..S " ; F - T2 ( 2) ; " HIU 
& " ; ABS ( Gl - T3 ( 2) ) ; " SEC" 
2190 PRINT : PRINI1 "HIT RE'IURN 'ID CDNTilIDE ": GQSUB 1450 
2200 HOf.JE : VTAB ( 20) : PRilJT "MACHINE Nal PART? (Y W ";: GEI' DE$: IF DE 
$ < > "Y" AND DES < > "N" THEN 2200 
2205 IF DE$ = "Y" 'IHEN CLEAR : GOID 6 
2220 HOHE : PRINT : PRINI' "PLFASE 'IUHN OFF ALL RJHEF! SUPPLIES" : PRI rr : rr 
NT 
"THE CD!-11.~JTER SHOOLD BE '!URNED OFF IF YOU NEED ID USE THE SYSTEI l EUR 
IBER" 
2230 END 
3000 & HIRES2: & LABEL = "r.uvnr; 'IO FIRST I·~CTIINUK; ronrr" AT 15,165: HPLOr 
X, Y :K = 10: REM 0 ·1 'IO 1'1!11 CDtNEHSIOH 
3001 XO = XO * K:YO = YO * K:ZS = ZS * K 
3005 IF XO > 0 'l'HEN 3020 
3010 IF XO = 0 'IHEN 3030 
3015 FOR ST = 1 'ID ABS (XO) : FOR JJ = 1 'IO 12 




3018 NEXT sr: GOID 3030 
3020 FOR ST = 1 'ID XO: FOR JJ = 1 'ID 12 
3025 GOSUD 70: NEXT JJ:X = X + 3: HPLOT X,Y:Al = Al + 12: IF Al > 1100 'IHE11 
4000 
3026 NEXT ST 
3030 IF YO = 0 'IBEH 3070 
3032 IF YO > 0 'IHEH 3050 
3040 IF YO < 0 'IHEN FOR ST = 1 'ID ms (YO) : FOR JJ = 1 'ID 12 
3046 GOSUB 112: NEXT JJ 
3047 Bl = Bl - 12: IF Bl < 8 THEN 4000 
3048 Y = Y + 3: HPIDT X,Y: NEXT SI': Garo 3070 
3050 FOR ST = 1 'IO YO: FOR JJ = 1 'ID 12 
3055 GOSUD 90 
3056 NEXT JJ:Bl = Bl + 12: IF Bl > 590 THEN 4000 
3057 Y = Y - 3: HPLOT X, Y: NEXT ST 
3070 IF ZS = 0 'Il-lEN 3095 
3080 FOR ST = 1 'ID ZS: FOR JJ = 1 'ID 12: GOSUB 132: NE.().~ JJ:Cl = Cl + 12 
: IF Cl > 1251 THEN 4000 
3090 :t1EXT ST 
3095 & IJ\BEL = " " AT 15,165: HPLOT X, Y 
3096 TEXT : HO.-'.IE : PRIHT "'IOOL FOSITIOlJED FOR I·IACHINI:tl;": PRIJ:-Il' : PRIU1l1 
"NEED 'lD ADJUST TIX>L IDSITIOIJ? CY N) ";: GET V$: IF V$ < > "Y" AlJD V 
$ < > "N" THEN 3096 
3097 IF V$ = "N" THEU rom~ - 16304, 0: PCJKE - 16299, 0: RE'lURH 
3098 SS$ = "+": GOSUB 1650: POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: RE'IDRN 
4000 & BUZZ CU :XO = XO K:YO = YO K:ZS = ZS K: HC>rIE : TEXT : RE 1 
SUBR11'1 POR LIIITT REPl.CHED BEFDRE F.lACHHJil\G 
4005 IF Al < 8 OR JiJ. > 1000 THE!J 4015 
4010 Garo 4025 
4015 IF PJ. < 8 THEN Vl"'AB ( 22) : FLASH : PRINT "X-AXIS NEX.~ATIVE LIIll'l' P.£!l 
OIED" : NOPJ-JPJ:., : Garo 4018 
4016 vrAB ( 22) : "X-AXIS IDSITIVE LIIllT REACHED": NOPJ.1AL 
4018 PRINT "Rfil'.SO!l: INCDRRECT 0 ,0 rosITIONill:;" 
4019 PRINT 'llISH 'ID P-..EDEFHIB 0, 0 K>SITION ? (Y N) "; : GET YS$: IF YS$ = " 
N" THEN & BUZZ S'IOP : END 
4020 IF YS$ = "Y" 'IHEN HONE : & BUZZ SIDP 0010 1650 
4021 GOID 4019 
4025 IF Bl < 8 OR Bl > 600 THEN 4030 
4026 GOrO 4040 
4030 IF Bl< 8 'IHEN vrAB (22): FLASH: PRINT "Y-AXIS NffiATIVE LILIT ? 
O!ED": NORI·lAL : GOID 4035 
4032 IF Bl > 600 'IHEN vrAB (22): FLASH : PRINT "Y-AYIS IDSITIVE LIEIT R 
EACTIED": OOPJ.17\L : GOID 4035 
4035 PRINT ·"REASON: INCDRRECT 0 ,O IDSITIONil~ ": PRI!n' ''\TISH 'IO REDEFI lE 






IF Y$ = "Y" THD1 HOI 1E & BUZZ SIDP 
Garo 4035 
END 
REH TEST FRGRH 
T$ = "Rm.JA rosT PROCESSED" 
6005 D$ = "" 
6010 PRINT D$; 110PE:M"T$ 11 ,D2" 
6015 PRINT D$;"READ"T$ 
6020 INPUT NN: IHRJT XO: I~1RJT YO 






LIST OF LABSOFI' <Dr.lMANDS 
~DTE: EVERY LABEDFI' <DMIIAND IS PRECEDED BY A I & ' CHAMCTER • 
1. &BEEP •••.. Beeps ISAAC's internal speaker for 0.1 sec. 
2. & BIN, ('IV) [ ,D (#) , (FU) , (AM) , (){M) , l Inputs a 16-
bit binary value into 'IV. D(#) stands for the exi;:ansion 
device number. 
3. & BOUT, (DV) [,CD#) , (FU) , (AM) , (XM) 1 
16 bit binary word • 
•••• Outputs DV as a 
4. & BUZZ 
sec. 
.••••• Buzzes ISAAC's internal speaker for 0.1 
5 & HIRESl •••••• Selects the APPLE HIRES screen #1 
without first erasing it. 
6. & HIRES2 .••••• Does the same for HIRES screen#2. 
7. & LABEL sexpr AT aexprl, aexpr2 .•••• places a string, 
starting at specified location on the current EIHES 
display 
8. & PAUSE= aexp ••••••.• Pauses program execution for the 
number of seconds and tenths of seconds s~cif ied by aexp 
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